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Editor's ForewordThe history of researh into the emeteries of the So�evka type of the Tripolyeulture (from the village of So�evka near Kiev) is about 50 years old. However, theresearh has not provided yet any omprehensive report on the emeteries, nor afull presentation of material �nds or their thorough analysis. This an be justi�edby the extraordinary harater of the said set of soures and their plae outside theivilizational standard of the late eneolithi in the Northern Ponti zone.The aim of this volume is to present the So�evka issues from a wider perspe-tive of the border zone of the three ultural areas: irumponti, irumarpathianand irumbalti. The papers inluded in this volume show both a full array of so-ures, as far as it is possible at present, and the analytial doumentation of theirmultidiretional geneti impliations.Therefore, this volume should enourage wider disussion of Central Europeanonditioning of the development of the Tripolye ulture, or generally, of the meha-nisms of ultural ontats in the border zone between eastern and western Europein the �rst half of the 3rd millennium BC.





Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 3: 1995, 3-14PL ISSN 1231-0344Mihailo Y. VideikoCEMETERIES OF THE SOFIEVKA TYPE. FIELDRESEARCH, STATE OF PUBLICATION OF SOURCES ANDGENERAL POSITION IN THE SYSTEMATICS OF TRIPOLYECULTUREIn almost 50 years of researh into So�evka type emeteries (Fig.1) two aspetsan be distinguished. One of them onsists in prourement of soures and theirseletive presentation (inluding preliminary lassi�ation), the other involves theappliation of the data to advane numerous transregional syntheti theories [f.among the earliest, e.g., Gimbutas 1956: 109-110; Cabalska 1967:53; Sulimirski1970:186-188; �Si�ska 1972:145n℄. The present artile provides an aount of the �rstaspet, being a general introdution into the materials part of the work.1. CEMETERIES. HISTORY OF RESEARCHThe history of the researh shall be presented from three points of view: reordof �eld work, methods of doumentation and interpretation, and publiation ofmaterials. 1.1. FIELD WORKThe �rst eight graves of the So�evka type were disovered by Ivan Samoylovskiand L. Shalina in 1947 (Expedition ÿKiev the Great" of the Ukrainian Institute ofArhaeology). They were situated on the dune near the village of So�evka (Fig.1).In an area of 56 sq.m I. Samoylovski exavated 8 remation graves with pottery,int tools and opper items. Many �nds from the destroyed graves were on thesurfae of the dune | broken pots, pottery, int blades, at axes, opper beads,stone hammer-axes. In April 1948 the diretor of Institute, Petro E�menko, visited
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F i g . 1. Range of the So�evka type sites: a - settlements; b - emeteries (1 - Chernin; 2 - Krasny Khutor;3 - So�evka; 4 - Zavalovka; 5 - Chapayevka - single grave). Following V. Kruts with additions by theauthor.



5So�evka with Ivan Samoylovski and Yuriy Zakharuk. They gathered many �nds inthe area of the destroyed emetery. Y. Zakharuk ontinued the investigations: fromApril 25th till May 10th and from August 29th till September 26th, 1948. He opened139 remation graves. In 1963 Y. Zakharuk and V. Kruts ontinued investigationson the So�evka emetery. In an area of 140 sq.m they found one remation, inttools and a group of three small pots. Besides graves, on the territory of the dunepottery from the Bronze and Early Iron Age and the Kiev Rus period were found.Thus, during the years 1947-1948 and in 1963 there were found 148 (8+139+1)graves belonging to the Tripolye ulture.The seond emetery near the village of Krasny Khutor (Fig.1) was disoveredby Valentin Danilenko in the spring of 1950 (Expedition ÿKiev the Great"), when heexplored one remation (number 167 of our atalogue). During the 1951 expedition,direted by Mikhail Makarevih, there were reovered 168 remation graves in anarea of 195 sq.m. V. Danilenko, V. Rybalova, S. Odintova, E. Gonharova, A.Savhuk and post-graduate students Z. Baranovih and V. Kanivets also took partin this expedition. The emetery was partly destroyed during World War Two |aording to one report 20 graves su�ered.The next emetery was disovered by Vladimir Kanivets on September 25th,1950 and the exavation took plae betveen September 27 and Otober 4, 1950(Expedition of the Ukrainian Institute of Arhaeology) near the village of Chernin(Fig.1). G. Titenko and A. Furems (Kiev) took part in this expedition. In an areaof 40 sq.m they opened 94 remation graves.The last, fourth emetery was disovered and exavated by Vladimir Kruts(Ukrainian Institute of Arhaeology) near Zavalovka in 1962 (Fig.1). The exavatedarea omprised nearly 200 sq.m. V. Kruts opened 16 remation graves. The emeterywas partly destroyed by pits of a Bronze Age village, and partly during World WarTwo. V. Kruts assumed that there were about 50 graves here.In 1968 Vladimir Kruts and Anatoliy Kubyshev found a single remation nearChapayevka (during investigations of the Tripolye settlement and the inhumationemetery of the B-II period). They assumed that here there was a remation eme-tery belonging to the C-II period, whih was destroyed by ploughing (Fig.1).Thus, during the period between 1947 and 1968 there were opened four eme-teries and one single grave, in all 428 remation graves (this number was on�rmedafter the revision of reports and publiations).The atual number of burials is a matter whih needs to be resolved and weshall return to this problem in the latter parts of this book.
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F i g . 2. So�evka emetery: A - general plan of the exavations 1947-1948 (a - range of bones fromdestroyed graves; b - exavations from 1947); B - example of doumentation of the smallest explorationunit (2x2) - researh of I. Samoylovski. Following I. Samoylovski, Y. Zakharuk.1.2. METHODOLOGY OF THE EXCAVATIONS AND INTERPRETATION OF THEREMAINSAll of the emeteries were divided into areas 2x2 sq.m (Chernin, So�evka,Zavalovka) or 1x1m (Krasny Khutor) with the numbering done by letters and �gures(Fig.2:A). Surfae and �nds levelled from onventional zero (in So�evka: NW sideof sq.9-z), and sometimes �nds levelled from the surfae (Krasny Khutor). All �ndswere traed in the general drawings (Fig.2:B) and the daybooks of the exavations(Fig.3). Stratigraphy of the dune was �xed on a general ross-setion (Fig.2:B), loalstratigraphy of the remations was entered in daybooks, only in written form. All�nds were reorded in lists (see arhival materials). Every pot with ashes or a pileof burnt bones and every plot of sattered bones and ashes reeived a number as aseperate remation grave, beause it was impossible to establish the extent of every



7grave in the sand [Zakharuk 1952; Kanivets 1956; Danilenko, Makarevih 1956;Kruts 1968℄, Fig.4, 5.Only I. Samoylovski desribed pots and ashes, whih were as near eah other asone remation grave. This methodology is lose to the views expressed in this work[f. in this volume: Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . and Ko±ko, Videiko, Origins. . . ℄.1.3. LITERATURE ON THE MATERIALS (PUBLICATIONS AND ARCHIVAL REPORTS)a. PubliationsThe �rst artiles about the exavations of So�evka emetery appeared in 1952.I. Samoylovski published a desription of eight remations, whih were opened in1947. He published the situation plan of the emetery and desriptions of someobjets from the graves and other gathered items [Samoylovski 1952:121-123, Fig.1--3℄. In the same journal Y. Zakharuk presented a short report on the exavationsof So�evka emetery in 1948. Information inluded desriptions of the dune, exa-vations, a funeral eremony and ategories of the grave goods. Illustrations wereprovided of the general plan, the ross-setion of the dune and 31 objets from theemetery suh as, for example, weapons, beads, int tools, and eramis [Zakharuk1952:112-120,Fig.1-4℄.Publiations on Krasny Khutor and Chernin appeared in 1956. V. Danilenkoand M. Makarevih gave information about the emetery and the 44 graves. Theillustrations depited the following: the plan of the emetery, a general view of theemetery, remations (photographs), seleted eramis, hammer-axes, and opperand int artiles [Danilenko, Makarevih 1956:92-98, Fig.1-3, Tab.1℄. V. Kanivetspublished onise information about the exavations of Chernin emetery, witha desription of 39 remations and ategories of grave goods. The illustrationsdepited the following: the plan of the emetery, a view of the entral part of theemetery, and �nds [Kanivets 1956:99-110, Fig.1-4, Tab.I-II℄.V. Kruts published full information about the Zavalovka emetery in 1968 |with a table of the main parameters of graves and an analysis of grave goods. In theillustrations were the plan of the emetery and some goods from remations: opperand amber beads, int arrowheads, and a lay �gurine [Kruts 1968:126-130,Tab.1,Fig.1-3℄.Some general information about the So�evka type is ontained in the �rstvolume of the ÿArhaeology of the Ukraine" [Arkheologiya 1971:201-204, 1985:246--248℄, and in a monograph by V. Kruts devoted to the late Tripolye monuments onthe Middle Dnieper [Kruts 1977℄.
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F i g . 3. So�evka emetery - 1948, drawings from the daybook of Y. Zakharuk: A - sq. 13-P, grave 135(138) - "burnt bones in grey, ashy soil"; sq. 13-0, graves 137 (139), 138 (140), 139 (141) - "September 5,view from the north-west".
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F i g . 4. Krasny Khutor emetery. An example of horizontal mapping of the range of graves. Based on�eld doumentation of V. Danilenko and M. Makarevih.
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F i g . 5. So�evka emetry - 1947 (1), 1948 (2-6). Examples of horizontal mapping of the range of graves.Based on the doumentation of I. Samoylovski and Y. Zakharuk.



11The �rst attempt at a full publiation on the emeteries appeared in 1991, ina monograph by V. Dergahev and I. Manzura, whih was the �rst attempt in thehistoriography of all burial omplexes, onneted with the �nal (C-II) Tripolye in theterritories of Romania, Moldova and Ukraine [Dergahev, Manzura 1991:143-191,Fig.90-112℄. Publiation of the So�evka emeteries used the arhival reports andolletions, with illustrations of most of the omplexes and plans of the emeteries.It was very hard work to prepare suh a work 30-40 years after the last exavations.This was partiularly the ase with regard to the So�evka and Krasny Khutor sites;there are some mistakes in the text and illustrations of this monograph, whihare also unomplete. Later V. Dergahev published a translation of this book inGermany [Dergahev 1991℄. b. Arhival reportsAll the arhival materials onneted with the exavations of the So�evka typeemeteries are in the Sienti� Arhive of the Institute of Arhaeology (NationalAademy of Sienes of Ukraine) in Kiev.Chernin. Kanivets V.I., Othet o raskopkakh mogilnika u s. Chernin VyshneDubehanskogo rayona Kievskoy oblasti v sentiabre-oktiabre 1950 goda, 39 pp.,21 illus., 2 drawings, daybook of exavations, list of �nds, negatives (F.E. n.1091--1950/13).Krasny Khutor. Danilenko V.N., Makarevih M.L., Othet o rabote Borispol-skogo otriada ekspeditsii ÿBolshoy Kiev" v 1951 godu (Krasnokhutorskiy mogilnik),34 pp., 26 illus., 1 drawing, 3 daybooks of exavations, list of �nds, negatives (F.E.n.1199-1951/8b).So�evka. 1. Samoylovski I.M., Tilopalny nekropol epokhi midi bila s.So�evkav okolitsakh Kieva. Korotkiye povidomlennia pro rozvidkovi rozkopki 1947 g., 17pp., 24 illus. (F.E.n.755-1947/27).2. Zakharuk J.M., Othet o rabote So�evskoy arkheologiheskoy ekspeditsii Insti-tuta Arkheologii AN Uk. SSR 1948 goda, 103 pp., 3 drawings, daybook of exava-tions, negatives of photographs, list of �nds (F.E.n.885-1948/9). All previous publi-ations on So�evka were prepeared using only these two reports.3. Zakharuk J.M., So�evskiy mogilnik kak istohnik k izuheniyu epokhi bronzy vSredniem Podniprovyu | Ph.D. dissertation in history (F.12.N.319-177p.).4. Zakharuk J.M., Kruts V.A., Raskopki pozdnetripolskogo poselenya u s. So�evkaBorispolskogo rayona Kievskoy oblasti, 21 pp., 16 illus., 13 drawings, 2 daybooks ofexavations, negatives, list of �nds (F.E.n.4410-4414-1963/8a).Zavalovka. Telegin D.Y., Mitrofanova V.I., Berezanskaya S.S., Kruts V.A.,Othet ob arkheologiheskikh issledovaniyakh v zone Kievskogo vodokhranilish-ha v 1962 godu, 84 pp., 40 illus., 58 drawings, daybooks, list of �nds, negatives(F.E. n.3996-3999-1962/1).



12 T a b l e 1Cemeteries of So�evka type. History of �eld investigations and publiationsemetery year ex. area graves ex. by publiationsSo�evka 1947 56 sq.m 8 I. Samoylovski Samoylovski 19521948 500 sq.m 139 Y. Zakharuk Zakharuk 19521963 140 sq.m 1 Y. Zakharuk Zakharuk, Kruts 1963V. KrutsKrasny 1950 { 1 V. Danilenko Danilenko,Khutor Makarevih 19561951 195 sq.m 168 M. MakarevihV. DanilenkoChernin 1950 40 sq.m 94 V. Kanivets Kanivets 1956Zavalovka 1962 200 sq.m 16 V. Kruts Kruts 1968Chapayevka 1968 * 1 V. Kruts Kruts, Kubyshev 1971A. KubyshevIn all 1947 Dergahev,{ Manzura 19911968 1131 sq.m 428* Single grave, may be from destroyed emetery.The �nds from the exavations are now in the Institute of Arhaeology (Na-tional Aademy of Sienes of Ukraine) in Kiev. They are loated in two plaes:Sienti� Funds and the Arhaeologial Museum. There are four olletions:1. Chernin, N II/190, exavations of V. Kanivets in 1950 of the late Tripolye eme-tery near v. Chernin, Vysshaya Dubehnya distrit, Kiev region. In the olletion:pottery, int, opper items, ashes from remations.2. Krasny Khutor, N II/197, exavations of V. Danilenko and M. Makarevih in 1951of the late Tripolye emetery near Krasny Khutor (Kiev). In the olletion: pottery,int, some stone hammer-axes, opper beads, ashes and raked bones from graves.3. So�evka, N II/102, exavations of I. Samoylovski and Y. Zakharuk (1947, 1948,1963) on the late Tripolye emetery near So�evka, Baryshev distrit, Kiev region. Inthe olletion: pottery, opper objets, beads, some stone hammer-axes, int, someburnt bones and ashes from remations, �nds from following periods.4. Zavalovka, N II/518, exavations of V. Kruts in 1962 near v. Zavalovka of Vys-shaya Dubehnya distrit, Kiev region. In the olletion: pottery, int, stone toolsand beads, ashes from remations, pottery of the Early Bronze Age period.In the exposition of the Museum are the best �nds from all four emeteries:a olletion of stone hammer-axes, opper knives and daggers, large int blades,at axes, arrowheads, opper beads, one opper braelet, pottery, and one pot withashes.
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F i g . 6. Ranges of types (groups) of the late Tripolye ulture: A - Vykhvatintsy; B - Usatovo; C -Brynzeny; D - Gordineshty; E - Troyanov; F - Gorodsk; G - Lukashi; H - So�evka; I - boards of types;J - boards of loal variants; K - boards of regional zones. Following V. Dergahev, I. Manzura.



14 2. DEFINITION OF THE SOFIEVKA TYPEThe problem of de�nition onerns, in partiular, (a) the question of identi�-ation of unique geneti features of the ÿtype", and (b) the nature of the diÆultiesthat have been experiened in the identi�ation of its sepulhral version that isessential to its identi�ation.The �rst monuments of the So�evka type were disovered at the end of thenineteenth entury (Kirillovskie Vysoty, et.), but until the emetery exavationsthey were related to the Gorodsk-Usatovo type [Passek 1949℄.De�nition of the So�evka type beame possible only after the exavations of1947-1951. In 1953 Y. Zakharuk reated the oneption of So�evka type [Zakharuk1953:78-80℄, as a speial type of the late Tripolye (Fig.6).a. We have three versions of the origin of the So�evka type:1. The So�evka type was the outome of the development of the Tripolye ultureon the Middle Dnieper, from period B I/II, from types of Kolomiyshhina-Chapa-yevka-Lukashi [Zakharuk 1953, 1971; Kruts 1977℄.2. Kievo-Tripolye ulture (or the So�evka type) appeared not as the result of anevolution of the Tripolye ulture, but after an assimilation of the Tripolye elementsby the loal Neolithi population, and transformed later to the Dnieper-Desna ul-ture [Danilenko 1953:81℄.3. The So�evka type appeared as a result of the interation between the loal Tri-polye omponent (type Lukashi) and Tripolye types from the Dniester-Prut region,but the last inuene ame over the Troyanov type of Volhynia region [Dergahev1980:142℄, or from the Zhvanets type from Dniester as well [Movsha 1985:249℄.It seems to us that V. Dergahev is right, beause he took into onsiderationmaterials from the Dniester area, whih were unknown to V. Kruts or Y. Zakharuk.b. The �rst problem is that there is absent a full publiation of all materialsfrom the exavations. Then there are the problems of interpretation of this mate-rials: What was a remation grave? Grave goods? Funeral ustoms? Next are theproblems of study by speialists: typologial identi�ation of int tools, tehnologyand typology of pottery, petrographial studies of stone and int raw materials, me-tallurgy of the So�evka type, weapons and absolute hronology. The study of thesereords will give us the possibility to reate a new view of the problems of the ori-gin and the dissapearene of the So�evka type emeteries, origins of the remationustom in the Copper Age, and inter-ultural relations in this period.We understand that it is not possible to solve all these problems. Our mainaim is to make available to all sholars the brilliant arhaeologial omplexes fromUkraine whih awaited full publiation for 40 years.Translated by Mihailo Y. Videiko and Piotr T. �ebrowski



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 3: 1995, 15-134SOURCES PL ISSN 1231-0344Mihailo Y. VideikoARCHAEOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THESOFIEVKA TYPE CEMETERIESThis publiation was prepared using arhival materials - not only reports, butdaybooks, drawings, lists, photographs. We tried to present fuller and more orretinformation than in a previous publiation [Dergahev, Manzura 1991℄. At �rst itwas neessary to present all desriptions and illustrations of omplexes aording tothe existing interpretation (remation grave = ultural point). This does not mean,however, that we fully aept it, beause ÿgraves" identi�ed during �eld explorationare in most ases fragments of larger ritual areas, whih means that they are ex-lusively features. A full determination of ranges of these atual graves-tombs hasnot been, however, possible at present [f. in this volume: Videiko, ÿCemeteries. . . ",Ko±ko, Videiko, ÿOrigins. . ."℄. Therefore, the term ÿgrave" is used in this text inaordane with the nomenlature onvention justi�ed by ÿtradition".Corretions of grave inventory strutures onern mainly int artefats, whihwere omprehensively analysed for the �rst time by J. Budziszewski [see in thisvolume: Budziszewski, ÿFlint. . . "℄. This led him to examine the orrespondenebetween the data inluded in the �eld daybook, drawings and inventories (objetall numbers). An outome of the examination has been omments on ÿinformationasynhronisms" or stressing in the text ertain doubts onerning the onnetionof a partiular artefat with a given grave. Suh doubts are signalled by ÿ?" orÿommenting footnotes" marked with an asterisk.The numbering of the graves in this part is as follows:Chernin: aording to the report of V. Kanivets.Krasny Khutor: our new numbering resulted in putting in brakets the numbers usedin the report and the publiations of V. Danilenko and M. Makarevih, and V. Der-gahev in the following way: 1) report number, 2) present publiation number. Intheir report, V. Danilenko and M. Makarevih at �rst desribed remations in urnsunder numbers 1-101, but some of them were empty vessels. Then they desribedremations - from 1 to 94, reserving some numbers for destroyed ÿgraves". Then,when the �rst publiation was prepared, V. Danilenko and M. Makarevih numbe-red all remations (in vessels and without) from 1 to 165. This numbering was usedby V. Dergahev [Dergahev, Manzura 1991℄. For example: grave 162(75C-158):



16162 - our numbering, 75C - from the report, means ÿremation 75", 158 - numberof present publiations.So�evka: the enumeration of 1947 exavations - following I. Samoylovski; of 1948 -following Y. Zakharuk - aording to the text of his dissertation, not of his reportin whih under number 94 is listed an empty pot. The numbering in the publiationof V. Dergahev is from the text of the report, and we give it in brakets, after ournumbers.Zavalovka: aording to reported publiations [Kruts 1968; Dergahev, Manzura1991℄.Illustrations. Most of the illustrations are new, but in the ase of objets whih did notsurvive, the original illustrations from reports and daybooks are used. Consequently,both forms and sope of doumentation di�er, e.g. there have been diÆulties indetermining the sale of drawings. 1. TOPOGRAPHY OF THE CEMETERIESThe So�evka emetery was situated on a sand dune on the left bank of theDnieper. The emetery oupied a part of the top and slope of the dune. Theemetery at Krasny Khutor was situated on the top of a sand dune on the left bankof the Dnieper. The length of the dune was 75m, the width 50m, and the height12,5m. The Chernin emetery oupied the top of a narrow sand dune (length 380m, width 40-90m). The height of the dune was 5m over the Dnieper valley. Thisdune was a part of the sand hills whih divided the left river of Dnieper from theold riverbed. The Zavalovka emetery was situated on a sand dune on the left bankof the Dnieper. The height of the dune was nearly 9m over the level of riverbed.The top of the hill was 50m x 30m size. So all the emeteries were situated on thesand dune on the left bank of the Dnieper with a height 5-12m over the riverbed,not far from the water. Only one grave of the So�evka type was on the right, high,bank of Dnieper (near Tripolye settlement and inhumation emetery of B-ll periodat Chapayevka) [see in this volume: Videiko, ÿCemeteries...", Fig.1℄.



172. STRATIGRAPHYAll emeteries have similar stratigraphy, beause they are situated on sanddunes.CherninLayer 1, 0 -0,03m - grass soil.Layer 2, 0,03-0,34m - yellow sand.Layer 3, 0,34-0,48 (or 0,66) m - buried soil.Layer 4, from 0,48 (0,66) m - yellow sand, then - white sand.All graves were in yellow sand (level 4), at a depth of 0,36-0,59m. Level 3(buried soil) was not destroyed by graves, so it appeared after the emetery.Krasny KhutorLayer 1, 0 - 0,2m - dark soil.Layer 2, 0,2-0,6m - yellow sand with remains of emetery.Layer 3, from 0,6m - white sand.All remation graves were opened in yellow sand (level 2) at a depth of 0,5m.So�evkaLayer 1, 0-0,2m - grey-yellow sand.Layer 2, 0,2-0,4m - grey sand.Layer 3, 0,4-0,5m - buried soil.Layer 4, 0,5-0,85m - yellow sand with remation graves.Layer 5, from 0,85m - white sand.Some �nds were opened in levels 1-3 (a result of ontemporary ploughing).Also on the dune were exavated inhumation graves of Kiev Rus (tenth-twelvthentury AD), among surfae �nds was inluded pottery of the Middle Dnieperulture and the Early Iron Age.ZavalovkaLayer 1, 0-0,2m - grey sand.Layer 2, 0,2-0,6m - yellow sand.Layer 3, from 0,6m - white sand.All remations were opened in yellow sand (level 2), at a depth of 0,4-0,6m.Some graves were destroyed by pits of the Early Bronze Age (Middle Dnieperulture).Results of the exavations of four emeteries show us that all the graves werein yellow sand, under the buried soil. The upper soil horizon was not destroyed bygraves. Buried soil appeared later than emeteries.



18 3. CEMETERIES, GRAVE DESCRIPTIONSIn grave inventory desriptions, typologial identi�ations of the following au-thors have been used: J. Budziszewski - int artefats [Budziszewski, ÿFlint. . .",in this volume℄; V.I. Klohko, A. Ko±ko - stone axes-hammers [Klohko, Ko±ko,ÿWeapons. . .", in this volume℄; V.I. Klohko - opper artefats [Klohko,ÿCopper. . .", in this volume℄; R.F. Mazurowski - amber artefats [Mazurowski1983℄.In the ase of pottery, in the absene of appropriate lassi�ations of potteryfor the Tripolye ulture, general assumptions have been used of systemati typologyof the pottery of the Funnel Beaker ulture [Ko±ko 1981:23-42℄. In respet to themaromorphology, the following typologial groups (hereafter: ÿt.g.") have beendistinguished: ÿbasi" t.g. - I = platter, II = vase, III = pot, and ÿspeial" t.g. - IV= amphora, V = beaker, VI = jug, VII = up, VIII = over. While deorationshave been lassi�ed by deoration zone (a - edge, b - external under-edge,  - belly)and by deoration tehnique (a - pressing/inising with a die, b - pressing/inisingwith a ord,  - engrave, d - painting, e - relief-onvex, 0 - no deorations). Thus, areord reading t.g.I-b-e stands for platter, externally deorated under the edge witha relief ornament. The purpose of this lassi�ation is to adapt the data publishednow to future interregional and interultural omparative studies1.Anthropologial analyses attempted in this study have not broadened the ha-rateristis of the ÿSo�evka" populations2. 3.1. CHERNIN CEMETERY (FIG.1)To determine the loations of individual graves (referenes to squares), twokinds of all numbers have been used. One orresponds to the attahed plan of theemetery (Fig.1) [foll. Dergahev, Manzura 1991:311 - with the editor's adaptations℄and the other one to the author of the study.Grave 1Sq.A-3 [D-IV-1/D-IV-2℄, depth 36-42m. Pile of ashes, oval in plan, 25x25x6m.Above the remation is the horizon of sand (10m), on whih grave 2 was found.Grave 2Sq.A-3 [D-IV-2℄, depth 23-31m. Pile of ashes, oval in plan, 23x32x8m.1 Typologial data have been inluded at the editor's request.2 In the opinion of Dr S. Segeda (National Aademy of Sienes of Ukraine, Institute of Arhaeology) whoanalysed the osteologial soures, their state of preservation and type of storage make it impossible to broaden ourknowledge of the subjet.
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F i g . 1. Chernin emetery: the general plan (after V. Kanivets). 1 - vessels with burnt bones and ashes;2 - pile of burnt bones; 3 - spot of ashes and sattered burnt bones; 4 - empty vessels; 5 - destroyed partof site .



20 Grave 3Sq.A-3 [D-IV-2℄, depth 42m. Vessel (t.g.III-0) and burnt bones. 3m to thewest of vessel, in the sand is an ordinary int arrowhead with straight base (Fig.2:2).Grave 4Sq.B-3 [C-IV-3℄, depth ? Large vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones. On the boneswas a small vessel with ashes (t.g.II-b-a), Fig.2:1.Grave 5Sq.A/B-3 [C-IV-4/D-IV-2℄, depth 25-40m. Pile of burnt bones, irular in plan,30x30x15m. In the enter of pile is a fragment of vessel (t.g.?), Fig.2:3.Grave 6Sq.B-3 [C-IV-3℄, depth 30-39m. Pile of burnt bones, pear-like in plan, 40x--35x-9m. In the entral part are bones mixed with ashes.Grave 7Sq.B-3 [C-IV-3℄, depth 45m. Spot with burnt bones, pear-like in plan, 36x32m.Grave 8Sq.B-3 [C-IV-4℄, depth 18-32m. Pile of burnt bones, 25x23x14m, under thewest part of grave 9. In the entral part are bones mixed with ashes. The NW partof the remation is divided from grave 5 by a 7m sand horizon.Grave 9Sq.B-3 [C-IV-4℄, depth 18-37m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 28x28x19m.Grave 10Sq.B-3 [C-IV-4℄, depth 18-28m. Pile of burt bones, oval in plan, 22x16x10m.In the entral part are bones mixed with ashes. Under the pile is a broken vessel(t.g.?). Among the bones is a int ake (lost).Grave 11Sq.B-3 [C-IV-entre℄, depth 30-45m. Pile of burnt bones, irular in plan,20x20x15m, overed by spot of burnt bones, oval in plan, 35x28m. In the entralpart of the pile are bones mixed with ashes. Between the bones is a ylindrialopper bead (type IIBe2). To E of pile is part of an ordinary int blade knifere�tted from 2 burnt fragments - variant B (Fig.2:4). It is re�tted with an artefatfrom grave 52. Grave 12Sq.B-3 [C-IV-1/C-IV-2℄, depth 60m. Vessel (t.g.IV-?) with burnt bones of adultman. Among bones - 4 opper beads (types 3x IIBe2, 1x IIBe3) and 3 int tools(ordinary blade knife - variant B, ake side-sraper and re�tted from 5 burnt frag-ments two parts of unde�ned blade tool used as striker), Fig.3:1. Bones and goodswith traes of red ohra paint.



21Grave 13Sq.B/C-3 [B-IV-3/4,C-IV-1/2℄ depth 38m. Spot of burnt bones, oval in plan,34x30m. Grave 14Sq.C-3 [B-IV-1/3℄, depth 29-54m. Northern part of the spot burnt bones, inentral part mixed with ashes, diam. 18m. To W from spot - small vessel (t.g.III-0),Fig.3:2. Grave 15Sq.C-3 [B-IV-1/3℄, depth 29-54m. Southern part of spot of burnt bones, inentral part (7x5m) mixed with ashes.Grave 16Sq.C-3 [B-IV-4℄, depth 49m. Low part of the vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones.Grave 17Sq.C-3 [B-IV-4℄, depth 35-43m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 42x23x8m.Grave 18Sq.C-3 [B-IV-4℄, depth ?. Vessel (t.g.IV-?) with burnt bones and ashes (Fig.3:3).Grave 19Sq.C-3 [B-IV-4℄, depth ?. Vessel (t.g.IV-0) with burnt bones (Fig.3:4).Grave 20Sq.C-3/4 [B-IV-4,B-I-3℄, depth 33-50m. Pile of burnt bones, pear-like in plan,29x34x17m. In entral part bones mixed with ashes (diam.13m, thikness 3m).Grave 21Sq.A-3/4 [D-I-3/D-I-1℄, depth 41m. Pile of burnt bones, irregular in plan,24x34m. To NE of pile - low part of broken (?) vessel (t.g.?).Grave 22Sq.A-4 [D-I-1℄, depth 43m. Vessel (t.g.IV-?) with burnt bones and ashes (Fig.4:1). Grave 23Sq.A-4 [D-I-1℄, depth 41-54m. Pile of burnt bones, irular in plan, 17x27x13m, overed by spot of burnt bones 25x32m. On surfae of spot - spiral opperbead (type IIBe3). Grave 24Sq.A/B-3/4; [C-I-3/C-IV-4/D-I-1/D-IV-2℄, depth 32-43m. Pile of burnt bones,oval in plan, 30x22x11m. Grave 25Sq.B-4 [C-I-4℄, depth 24-30m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 18x24x6m,overed by spot of burnt bones, irregular in plan, 25x40m.



22 Grave 26Sq.B-4 [C-I-4℄, depth 34. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones (Fig.4:2)Grave 27Sq.B-4 [C-I-4℄, depth 20-31m. Pile of burnt bones, irular in plan, 18x19x11m, overed by spot of burnt bones, irular in plan, 28x28m.Grave 28Sq.B-4 [C-I-4℄, depth 34-42m. Pile of burnt bones, irular in plan,18x18x8m.In entral part bones mixed with ashes. NE part of pile overed of burnt bones.Grave 29Sq.B-4/5 [C-I-4/C-II-3℄, depth 23-36m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, ove-red by spot of sattered burnt bones.Grave 30Sq.B-5 [C-II-3℄, depth 23m. Pile burnt bones, irular in plan, 20x20m. Co-vered by spot of burnt bones. Among bones - ordinary blade striker made fromfragment of int knife. Near the pile broken vessel (t.g.II-0?), Fig.4:3.Grave 31Sq.B-5 [C-II-3℄, depth 23m. Pile of burnt bones under the SW part of largespot of burnt bones. Cirular plan, 10x10m.Grave 32Sq.B-4/5 [C-I-4/C-II-3℄, depth 44m. Vessel (t.g.V-0?) with burnt bones (Fig.4:4). Grave 33Sq.B-5 [C-II-3℄, depth 44m. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones. Among bones -5 opper beads (type IIBe1). Near the vessel - int ordinary arrowhead with straightbase (Fig.5:1). Grave 34Sq.B-4/5; [C-II-3/C-I-4℄, depth 44m. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones.Grave 35Sq.B-4 [C-I-4℄, depth 34-41m. Pile of burnt bones, irregular in plan, 28x18x7m,overed by spot of burnt bones. Grave 36Sq.B-4 [C-I-4℄, depth 34-47m. Pile of burnt bones, irular in plan, 30x28x13m, partly overed by spot of burnt bones. Among bones - re�tted from 3 burntfragments part of ordinary blade knife - variant B (Fig.4:5).Grave 37Sq.B-4 [C-I-4/C-I-2℄, depth 34-41m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 16x-20x-7m, overed by spot of burnt bones, irregular plan, 32x20m. In enter bones mixedwith ashes. To S and NW from the pile - 2 small vessels (t.g.III--; III-0), Fig.5:2.



23Grave 38Sq.B-4 [C-I-2℄, depth 34-44. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 25x14x10m. Inentral part bones mixed with ashes, overed by spot of burnt bones.Grave 39Sq.B-4 [C-I-2℄, depth 54m. Vessel (t.g.IV-?) with burnt bones of man 16-18years old and ashes. Low part of the vessel was broken in past (Fig.5:3).Grave 40Sq.B-5 [C-II-1℄, depth 32-53. Pile of burnt bones, in entral part mixed withashes, 37-26m, overed by spot of burnt bones, 40x50m. Among bones - 10 burntint arrowheads (5 ordinary piees with straight base - Fig.5:4a-e, 3 slim piees withstraight base - Fig.5:4g-i, 1 big piee with onave base - Fig.5:4f, 1 unde�ned -lost). Grave 41Sq.B-5 [C-II-1℄, depth 37-47m. Pile of burnt bones, 20x20x10m under the Spart of spot of burnt bones 30x42m. In entral part, bones mixed with ashes.Grave 42Sq.B-5 [C-II-3℄, depth 37-52m. Pile of burnt bones, 14x14x15m, under theN part of spot of burnt bones. Among bones - 5 int tools: asymmetri bladeperforator made from knife and used as striker, burnt bifaial ake knife and 3burnt arrowheads (2 ordinary piees with straight base and fragment of slim atypialpiee), Fig.6:1. Grave 43Sq.B-5 [C-II-3/C-II-1℄, depth 41m. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones. Amongbones - 2 small opper shakles (type IISH) and burnt arrowhead (slim with straightbase). Near the NE side of pot was vessel (t.g.II-0) without remains of remation(Fig.6:2). Grave 44Sq.B-5 [C-II-2℄, depth 41. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones (Fig.6:3).Grave 45Sq.B-5 [C-II-1℄, depth 41m. Vessel (t.g.III--a) with burnt bones adult man andadolesent 13-15 years old, whih was on the remains of remation 46 (Fig.6:4).Grave 46Sq.B-5 [C-II-1℄, depth 30-62m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 40x25x32m,overed by the spot of burnt bones, 70x50m. In entral part of pile bones mixedwith ashes (diam. 13m.) Spot surrounded by the irle of horse teeths, thrusted insand. Among bones int ake (lost), to the S - broken vessel. On remains of grave46 - vessel with bones of grave 45. Grave 47Sq.B-5 [C-II-2℄, depth 60m. Low part of the vessel (t.g.IV-0?) with burnt bones(Fig.7:1).



24 Grave 48Sq.B-5 [C-II-2℄, depth 47m. Pile of burnt bones, 15x11x12 m, overed byirular spot of burnt bones, 30x28m. Among bones - 2 int artefats: side-sraperwith bifaial retouh and ordinary hip. Near the pile 3 vessels (t.g.I-0; III-0; IV-0),Fig.7:2. Grave 49Sq.B-5/6 [C-II-2/C-III-1℄, depth 46-60m. Pile of burnt bones, irular in plan,17x17x14m, overed by irular spot of burnt bones, 30x30m. In entral part of pilebones mixed with ashes (diam.14m). Among bones - 2 fragments of int artefats:saled piee made from ake and ordinary hip (Fig.8:1).Grave 50Sq.B/C-6 [C-III-1/B-III-3℄, depth 40-44m. Pile of burnt bones, 20x11x4m.Among bones int ake (Fig.8:5). Grave 51Sq.B-4 [C-I-1℄, depth 40m. Part of vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of the hild.In 10m to NW - vessel (t.g.I-0), Fig.8:2.Grave 52Sq.B/C-4 [C-1-2/B-1-4℄, depth 43-54. Pile of burnt bones, irular in plan,20x20x11m, overed by spot of sattered burnt bones, irregular in plan, 60x20m.Among bones - 2 opper beads (type IIBe?) and re�tted from 15 burnt fragments(between them singular piees from graves 11 and 63) 2 int ordinary blade knives- variant B. In 10m to N - broken vessel (t.g.?), Fig.8:3.Grave 53Sq.C-4 [B-I-3℄, depth 52m. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones (Fig.8:4).Grave 54Sq.C-4 [B-I-3℄, depth 55m. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones.Grave 55Sq.C-4 [B-I-3℄, depth 63m. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones and ashes (Fig.8:6).Grave 56Sq.C-4 [B-I-4℄, depth 43-50. Pile of burnt bones, irular in plan, 18x18xm. Inentral part bones mixed with ashes. Among bones burnt fragment of int ordinaryblade knife - variant B (?).To NW from pile on depth 43m - burnt int arrowhead(ordinary with straight base), Fig.9:1.Grave 57Sq.C-4 [B-I-4℄, depth 47m. Pile of burnt bones, oval plan, 25x20x7m. In entralpart bones mixed ashes. Partly overed by spot of sattered burnt bones, irular inplan, 27x28m.



25Grave 58Sq.C-4 [B-I-4℄, depth 45m. Vessel (t.g.IV-0) with burnt bones. In low part ofvessel - two holes (5x4 and 3,8x5m), Fig.9:2.Grave 59Sq.C-4 [B-I-3℄, depth 36-41m. Pile of burnt bones, irregular in plan, 32x36x5m.Among bones - lay spin-wheel (Fig.9:3).Grave 60Sq.C-4 [B-I-1℄, depth 51-59m. Pile of burnt bones, irregular in plan, 30x15x8m,overed by sand (11m). On sand - sattered burnt bones of remation 61.Grave 61Sq.C-4 [B-I-1℄, depth 40-57m. Pile of burnt bones, retangular in plan, 32x--21x-17m. To SW ontinued by spot of sattered bones, 50x25m.Grave 62Sq.C-5 [B-II-3℄, depth 49m. Vessel (t.g.II-0) with burnt bones. To N from vessel- in sand - unde�ned int arrowhead (lost), Fig.9:4.Grave 63Sq.C-5 [B-II-3℄, depth 49-75m. Pile of burnt bones oval in plan, 40x28x26m.Near the pile is part of a opper tool (type ?) and 17 int artefats: 8 ordinary hips(Fig.9:5l-s) and 9 hunks. Among the bones lie fragments of a vessel (t.g.?) and 14int artefats: 3 burnt ordinary arrowheads with straight base (Fig.9:5a-), a akeperforator (Fig.9:5d), an ordinary ake (Fig.9:5e), 5 burnt fragments of blade tools- Fig.9:5f-h (between them 2 piees re�tted - Fig.9:5f, and 1 piee re�tted with aknife from grave 52), 2 burnt fragments of an unde�ned ake tool (Fig.9:5i-j) and1 fragment of burnt hip (Fig.9:5k) and hip - lost.Grave 64Sq.C-4/5 [B-I-4/B-II-3℄, depth 44m. Vessel (t.g.III-a,b-a, near t.g.II-?) withburnt bones of adult man. Among the bones are 4 int artefats: a fragment ofplunging ake and 3 hips from saled piees (Fig.10:1). The vessel of grave 64 wason the bones of grave 65. Grave 65Sq.C-4/5 [B-I-4/B-II-3℄, depth 44-66m. Pile of burnt bones, 25x35x22m. Underthe pot of grave 64 is an asymmetri perforator, re�tted from 4 �red fragments andmade from a blade knife and used as a striker. Among the bones are 3 int artefats:the �red fragment of an unde�ned blade tool, an amorphous ake presser and afragment of a miro-saled piee (Fig.10:2).Grave 66Sq.C-4 [B-I-2℄, depth 70m. Vessel (t.g.IV?-?) with burnt bones of adult man.Among the bones are 5 int artefats (an ordinary blade knife - variant C, re�ttedfrom 5 �red fragments two parts of an ordinary blade knife - variant C, a slim



26arrowhead with straight base, a ake spike-ended presser and a fragment of anunde�ned blade tool and 10 small oval-round stones (Fig.11).Grave 67Sq.C-4/5 [B-I-2/B-II-1℄, depth 35m. Spot with burnt bones, irregular-oval inplan, 30x42m. In the entral part lie bones mixed with ashes.Grave 68Sq.C-5 [B-II-1/B-II-3℄, depth 37-60m. Pile of burnt bones, irular in plan,25x2x3m. In the entral part (diam. 15m) are bones mixed with ashes. Among thebones is part of an ordinary int ake re�tted from 3 burnt fragments (Fig.12:1).Grave 69Sq.C-5 [B-II-1/B-II-3℄, depth 53-60m. Pile of burnt bones, irular in plan,40x42x7m, overed by sand. On the sand, in W part are remains of remation68, in E part are sattered bones of remation 71. In the sand is an ordinary intarrowhead with onave base (Fig.12:2).Grave 70Sq.C-5 [B-II-3/B-II-4℄, depth 40-55m. Pile of burnt bones, irular in plan,20x22x15m, partly overed by spot of sattered burnt bones. 45x58m. To NWfrom pile (depth 40 m) - fragment of vessel (t.g.?).Grave 71Sq.C-5 [B-II-3/4℄, depth 40-54m. Pile of burnt bones, irular in plan, 20x-20x--14m, partly overed by spot of sattered burnt bones. Among bones - burnt intside-sraper (Fig.12:3). Grave 72Sq.C-5 [B-II-1℄, depth 40-67m. Pile of burnt bones, irular in plan, 22x22x27m, partly overed by spot of sattered burnt bones, 30x25m.Grave 73Sq.C-5 [B-II-2/B-II-4℄, depth 30. Spot of sattered burnt bones, irkular in plan,38-36m. To S of spot - part of broken vessel (t.g.?).Grave 74Sq.C-5 [B-II-2℄, depth 39m. Spot of sattered burnt bones, irregular in plan,38-36m. May be the part of remation 75(?).Grave 75Sq.C-5 [B-II-2℄, depth 39-73m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 34x28x34m.Grave 76Sq.C-5 [B-II-4℄, depth 39m. Spot of sattered burnt bones, 14-26m.Grave 77Sq.C-5/6 [B-II-4/B-III-3℄, depth 39m. Spot of sattered burnt bones, irregularin plan, 70x22m. Among bones - int miro - saled piee. Near the spot - smallvessel (t.g.II-0), Fig.12:5.



27Grave 78Sq.C-6 [B-III-3℄, depth 39-50m. Pile of burnt bones, 24x20x11m, partly ove-red by spot of sattered burnt bones. Among bones - int ordinary ake (Fig.12:4).Grave 79Sq.C-6 [B-III-1℄, depth 39m. Spot of sattered burnt bones,irular in plan,40x42m. Near the spot - vessel (t.g.III- 0), depth 54m; in 10m to S - int ordinaryarrowhead with onave base (Fig.12:6).Grave 80Sq.C-6 [B-III-1℄, depth 45-57m. Pile of burnt bones, irregular in plan, 30x-38x--12m. Among bones - part of burnt horn hammer-axe (Fig.12:7).Grave 81Sq.C-6 [B-III-4/B-III-3℄, depth 62m. Low part of vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bonesof adult woman (?) and ashes. On bones - traes of red paint.Grave 82Sq.C-6 [B-III-1/B-III-2℄, depth 53m. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones.Grave 83Sq.C-4 [B-I-1℄, depth 37m. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones.Grave 84Sq.C/D-4 [B-I-1/A-I-3℄, depth 36m. Spot of sattered burnt bones, pear-likein plan, 35x35m. Among bones - 3 burnt int artefats: ordinary arrowhead ÿwithstraight base", ordinary blade striker and re�tted from 2 fragments part of ake.Near in 18m - broken vessel (t.g.?), Fig.12:8.Grave 85Sq.D-4 [A-I-3℄, depth 37m. Small vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones.Grave 86Sq.C-5 [B-II-1℄, depth 39-70m. Pile of burnt bones, irular in plan, 20x20x31m. Southern part of pile overed by spot of sattered burnt bones.Grave 87Sq.C/D-5 [A-II-3/A-II-4/B-II-1/B-II-2℄, depth 39-70m. Pile of burnt bones, ir-ular in plan, 20-20-31m. In sand, over the pile - ordinary int arrowheads withonave base (Fig.12:9). Grave 88Sq.C/D-5 [A-II-4/B-II-2℄, depth 39-47m. Pile of burnt bones, 32x22x8m.Among bones - int saled piee (Fig.12:10).Grave 89Sq.D-5 [A-II-4℄, depth 39m. Spot of sattered burnt bones, oval in plan,32x26m.



28 Grave 90Sq.D-6 [A-III-3℄, depth 50-66m. Pile of burnt bones, irregular in plan, 35x--20x-16m. To NW in sand - part of broken vessel (t.g.). Among bones part of burntstone axe (type ?), 2 stones and 2 int tools: burnt double spike-ended presser onblade and side-sraper with bifaial retouh (Fig.13:1).Grave 91Sq.D-6 [A-III-3℄, depth 50-70m. Pile of burnt bones, mixed with ashes, 7x-7x--20m, partly overed by spot of sattered burnt bones, oval in plan, 36x22m. In10m to W - large vessel (t.g.?). Grave 92Sq.D-6 [A-III-4℄, depth 50-61m. Pile of burnt bones, mixed with ashes, 13x--13x-11m. Grave 93Sq.D-6 [A-III-4℄, depth 63-75m. Pile of burnt bones, mixed with ashes, 20x--20x-12m. In entral part of pile - low part of small vessel (t.g.?), Fig.13:2.Grave 94Sq.C-5 [B-II-2℄, depth 39m. Spot of sattered burnt bones, irregular in plan,25x30m. To E from spot - broken vessel (t.g.?).Destroyed gravesSome materials that were obtained at the emetery do not have suÆient dou-mentation to onnet them to the inventories desribed above. They inlude opperartiles of IIBe1 x2 and IIBe3 types (Fig.13:3) and �ve int artefats: 2 burnt or-dinary arrowheads with straight base, an initial saled-piee made from a naturalpiee, a fragment of an unde�ned tool on a pseudo-blade and an imitation of abifaial ake knife (Fig.13:3).



29

F i g . 2. Chernin. 1 - grave 4; 2 - grave 3; 3 - grave 5; 4 - grave 11.



30

F i g . 3. Chernin. 1 - grave 12; 2 - grave 14; 3 - grave 18; 4 - grave 19.
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F i g . 4. Chernin. 1 - grave 22; 2 - grave 26; 3 - grave 30; 4 - grave 32; 5 - grave 36.
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F i g . 5. Chernin. 1 - grave 33; 2 - grave 37; 3 - grave 39; 4 - grave 40.
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F i g . 6. Chernin. 1 - grave 42; 2 - grave 43; 3 - grave 44; 4 - grave 45.



34

F i g . 7. Chernin. 1 - grave 47; 2 - grave 48.



35

F i g . 8. Chernin. 1 - grave 49; 2 - grave 51; 3 - grave 52; 4 - grave 53; 5 - grave 50; 6 - grave 55.



36

F i g . 9. Chernin. 1 - grave 56; 2 - grave 58; 3 - grave 59; 4 - grave 62; 5 - grave 63.
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F i g . 10. Chernin. 1 - grave 64; 2 - grave 65.
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F i g . 11. Chernin. Grave 66.



39

F i g . 12. Chernin. 1 - grave 68; 2 - grave 69; 3 - grave 71; 4 - grave 78; 5 - grave 77; 6 - grave 79; 7 -grave 80; 8 - grave 84; 9 - grave 87; 10 - grave 88.
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F i g . 13. Chernin. 1 - grave 90; 2 - grave 93; 3 - from the destroyed graves.



413.2. KRASNY KHUTOR CEMETERY (FIG.14)In the text, besides the grave all numbers adopted here, also ÿhistorial allnumbers", whih were used in earlier studies are given in brakets. The reasons forthis have already been given in the introdutory remarks to Chapter 3. When de-termining the loation of features, square metre all numbers aording to the �elddaybook have been taken into aount (in Dergahev and Manzura's publiation of1991, the numbering is moved by 1 metre to N).All graves were registered 50m below the surfae.Grave 1(1)Sq.H/I-4. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.15:1).Grave 2(2)Sq.H/I-4. Broken vessel (t.g.III?-0?) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.15:2).Grave 3(3)Sq.G-4. Low part of vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones. Among the bones are 3 intartefats: two parts of blade spike-ended presser used as striker and re�tted from6 �red fragments, a saled-piee made from the ake of an axe and an amorphousstriker made from a ake tool (Fig.15:3).Sq.G-4: [i.e. near graves 3(3), 9(9) and 168(81C-164)℄. Initial saled-piee madefrom fragment of blade tool (Fig.15:5)Grave 4(4)Sq.E-4/5. Vessel (t.g.III?--a) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.15:4).Grave 5(5)Sq.D-4. Vessel (t.g.III?-0?) with burnt bones of young man. Under the bones,in pot - int unde�ned blade tool (lost) with traes of brown substane (may beremains of skin ase), Fig.15:6. Grave 6(6)Sq.I-5. Large vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones (in the anatomial order). ToSE from vessel (30m), among pile of burnt bones - opper bead (type IIBe?),Fig.16:1. Grave 7(7)Sq.H-4/5. Vessel (t.g.III-a-a) with burnt bones (Fig.16:2).Grave 8(8)Sq.H-5. Vessel (t.g.III--e) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.16:3).Grave 9(9)Sq.G-5. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of young man.
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F i g . 14. Krasny Khutor emetery: the general plan (after V. Danilenko and M. Makarevih). 1 - vesselswith ashes; 2 - empty vessels; 3 - spot of ashes and sattered burnt bones; 4 - destroyed part of site. Planwith our new numeration, the �rst numbers in text.



43Grave 10(10)Sq.E/F-5/6. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of young man (Fig.16:4).Grave 11(11)Sq.D-5. Vessel (t.g.III?-0) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.16:5).Grave 12(12)Sq.D-4/5. Broken vessel (t.g.III?-0) with burnt bones of adult man. To SE nearpot - stone axe (type 1B), Fig.17:1.Grave 13(13)Sq.C-5. Low part of the vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man.Grave 14(14)Sq.I-6. High vessel (t.g.III--b,e) with burnt bones of adult man. Among bones- opper bead (type IIBe?), Fig.17:4.Grave 15(15)Sq.H-6. Vessel (t.g.III--a,e) with burnt bones of adult man. Near the pot -small vessel (t.g.?), Fig.17:2. Grave 16(17)Sq.F-6. Vessel (t.g.III--b,e) with burnt bones of adult man. Near pot - intspike-ended presser on blade used as striker (Fig.17:3).Grave 17(18)Sq.J-7. Vessel (t.g.III--b,e) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.17:5).Grave 18(19)Sq.J-7. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.18:1a). Near -empty vessel (t.g.III-0) - Fig.18:1b.Grave 19(20)Sq.J-7. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones.Grave 20(22)Sq.H-7. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man.Grave 21(23)Sq.H-7. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.18:2b). Near* -empty broken vessel (t.g.III-0), Fig.18:2a.[* The onnetion between the vessel and the objet is not ertain. It may be vessel16-sq. H-6, near grave 91 (6C-98)℄.Grave 22(24)Sq.G/H-7. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man.Grave 23(25)Sq.G/H-7. Vessel (t.g.III-0, near t.g.II. . . ) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.18:3).



44 Grave 24(26)Sq.G-7. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man. Among bones - two pieesof skull with traes of trepanation.Grave 25(27)Sq.F-7. Vessel (t.g.III--e) with burnt bones (Fig.18:4).Grave 26(28)Sq.L-8. Vessel (t.g.III--e) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.19:1).Grave 27(29)Sq.K-8. Broken vessel (t.g.IV-0?) with burnt bones of adult man. Among bones- opper bead (type IIBe2) and re�tted from 3 burnt int fragments two parts oftanged blade dagger (Fig.19:2 ). Grave 28(30)Sq.J-8. Low part of the vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man.Grave 29(31)Sq.J-8. Broken large vessel (t.g.III?--e) with burnt bones of adult man. Amongbones - opper bead (type IIBe2) and int double perforator on ake (Fig.19:3).Grave 30(32)Sq.J-7. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.20:1).Grave 31(37)Sq.I-8. Vessel (t.g.III--b) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.20:2).Grave 32(37a)Sq.I-8. Broken vessel (t.g.II-III-0?) with burnt bones. On the pile - small vessel(t.g.?) and spiral opper bead (type IIBe3). Among bones - 3 int artefats: re�ttedfrom 2 burnt fragments ordinary blade striker, blade blunt-ended presser made fromstriker andordinary hip (Fig.21:1).Grave 33(38)Sq.H/I-8. Low part of the vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of adult man.Among bones - 2 int artefats: re�tted from 2 fragments double end-sraper madefrom blade knife and burnt fragment of unde�ned blade tool used as striker. To Wfrom vessel - stone axe (type 1B), Fig.21:2.Grave 34(39)Sq.L-8. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of young man (Fig.22:1).Grave 35(40)Sq.L-9. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.22:2).Grave 36(41)Sq.L-9. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man.



45Grave 37(42)Sq.K/L-9. Vessel (t.g.IV--b) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.22:3).Grave 38(43)Sq.K-9. Large vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.22:4).Grave 39(44)Sq.K-9/10. Low part of the vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man.Grave 40(45)Sq.J-10. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of adult man. Under the bones - 4int artefats: re�tted from 2 burnt fragments part of blade dagger or asymmetriknife, burnt fragment of seond similar tool, burnt fragment of ordinary arrowheadwith straight base and ordinary blade striker (Fig.23:1).Grave 41(46)Sq.I/J-9. Vessel (t.g.III--b,e) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.23:2).Grave 42(48)Sq.H-9. Vessel (t.g.III--e) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.23:3).Grave 43(49)Sq.H/I-9/10. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man.Grave 44(51)Sq.G-9. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man.Grave 45(52)Sq.G-9. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man. Among bones -broken bone bead and 5 int artefats: two ordinary arrowheads with onave base(lost) and 3 strikers (�rst made from ake perforator, seond - from ordinary ake,third - from saled-piee), Fig.23:4.Grave 46(54)Sq.G-9. Part of vessel (t.g.III-0?) with burnt bones of adult man. Near - lowpart of empty vessel pot (t.g?), Fig.24:1.Grave 47(55)Sq.L-10. Vessel (t.g.III--e) with burnt bones of adult man. Near - empty vessel(t.g.IV-0), Fig.24:2. Grave 48(55a)Sq.E-10. Low part of the vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man.Grave 49(57)Sq.K-10. Low part of the vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man.Grave 50(58,58a)Sq.J-10. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of adult man. Among bones - opperbraelet (type IIBr) and 2 int artefats: tanged blade dagger and blade end-sraper(Fig.25:1).



46 Sq.J-10. NE from vessel 50(58,58a) - opper bead (type IIBe3), Fig.25:2Grave 51(59)Sq.I/J-10. Low part of the vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man.Grave 52(60)Sq.I-10. Vessel (t.g.III?--e) with burnt bones of adult man. Among bones - 2fragmentary spiral beads (type IIBe3). Near - empty vessel (t.g.IV-0), Fig.25:3.Grave 53(61)Sq.I-10. Vessel (t.g.III--e) with burnt bones of adult man. Among bones -amber (?) bead (type a 1EII) and 2 int tools: blade blunt-ended presser used asstriker and amorphous ake presser (Fig.26:1).Grave 54(63)Sq.H-10. Vessel (III-IV-?) with burnt bones of adult man. Among bones - op-per bead ? (type IIBe?) and 2 blade amorphous strikers made from �red fragmentsof tool whih an be re�tted (Fig.26:2).Grave 55(64)Sg.L-11. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with same burnt bones of adult man.Sq.L-11. 50m to SE from grave 55(64) - opper bead (type IIBe2), Fig.26:3.Grave 56(65)Sq.K-11. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones.Grave 57(66)Sq.J/K-10/11. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.26:4).Grave 58(66a)Sq.H-11. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man. Among bones - 2 opperbeads (type IIBe1-2). Grave 59(67)Sq.G-11. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones. Between bones - 4m level of sand.May be remains of two remations (?). Under the bone - piee of sandstone.Grave 60(68)Sq.G-11. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with same burnt bones. Near (to W) - fragmentof int unde�ned blade knife (Fig.26:5).Grave 61(69)Sq.K-12. Low part of the large vessel (t.g.III?--e) with burnt bones of adultman (Fig.26:6). Grave 62(70)Sq.J-12. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man.Grave 63(71)Sq.I-12. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of adult man. Among bones - intamorphous striker made from axe fragment (Fig.26:7).



47Grave 64(72)Sq.I-12. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man.Grave 65(73)Sq.I-12. Vessel (t.g.III--b) with burnt bones of adult man. In the pot - op-per bead (type IIBe1) and 9 int artefats: amorphous striker/hammer made fromnatural piee and 8 ordinary hips (Fig.27:1).Grave 66(74a)Sq.H-12. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of young man. Near - the lowpart of empty vessel (t.g.?). Grave 67(75)Sq.H-12. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.27:2).Grave 68(76)Sq.G-12. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with some burnt bones. Near - empty vessel (t.g.?),Fig.27:3. Grave 69(77)Sq.G-12. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones. Near - vessel (t.g.?) with animal bones(?). Grave 70(79)Sq.G-12. Broken vessel (t.g.III?) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.27:4).Grave 71(80)Sq.J-13. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of young man.Grave 72(81)Sq.I/J-13. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man. Among bones - part ofbone awl (Fig.27:5). Grave 73(82)Sq.H/I-12/13. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.28:1).Grave 74(83)Sq.H-13. Vessel (t.g.III-b,-a,e) with burnt bones of adult man. Among bones- int arrowhead made from tip of bigger speimen, amorphous striker made fromint ake and 4 burnt fragments from at least 3 blade tools (one of them - unde�nedknife), Fig.28:2. Grave 75(84)Sq.H/I-13. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of adult man. Among bones - 7burnt int artefats: 4 ordinary arrowheads with onave base, 1 ordinary arrowheadwith straight base, 1 amorphous arrowhead and small hunk. To S from grave 75 -broken empty vessel (t.g.?), Fig.28:3.Grave 76(85)Sq.H-14. Vessel (t.g.III--b,e) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.29:2)



48 Grave 77(86)Sq.G/H-13. Low part of the broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man(was overed by low part of another vessel), Fig.29:1.Grave 78(87)Sq.G-13. Low part of the broken vessel (t.g.III?--a,e) with burnt bones of adultman (Fig.29:3). Grave 79(88)Sq.H-14. Broken vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of adult man (Fig.29:4).Grave 80(89a)Sq.H-14/15. Low part of vessel (t.g.III?) with burnt bones of adult man. Amongbones - small vessel (t.g.VI-0), tooth of animal and 9 int artefats: double blunt--ended presser on blade, 6 burnt arrowheads (2 big speimens with onave base, 2ordinary speimens with onave base, 1 slim speimen with straight base, 1 ordinaryspeimen with straight base), fragment of unde�ned tool and small hunk (Fig.30:1).Sq.H-14 - burnt fragment of int big arrowhead (Fig.30:2).Grave 81(89b)*Sq.H-15. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of young man. Among bones - largeopper bead (type IIBe2) and burnt int big arrowhead with onave base (Fig.30:3).[* The rationale for isolating this feature raises ertain doubts. This is most probablythe lower part of grave 80(89a).℄ Grave 82(89)Sq.H-15/16. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones of adult man. Among bones -opper bead ? (type IIBe?), bird bone ? and 4 int artefats: amorphous arrowhead,burnt ordinary blade striker and 2 burnt fragments maybe the same ordinary bladeknife - variant B (Fig.30:4). Grave 83(90)Sq.I-14/15. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man.Grave 84(91)Sq.F-15. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of young man. Among bones- part of int blade. Near, on sq.F-15 - re�tted from 3 �red int fragments partof ordinary blade knife variant A and re�tted from 2 fragments part of unde�nedblade tool used as striker (Fig.30:5).Sq.F-16. South from grave 84(91) - re�tted from 2 fragments part of stone axe(type 1A/B) and 4 burt int artefats: ordinary arrowhead with onave base, hipfrom blade tool and 2 fragments of ordinary blade knife - variant B (Fig.41:1)Grave 85(92)Sq.C-15. Low part of the vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones of adult man.



49Sq.D-15 - burnt fragment of int ordinary blade knife (variant C) or tangeddagger (Fig.31:1). Grave 86(1C-93)Sq.G-1. Pile of the burnt bones of adult man, oval in plan, 26x10x10m. Amongbones - 2 burnt ordinary arrowheads (�rst with onave base, seond with straightbase) and 15 piees of bone beads (Fig.31:2).Grave 87(2C-94)Sq.F-1. Pile of the burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan, 20x20x6m.Among bones - int srapper (lost).Grave 88(3C-95)Sq.I-6. Small spot of sattered burnt bones of young man.Grave 89(4C-96)Sq.I-6. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan, 20x20x7m. Amongbones - opper bead (type IIBe2) and int ordinary dagger made from blade knifeand used as striker (Fig.31:3). Grave 90(5C-97)Sq.H/I-6. Pile of burnt bones of young man, oval in plan, 20x28x8m. Amongbones - opper bead (type IIBe?) and int srapper *.[* The onnetion of the artefats with the feature raises partiular doubts. Theexisting doumentation laks positive veri�ation℄.Grave 91(6C-98)Sq.H-6. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan, 20x20x9m. Amongbones* - empty broken vessel (t.g.III- 0),Fig.31:4.[* The identi�ation with the objet is not ertain.℄Grave 92(7C-99)Sq.K-7/8. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan, 30x30x10m.Grave 93(7aC-99a)Sq.L-7. Pile of burnt bones.Grave 94(8C-100)Sq.J-7. Pile of burnt bones, irular in plan, 20x20x12m. Among the bones -int double spike-ended presser on blade (Fig.31:5).Grave 95(9C-101)Sq.I/J-7. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan, 20x20m.Grave 96(10C-102)Sq.I-7. Pile of burnt bones of young man, irular in plan, 18x18x9m.Grave 97(11C-103)Sq.I-7. Pile of burnt bones of adult man. Cirular in plan, 20x20x7m. Amongbones - opper bead (type IIBe2), Fig.31:6.



50 Grave 98(12C-104)Sq.I-7. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan, 21x21x8m.Grave 99(13C-105)Sq.I-7. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan, 19x19x5m.Grave 100(14C-106)Sq.E-6/7. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, oval in plan, 25x35m.Grave 101(15C-107)Sq.J-8/9. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan, 20x20x7m. Nearthe pile - 3 small vessels (t.g.: II-0 + VIII-0; III-0; III-0). Among bones - opperbead (type IIBe2) and re�tted from 4 fragments ordinary blade knife - variant B(Fig.31:7). Grave 102(16C-108)Sq.J-8. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, oval in plan, 23x15m. Near - emptyvessel (t.g.III-0), Fig.32:1. Grave 103(17C-109)Sq.I-8. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan, 23x23x6m. Amongbones - opper bead (type IIBe1) and part of opper knife (type IK?), Fig.32:2.Grave 104(18C-110)Sq.I-7. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan, 20x20x14m. Amongbones - broken vessel (t.g.III--b,e) and 2 int artefats: asymmetri blade perforatorused as striker and re�tted from 3 burnt fragments part of ordinary blade knife(variant B) used as striker (Fig.32:3).Grave 105(19C-111)Sq.H/I-8. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan, 20x20x14m. Amongbones - stone axe (type 1B), Fig.32:4.Grave 106(19aC-111a)Sq.H-8. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, oval in plan, 30x20m.Grave 107(20C-112)Sq.G/H-7/8. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, oval in plan, 35x20m.Grave 108(21C-113)Sq.G-8. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan, 20x20m.Grave 109(22C-114)Sq.M-9. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, oval in plan, 25x20m. Among bones- opper bead (type IIBe1), Fig.32:5.Grave 110(23C-115)Sq.L/M-9. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, oval in plan, 26x19m.



51Grave 111(24C-116)Sq.K-9. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan, 20x20m.Grave 112(25C-117)Sq.K-9/10. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan, 23x23m.Grave 113(26C-118)Sq.J-9. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan, 18x18m. Amongbones - int tanged blade dagger (Fig.33:1).Grave 114(27C-119)Sq.J-8/9. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, oval in plan, 27x21x16m. Amongbones - 6 opper beads (types 4x IIBe1, 2x IIBe2) and 2 int artefats: re�tted from3 �red fragments ordinary blade dagger used as striker and hip from square axe(Fig.33:2). Grave 115(28C-120)Sq.I/J-9. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan, 22x22m. Amongthe bones are loated 2 int artefats: a double spike-ended presser on a blade(lost) and an amorphous striker made from a square axe fragment (Fig.33:3).Grave 116(29aC-121)Sq.I-9. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan, 26x26x19m. Amongthe bones are 2 opper beads (type IIBe2) and 9 burnt fragments of int blade tools(probably from 2 tools, one of them a tanged dagger or asymmetri knife). Abovethe pile is an ordinary blade striker (Fig.34:1).Grave 117(29C-121a)Sq.I-8/9. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan, 22x22x17m. Onthe pile is a small vessel (t.g.VIII-0), a opper bead (type IIBe1) and 11 burnt intartefats: 4 arrowheads (a large speimen with a onave base, an ordinary onewith a onave base, an ordinary speimen with straight base and an arrowheadmade from the tip of a bigger one), a ake (lost) and four parts of, probably, oneunde�ned blade tool, re�tted from 6 fragments (Fig.33:4).Grave 118(30C-122)Sq.I-9. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan. Among the bones are2 opper beads ? (type IIBe?). Under the pile is a fragment of a stone axe (type1B), whih is re�tted with an artefat from grave 119(31C-123); see Fig.34:2.Grave 119(31C-123)Sq.I-9. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan, 24x24x16m. Amongthe bones lie 4 opper beads (types 1x IIBe1, 2x IIBe2, 1x IIBe3), part of a stone axe(type 1B) re�tted with fragments found under grave 118(30C-122) and above grave120(32C-124), 13 int artefats: 8 burnt arrowheads (1 large speimen with onavebase, 3 ordinary speimens with onave base, 1 slim speimen with straight base, 1ordinary speimen with straight base and 2 arrowheads made from the tips of largerspeimens), re�tted from 2 burnt fragments of a large asymmetri blade knife, a



52spike-ended presser made from the fragment of a blade knife, a side-sraper, a hipfrom an axe and a small fragment of an unde�ned tool (lost), Fig.34:2.Grave 120(32C-124)Sq.H/I-9. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan, 25x25x18m (underthe vessel of remation 42(48)). Among bones - stone axe (type 2) and 2 int tools:tanged dagger and ordinary blade striker (Fig.35). Above pile - fragment of stoneaxe, whih is re�tted with artefat from grave 119(31C-123) - see Fig.34:2.Grave 121(33C-125)Sq.G-9. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan, 20x20x13m.Grave 122(34C-126)Sq.G-9. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan. Among bones - 2int tools: ordinary blade striker and amorphous striker made from ake (Fig 36:1).Grave 123(34aC-126a)Sq.F/G-9. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan. NE from pile(depth 25m) - stone axe (type 1B), Fig.36:2.Grave124(35C-127)Sq.F-9. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan, 18x18x16m.Grave 125(36C-128)Sq.K-10. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan, 23x23x16m. Amongbones - 4 opper beads (types 3x IIBe1, 1x IIBe2), Fig.36:3.Grave 126(37C-129)Sq.K-10. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan. Among bones - 6int artefats: atypial large arrowhead with noth in base, striker made from aketool and 4 akes (Fig.36:4). Grave 127(38C-130)Sq.J-10. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan, 21x21x17m. Amongbones - opper bead (type IIBe2), opper dagger (type ID1), opper awl (typeIAw2), whetstone shale, 2 stone axes (types 1A/B, 1B) and 5 int artefats: re�ttedfrom 3 �red fragments big asymmetri blade knife used as striker, small asymmetriblade knife, 2 fragments of unde�ned blade tools ( 1 lost) and amorphous akestriker (lost), Fig.37. Grave 128(38aC-130a)Sq.K-10. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan, 19x19x14m. Amongbones - burnt int ordinary arrowhead with onave base and hammer made fromint square axe (Fig.38:1). Grave 129(39C-131)Sq.J-10. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan, 20x20x18m. In 15mto N (on sq.J-9) - ordinary blade knife - variant C (lost), Fig.33:5.



53Grave 130(40C-132)Sq.J-10. Pile of burnt bones, irular in plan, 22x22m. Among bones - 2 burntint big arrowheads with onave base (Fig.38:2).Grave 131(50C-133)Sq.J-10. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan.Grave 132(51C-134)Sq.I-10. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan. Among bones -opper bead (type IIBe?). Grave 133(51aC-134a)Sg.I-10. Pile of burnt bones of adult man. Among bones - big asymmetri bladeknife (Fig.38:3). Grave 134(52C-135)Sq.I-10/11. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan, 20x20x18m.Among bones - opper dagger (type ID2) with bone rivet, 4 opper beads (types 2xIIBe1, 2x IIBe2), fragment of bone bead and 3 int artefats: fragment of unde�nedblade tool and 2 ordinary arrowheads with onave base (Fig.38:4).Sq.I-11. 25 m to E from pile 134(52C-135) - ordinary int arrowhead withonave base (Fig.38:5). Grave 135(53C-136)Sq.H-10. Pile of burnt bones, of adult man, irular in plan. Among them -opper bead (type IIBe2), Fig.39:1.Grave 136(54C-137)Sq.H-10. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan, 22x22m. Amongbones - 2 opper beads ? (type IIBe2), Fig.39:3.Grave 137(55C-138)Sq.H-10. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan, 20x20m. Amongbones - opper bead (type IIBe2) and 4 int artefats: ordinary blade knife - variantB, blade spike-ended presser used as striker, striker made from ake from axe andhammer made from fragment of axe (Fig.39:2).Grave 138(56C-139)Sq.G/H-10. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan.Grave 139(57C-140)Sq.E-10. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan.Grave 140(58C-141)Sq.K-10/11. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan. Among bones -4 opper beads (type IIBe2), Fig.39:4.Grave 141(59C-142)Sq.K-11. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan.



54 Grave 142(60C-143)Sq.K-11. Pile of burnt bones of adult man.Grave 143(61C-144)Sq.J-11. Pile of burnt bones of adult man. Among bones - part of int tool*.[* The attahment of the artefat to the feature raises partiular doubts℄.Grave 144(61aC-144a)*Sq.I-13. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan. Among bones - 3opper beads (types 1x IIBe1, 2x IIBe2), Fig.40:1.[* Taking the omplex of artefats to be a feature is highly debatable. There is nosuÆient justi�ation in the daybook℄Grave 145(62C-145)Sq.J-11. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan, 19x19x16m. Amongbones - 2 opper beads (types 1x IIBe1, 2x IIBe2) and opper at arrowhead (typeIAr), Fig.40:2. Grave 146(63C-146)Sq.H-11. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan. Among bones -re�tted from 2 �red fragments ordinary blade striker (Fig.40:3).Grave 147(64C-147)Sq.H-11. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan. Among bones -piee of opper bead ? (type IIBe?).Sq.G-11. Between graves 60(68) and 147(64C-147) - burnt fragment of bigarrowhead (Fig.40:4) Grave 148(65C-148)Sq.F-11. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan. Among bones - 4opper beads (types 3x IIBe1, 1x IIBe2), Fig.40:5.Grave 149(66C-149)Sq.F-11. Pile of burnt bones of adult man. Near the pile - 2 int tools: atypi-al, small ordinary blade knife - variant A and striker made from ake from axe(Fig.40:6). Grave 150(66aC-149a)Sq.E-11. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan.Grave 151(67C-150)Sq.H-11/12. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan.Grave 152(68C-151)Sq.H-11/12. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan.Grave 153(69C-152)Sq.F-12. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan.



55Grave 154(70C-153)Sq.I-13. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan. Among bones -opper bead (type IIBe2), Fig.40:7.Grave 155(70aC-153a)Sq.H-13. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan. Among bones - 3opper beads ? (type IIBe?). Grave 156(70bC-153b)Sq.G-13. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan. North from pile -�red int ordinary arrowhead with onave base (Fig.40:8).Grave 157(71C-154)Sq.I-13/14. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan.Grave 158(72C-155)Sq.I-14. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan.Grave 159(73C-156)Sq.I-14. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan.Grave 160(73aC-156a)Sq.I-14. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan.Grave 161(74C-157)Sq.G-13/14. Small pile of burnt bones of adult man.Grave 162(75C-158)Sq.J-15. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan. Among bones -fragments of vessel (t.g.?). Grave 163(76C-159)Sq.J-15. Destroyed pile of burnt bones.Grave 164(77C-160)Sq.I-15. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan.Sq.I-15. Flint end-sraper on ake (Fig.40:9).Grave 165(78C-161)Sq.H-15. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan.Grave 166(79C-162)Sq.H-15. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan.Grave 167(80C-163)Sq.G-12. Pile of burnt bones of adult man, irular in plan, 30x30x12m. Amongbones - opper dagger (type ID1) and stone axe (type 1A), Fig.41:2.Grave 168(81C-164)Sq.G-4/5. Pile of burnt bones of adult man. Near the bones - int doubleblunt-ended presser made from blade knife used as striker (Fig.40:10).



56 Grave 169(165)*Sq.G-6. Destroyed pile of burnt bones. Among the bones are 3 int artefats:part of ordinary blade knife re�tted from 2 �red fragments - variant A; a strikermade from a saled-piee of ake from an axe and an ordinary burnt arrowheadwith straight base (Fig.41:3).[* The omplex of artefats is not diretly doumented; it is an e�et of an ÿoÆereonstrution"℄. Grave 170(28a)?Sq.M-8. Vessel with burnt bones. Among the bones are 2 opper beads (typeIIBe1) and 2 amber beads (type 1AIb), inluding one semi-�nished produt (Fig.41:4). Destroyed gravesAt the emetery, some materials were olleted without methodial doumenta-tion (Fig.42-43). This applies to opper goods: beads (type IIBe1, Fig.42:a-); stone:axes (types 1B and 2, Fig.42:d-e); and 20 int artefats: burnt fragment of a largeblade (Fig.43:a); part of an ordinary blade knife re�tted from 3 burnt fragments -variant A (Fig.43:b); fragments of 2 ordinary blade knives - variant B (Fig.43:-d);2 burnt fragments of blade daggers or knives (Fig.43:e-f); a burnt fragment of ablade spike-ended presser used as striker (Fig.43:g); 5 burnt fragments of unde�nedblade tools used as strikers (Fig.43:h-l); 3 burnt fragments of unde�ned blade tools(Fig.43:m-o), fragment of ordinary hip (Fig.43:p), �red hip from axe (Fig.43:q),amorphous ake striker (Fig.43:r) and 2 burnt arrowheads (large and ordinary spe-imens with onave base, Fig.43:s-t).Among materials from the emetery at Krasny Khutor are three int artefatswithout ÿtags", whih annot be identi�ed today with any artefats missing fromthe inventories desribed above. These are: a burnt fragment of a large asymmetriblade knife and 2 big arrowheads with onave base (Fig.42:f-h).
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F i g . 15. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 1; 2 - grave 2; 3 - grave 3; 4 - grave 4; 5 - near graves 3,9,168(81C-164);6 - grave 5.
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F i g . 16. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 6; 2 - grave 7; 3 - grave 8; 4 - grave 10; 5 - grave 11.
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F i g . 17. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 12; 2 - grave 15; 3 - grave 16; 4 - grave 14; 5 - grave 17.
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F i g . 18. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 18(19); 2 - grave 21(23); 3 - grave 23(25); 4 - grave 25(27).
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F i g . 19. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 26(28); 2 - grave 27(29); 3 - grave 29(31).
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F i g . 20. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 30(32); 2 - grave 31(37).
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F i g . 21. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 32(37a); 2 - grave 33(38).
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F i g . 22. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 34(39); 2 - grave 35(40); 3 - grave 37(42); 4 - grave 38(43).
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F i g . 23. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 40(45); 2 - grave 41(46); 3 - grave 42(48); 4 - grave 45(52).
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F i g . 24. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 46(54); 2 - grave 47(55).
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F i g . 25. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 50(58,58a); 2 - near grave 50(58,58a), sq.J-10; 3 - grave 52(60).
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F i g . 26. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 53(61); 2 - grave 54(63); 3 - near grave 55(64), sq.L-11; 4 - grave57(66); 5 - grave 60(68); 6 - grave 61(69); 7 - grave 63(71).
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F i g . 27. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 65(73); 2 - grave 67(75); 3 - grave 68(76); 4 - grave 70(79); 5 - grave72(81).
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F i g . 28. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 73(82); 2 - grave 74(83); 3 - grave 75(84).
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F i g . 29. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 77(86); 2 - grave 76(85); 3 - grave 78(87); 4 - grave 79(88).
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F i g . 30. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 80(89a); 2 - near grave 80(89a), sq.H-14; 3 - grave 81(89b); 4 - grave82(89); 5 - grave 84(91).
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F i g . 31. Krasny Khutor. 1 - Sq.D-15; 2 - grave 86(1C-93); 3 - grave 89(4C-96); 4 - grave 91(6C-98)?; 5- grave 94(8C-100); 6 - grave 97(11C-103); 7 - grave 101(15C-107).
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F i g . 32. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 102(16C-108); 2 - grave 103(17C-109); 3 - grave 104(18C-110); 4 -grave 105(19C-111); 5 - grave 109(22C-114).
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F i g . 33. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 113(26C-118); 2 - grave 114(27C-119); 3 - grave 115(28C-120); 4 -grave 117(29aC-121a).
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F i g . 34. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 116(29C-121); 2 - grave 119(31C-123).
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F i g . 35. Krasny Khutor. Grave 120(32C-124).
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F i g . 36. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 122(34C-126); 2 - grave 123(34aC-126a); 3 - grave 125(36C-128); 4- grave 126(37C-129).
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F i g . 37. Krasny Khutor. Grave 127(38C-130).
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F i g . 38. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 128(38aC-130a); 2 - grave 129(39-131); 3 - grave 130(40C-132); 4 -grave 133(51aC-134a); 5 - grave 134(52C-135); 6 - near grave 134(52C-135), sq.I-11.
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F i g . 39. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 135(53C-136); 2 - grave 137(54C-138); 3 - grave 136(55C-137); 4 -grave 140(58C-141).
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F i g . 40. Krasny Khutor. 1 - grave 144(61aC-144a); 2 - grave 145(62-145); 3 - grave 146(63C-146);4 - near grave 147(64C- 147), sq.G-11; 5 - grave 148(65C-148); 6 - grave 149(66C-149); 7 - grave154(70C-153); 8 - grave 156(70bC-153b); 9 - near grave 164(77C-160), sq.I-15; 10 - grave 168(81C-164).
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F i g . 41. Krasny Khutor. 1 - near grave 84(91), sq.F-16; 2 - grave 167(80C-168); 3 - grave 169(165); 4 -grave 170(28a)? Copper, stone and int �nds from the destroyed graves.
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F i g . 42. Krasny Khutor. Copper, stone and int �nds from the destroyed graves.
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F i g . 43. Krasny Khutor. Flint �nds from the destroyed graves.



86 3.3. SOFIEVKA CEMETERY (FIG.44)A omplex, also methodologially, history of exavations at the emetery, ju-sti�es emphasising the three stages of its exploration.3.3.1. EXCAVATIONS OF 1947 (BY I. SAMOYLOVSKI)Grave 1Ex.IV, depth 3-18m. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones. 80m from the pot toSWW was a fragment of int from an ordinary blade knife - variant B. In the samedistane, but to the other diretion from the pot was a broken vessel (t.g.?) anda lower part of the vessel (t.g.?), whih may have been the remains of anotherremation (?). The seond half of a int tool from this grave was found on thesurfae in an unde�ned part of the site in 1948 (Fig.45:3).Grave 2Ex.V, depth ?. Pile of burnt bones. On the bones was a opper hisel (typeIC) and 3 opper beads (types 1x IIBe1, 2x IIBe2). Nearby were two broken vessels(t.g.?), Fig.45:1). Grave 3Ex.V, depth 3-20m. Vessel (t.g.III-a,-a,e) with burnt bones. Among bones -int big asymmetri blade knife. Near - small vessel (t.g.?) and two broken vessels(t.g.?), Fig.45:2. Grave 3AEx.V, depth ?. Vessel (t.g.?) with ashes in 40m from grave 3.Grave 3BEx.V, depth ?. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones.Grave 4Ex.V, depth 3-20m. Broken vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones (Fig.45:4).Grave 4AEx.V, depth 18m. Broken vessel (t.g.III--a,e) with burnt bones in 65m fromgrave 4 (Fig.45:5). Grave 4BEx.V, depth ?. Vessel (t.g.III--b) with burnt bones, Fig.46:1.Grave 5Ex. - . Large vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones. Among bones - fragment ofunde�ned blade tool (lost). Near - broken vessel (t.g.?), Fig.46:2.



87

F i g . 44. So�evka emetery: the general plan (after Y.Zakharuk). 1 - pile of burnt bones; 2 - vesselswith burnt bones and ashes; 3 - empty vessels; 4 - "isolated" int artefat; 5 - remains of destroyedgraves. Plan with our new numeration, the �rst number in text.



88 Grave 6Ex. - . Large vessel (t.g.) with burnt bones. Among bones - �red slim arrow-head with straight base (?) made from hip from int axe (Fig.46:3).Destroyed gravesAt the emetery, some materials were olleted ÿfrom the surfae", e.g. 2 vessels(t.g.III-0), stone axe (type 1A) and burnt fragment of int unde�ned blade tool(Fig.47:1). 3.3.2. EXCAVATIONS OF 1948 (BY Y. ZAKHARUK)On the surfae of ompletely destroyed, NW part of the site were found severalint artefats:Sq.A-2 - �red fragment of unde�ned blade tool used as striker (Fig.47:2a);Sq.F-2 - hip from axe (Fig.47:2b);Sq.A-3 - ordinary arrowhead with onave base (Fig.47:2);Sq.G-4 - ordinary arrowhead with straight base (Fig.47:2d) and ordinary arrow-head with onave base (Fig.47:2e);Sq.H-4 - amorphous striker made from natural piee (Fig.47:2f).Grave 1Sq.K-5, depth 36m. Spot of burnt bones, triangular in plan. Among bones -part of 3 broken vessels (t.g.?), stone with traes of red paint.Grave 2Sq.K-5, depth ?. Spot of burnt bones. Among bones - 8 fragments of 3 vessels(t.g.?). Near the spot - triangular int arrowhead.Sq.G-6. On the surfae - int ordinary arrowhead with straight base (Fig.48:5).Grave 3Sq.H-6, depth ?. Small pile of burnt bones, 8x8x5m. Near the pile - opperat square axe (type IAx), Fig.48:1. Grave 4Sq.I-6, depth 39m. Pile of burnt bones of hilde (?), 21x10x6m. Among bones- 9 opper beads (types 2x IIBe1, 2x IIBe2, 3x IIBe3, 2x ?), 4 opper rings (typeIIR), 2 ylindrial grey-green stone beads (all �nds without traes of �re), Fig.48:2.Grave 5Sq.J-6, depth 34m. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones.Grave 6Sq.J-6, depth 30m. Burnt bones and small broken vessel.



89Grave 7Sq.J-6, depth 36m. Pile of burnt bones. Among bones - two small stones.Sq.J-6. On the surfae, not far from the graves 5,6,7 - two burnt int arrow-heads: slim speimen with straight base and big one with onave base (Fig.48:3).Grave 8Sq.F-7, depth 21m. Low part of the Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones. Amongbones - 2 small opper nails (type IIN). Near the vessel - small stone axe (type 1A),Fig.48:4. Grave 9Sq.G-7, depth 17m. Pile of burnt bones,12x9x5m. Near the pile - brokenvessel (t.g.?). Grave 10Sq.G-7, depth 16m. Pile of burnt bones, 14x14x12m.Grave 11Sq.H-7, depth 29m. Pile of burnt bones, 26x15x12m (see Fig.49:1).Grave 12Sq.H-7, depth 27m. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones. To S (betweengraves 11-12) on depth 28m in sand - stone axe (type 1B), Fig.49:1.Sq.I-7, depth 70 m. Fragment of int ordinary blade knife - variant B. It isre�tted with artefat from grave 44 (Fig.55).Grave 13Sq.J-7, depth 39m. Vessel (t.g.III-b,-d,e; red painting) with burnt bones (Fig.-49:2). Grave 14Sq.J-7, depth 36m. Pile of burnt bones, 4x3x3m. On bones - opper awl (typeIAw1). Near the pile - miniature vessel (t.g.IV- 0). NW of the grave s boundary,another vessel was reorded (t.g. IV-0), Fig.49:3.Grave 15Sq.J-7, depth 35m. Small vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones (Fig.49:4).Grave 16Sq.J-7, depth 35m. Pile of burnt bones.Grave 17Sq.J-7, depth 38m. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones (Fig.50:1).Grave 18Sq.J-7, depth 33m. Pile of burnt bones, 10x14x5m.



90 Grave 19Sq.J-7, depth 33m. Pile of burnt bones. On the pile stone axe (type 2), intsquare axe and opper awl (type IAw?). Among bones - two piees of opper ataxe (type IAx) and opper knife (type IK1), Fig.50:2.Grave 20Sq.K-6/7, depth 20m. Pile of burnt bones. Among bones - tooth of animal.Grave 21Sq.K-7, depth 35m. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones.Grave 22Sq.K-7, depth 33m. Vessel (t.g.III?-b-a) with burnt bones. Among bones -opper bead (type IIBe3) and int ordinary blade knife - variant B (Fig.51:1).Grave 23Sq.K-7/8, depth 30m. Pile of burnt bones, 20x14x6m.Sq.L-7. On surfae - int ordinary arrowhead with onave base (Fig.51:2).Grave 24.Sq.M-7, depth 39m. Pile of burnt bones, 24x20x4m.Sq.F-8. On surfae - int amorphous striker made from axe (?) fragment(Fig.51:3). Grave 25Sq.G-8, depth 15m. Broken pot with burnt bones.Grave 26Sq.G-8, depth 28m. Broken vessel (t.g.III--a) with burnt bones (Fig.51:4).Sq. G-8, depth ? A single vessel (t.g.?)Sq.G-8. On surfae - 2 int artefats: hip from square axe (Fig.51:5) andfragment of small, probably palaeolithi blade.Grave 27Sq.H-8, depth 32m. Large broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones. On the vessel- traes of opper oxide. Grave 28Sq.H-8, depth 9m. Pile of burnt bones, 20x19x5m.Grave 29Sq.H-8, depth 11m. Pile of burnt bones, 25x22x8m. Among bones - piee ofbelemnite.Sq.I-8. On surfae - �red int ordinary striker on blade (Fig.52:2).Grave 30Sq.J-7/8, depth 31m. Pile of burnt bones, 17x15x6m. On the bones - oppershakle - holder (type IISH), Fig.52:1.



91Grave 31Sq.J-8, depth 26m. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones.Grave 32Sq.K-8, depth 32m. Large vessel (t.g.III--e) with burnt bones. Among bones- tooth of animal. Near the pot - small vessel (t.g.VIII-0), Fig.52:3.Grave 33Sq.K-8, depth 40m. Pile of burnt bones, 10x8x4m.Grave 34Sq.K-8, depth 45m. Pile of burnt bones, 20x16x6m. Near the pile vessel(t.g.III-a,b,-d,e; red painting), stone axe (type 1B) and 3 int artefats: damagedsquare axe, massive amorphous striker made from ake tool and re�tted from 2fragments ordinary blade knife - variant A (Fig.53).Grave 35Sq.K-8, depth 22m. Pile of burnt bones,14x12x4m.Grave 36Sq.K/L-8, depth 24m. Pile of burnt bones, 10x10x4m.Grave 37Sq.L-8, depth 31m. Small broken vessel (t.g.III--e) with burnt bones. Amongbones - int ordinary blade striker. Near the pot - small vessel (t.g.?-?-d; red pain-ting), Fig.54:1. Grave 38Sq.H-9, depth 22m. Vessel (t.g.II-0) with burnt bones. Among bones - opperbead (type IIBe1-2), Fig.54:2.Sq.I-9, on depth 21-23m two small vessels (t.g.?), maybe from grave 38 or 39.Grave 39Sq.J-9, depth 30m. Pile of burnt bones, 20x16x9m, partly oloured by redpaint. Among bones - int amorphous striker on ake Fig.54:3.Grave 40Sq.J-9, depth 38m. Pile of burnt bones, 20x11x3m. Among bones - int nodule(probably amorphous striker made from natural piee), Fig.54:4.Grave 41Sq.J-9, depth 41m. Broken pot with burnt bones.Grave 42Sq.J-9, depth 26m. Pile of burnt bones, 13x9x4m.Grave 43Sq.K-9, depth 25m. Pile of burnt bones,13x10x7m. In 5m from the pile, ondepth 34m - int amorphous striker made from natural piee, on other hand -small int blade (Fig.54:5).



92 Sq.K-9, depth 32m. Flint square axe probably from grave 43 (Fig.54:6).Grave 44Sq.L-9, depth 75m. Pile of burnt bones, 25x20x10m. Near the pile - brokenvessel (t.g.III--a,e), vessel (t.g.?) and stone axe (type 1A/B). To NE from pile, depth66m - 2 int artefats: damaged square axe and fragment of ordinary blade knife- variant B, whih is re�tted with piee from sq.I-7 (Fig.55).Grave 45Sq.M-9, depth 48m. Pile of burnt bones, 20x16x5m. Among bones - fragmentof int unde�ned tool on blade with low angle retouh on end-sraper front. Nearthe pile - int amorphous striker made from square axe fragment (Fig.56:1).Grave 46Sq.M-9, depth 70m. Vessel (t.g.III-b,-d; red painting) with burnt bones (Fig.--56:2). Grave 47Sq.F/G-10, depth 1m. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones. Near - next vesseland int fragment of unde�ned blade tool used as striker (Fig.56:3).Grave 48Sq.G-10, depth 2m. Pile of burnt bones 30x24m. Among bones - 4 brokenvessels (t.g.?). Grave 49Sq.G-10, depth 2m. Sattered burnt bones.Grave 50Sq.G-10, depth 7m. Broken vessel (t.g.?-?-d; red painting) with burnt bones.Grave 51Sq.H-10, depth 16m. Pile of burnt bones, 22x15x5m.Grave 52Sq.H-10, depth 15m. Pile of burnt bones, 30x23x5m.Grave 53Sq.H-10, depth 15m. Pile of burnt bones, 16x12x9m.Grave 54Sq.H-10, depth 18m. Pile of burnt bones, 14x9x8m.Grave 55Sq.H-10, depth 11m. Pile of burnt bones, 7x7x4m.Grave 56Sq.H-10, depth 19m. Pile of burnt bones, 34x12x5m.Grave 57Sq.H-10, depth 18m. Pile of burnt bones, 18x15x6m.



93Grave 58Sq.I-10, depth 26m. Pile of burnt bones, 24x16x3m.Grave 59Sq.I-10, depth ?. Small pile of burnt bones.Grave 60Sq.J-10, depth 26m. Pile of burnt bones, 8x4x3,5m.Sq.J-10. On surfae - int hip and 2 miro-hunks. Depth 51m - int spike--ended presser on blade maybe from grave 60 (Fig.56:4)Grave 61Sq.J-10, depth 19m. Spot of sattered burnt bones, 20x25m.Grave 62Sq.K-10, depth 47m. Pile of burnt bones, 16x14x4m.Grave 63Sq.K-10, depth 49m. Broken vessel (t.g.?) bones. Near the grave - int frag-ment of unde�ned blade tool used as striker (Fig.57:1; see also Fig.57:2).Grave 64Sq.L-10, depth 52m. Pile of burnt bones, 23x15x5m. Among bones - burntint fragment of unde�ned blade tool. Near the pile broken vessel (t.g.III-b,-d;red painting) and stone axe (type 1B), Fig.57:2. Above the pile, on depth 35-52m- 4 int tools: ordinary blade dagger, small asymmetri blade knife, ordinary bladestriker and amorphous presser made from hunk (probably from axe), Fig.57:3.Sq.L-10. On surfae - 2 int ordinary arrowheads (�rst with onave base,seond with straight base). Depth 32m - int amorphous (pseudo-tanged) arrow-head. Depth 68m - int ordinary arrowhead with straight base (Fig.57:4). Probablyall these tools are onneted with grave 64.Grave 65Sq.L-10, depth 50m. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones. Near the pot - stonehammer (type 3), Fig.58. Grave 66Sq.M-10, depth 61m. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones. North of thegrave another vessel was reorded. (t.g.?).Grave 67Sq.N-10, depth 71m. Pile of burnt bones, 18x10x5m. Among bones - intake. Near the pile - int square axe, Fig.59:1.Grave 68Sq.G/H-11, depth 2m. Pile of burnt bones, 20x16x5m. Among bones - 12 smallpiees of opper things (type ?) and 2 burnt int arrowheads (ordinary speimenwith straight base and tip fragment of big speimen), Fig.59:2.



94 Sq.I-11. On surfae - int arrowhead (lost).Grave 69Sq.J-10/11, depth 32m. Pile of burnt bones,20x17x12m. In 12m to E, ondepth 32m - int ake (Fig.59:3). Grave 70Sq.K-11, depth 34m. Pile of burnt bones, 16x14x6m. Among bones - intspike-ended presser made from pseudo-blade knapped from square axe (Fig.59:4).Grave 71Sq.K-11, depth 42 m. Pile of burnt bones, 27x24x8m. Among bones - intbig asymmetri blade knife. On the pile - opper awl (type IIAw1) with traes ofwooden handle on one side. Near the pile - �red int amorphous blade striker and2 broken vessels (t.g.III-0; ?), Fig.60:1.Grave 72Sq.K-11, depth 62m. Pile of burnt bones, 20x15x4m. Near the pile - intamorphous striker made from natural piee (Fig.60:2).Grave 73Sq.K-11, depth 62m. Pile of burnt bones, 24x18x6m.Grave 74Sq.K/L-11, depth 20m. Pile of burnt bones, 18x15x14m. Near the pile - 2vessels (t.g.III--e), Fig.60:3. One of the vessels - partly overed by remation 75.Grave 75Sq.K/L-11, depth 56m. Pile of burnt bones, 25x24x12m.Grave 76Sq.L-11, depth 67m Small vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones (Fig.61:1).Grave 77Sq.L-11, depth 68m. Vessel (t.g.III--e) with burnt bones (Fig.61:2).Grave 78Sq.J-11, depth 25m. Spot of sattered burnt bones,14x3m.Grave 79Sq.J-11, depth 21m. Pile of burnt bones, 19x14x9m. To N from the pile - pieeof sandstone.Sq.J-11, depth 65m - Flint big arrowhead with onave base (Fig.59:5).Grave 80Sq.K-11, depth 30m. Pile of burnt bones 16x4x8m.Grave 81Sq.J/K-11, depth 24m. Pile of burnt bones, 22x20x9m. Among bones - animaltooth.



95Grave 82Sq.L-11, depth 70m. Vessel (t.g.?-?,-d; red painting) with burnt bones.Grave 83Sq.L-11, depth 86m. Pile of burnt bones, 18x22x9m. Among bones - two burntint fragments of unde�ned blade tool. Near the pile - broken stone axe (type 2),Fig.61:3.Sq.L-11, depth 19m - int amorphous blade striker; depth 85m - int ordinaryblade striker (Fig.61:4). Maybe both of these tools are onneted with grave 83.Grave 84Sq.L-11, depth 77m. Pile of burnt bones, 20x12x8m. To W from the pile,between graves 83 and 84 - opper ring (type IIR), Fig.61:5.Grave 85Sq.M-11, depth 80m. Small pile of burnt bones, 7x6x3m.Grave 86Sq.M-11, depth 84m. Burnt bones and 4 broken vessels (t.g.?) in one pile. Onthe pile - large vessel (t.g.I-0), Fig.62:1.Grave 87Sq.I-12, depth 22m. Pile of burnt bones.Grave 88Sq.I-12, depth 24m. Pile of burnt bones,13x6x3m. In 25 m to E - fragmentsof the broken vessel (t.g.III-0), Fig.62:2. Near the pile of grave 88, on surfae (depth2m) of sq.H-12 - small vessel (t.g.II-b-a), stone hammer (type 3) and fragment ofint square axe (maybe striker?), Fig.62:3.Grave 89Sq.J-12, depth 35m. Small pile of burnt bones, 11x7x3m.Grave 90Sq.J-12, depth 37m. Burnt bones.Grave 91Sq.J-11/12, depth 34m. Pile of burnt bones, 22x20x7m.Grave 92Sq.J-12, depth 60m. Pile of burnt bones, 10x11x4m. On the pile - stone withtraes of red paint. There are some red paint also on the burnt bones.Grave 93Sq.J-12, depth 42m. Pile of burnt bones. To W from the pile (on depth 50m)- lay spin-wheel (Fig.63:1). Grave 94(94,95)Sq.K-12, depth 61m. Small vessel with burnt bones (t.g.III-b-a). In 50 m toSW - vessel (t.g.II-0) with lay spin-wheel in him (Fig.63:2).



96 Sq.K-12, depth 39m - int fragment of ordinary blade knife - variant C, pro-bably from the grave 94(94,95), Fig.63:3.Grave 95(96)Sq.L-12, depth 82m. Pile of burnt bones, 10x6x3m. Near the grave 95(96) -2 vessels (t.g.III-0, Fig.63:4a; III-?-d; red painting, Fig.63:4b)*.[* The identi�ation of the vessels with the objet is not ertain.℄Grave 96(97)Sq.L-12, depth 71m. Broken vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones. In 20m to S, ondepth 75m - broken vessel (t.g.?).Grave 97(98)Sq.L-12, depth 56m. Pile of burnt bones, 30x20x12m.Grave 98(99)Sq.L-12, depth 69m. Small vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones.Grave 99(100)Sq.L-12, depth 70m. Low part of broken vessel (t.g.III--e) with burnt bones.Among bones - animal tooth. Near the grave - vessel (t.g.III-b-a), Fig.64:1.Grave 100(101)Sq.L-12/13, depth 77m. Large vessel (t.g.III--b,e) with burnt bones (Fig.64:2).Grave 101(102)Sq.L-13, depth 77m. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones (Fig.64:3)Grave 102(103)Sq.M-12, depth 32m. Vessel (t.g.III-0) with burnt bones (Fig.64:4).Grave 103(104)Sq.M-12, depth 78m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 16x4x6 m.Grave 104(105)Sq.M-12, depth 84m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 14x12x6m.Grave 105(106)Sq.M-12, depth 85m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 18x12x6m.Grave 106(107)Sq.M-12, depth 40m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 26x18x6m.Grave 107(108)Sq.J-13, depth 31m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 25x20x5m.Grave 108(109)Sq.I/J-13, depth 38m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 16x14x4m.Grave 109(110)Sq.J-13, depth 48m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 26x22x7m. Amongbones - two oni lay spin-wheels.



97Grave 110(111)Sq.L-13, depth 60m. Pile of burnt bones. Near the pile - broken vessel (t.g.I-0),Fig.65:1. Grave 111(112)Sq.L-13, depth 76m. Pile of burnt bones, 20x18m. In 15m to NE, on depth83m - stone axe (type 1A/B), Fig.65:2a.Between grave 111-112, on depth 69m - stone axe (type 1A/B), Fig.65:2b.Grave 112(113)Sq.M-13, depth 86m. Pile of burnt bones, 30x15x5m. To S from the pile -vessel (t.g.IV-0), Fig.65:3; see also Fig.65:2b.Grave 113(114)Sq.M-13, depth 86m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 40x30x9m. Not farfrom the pile - vessel (t.g.I-b-a), Fig.65:4.Sq.E-15. On surfae - 5 int hips from square axe, four of them are re�tted(Fig.65:5). Grave 114(115)Sq.H-15, depth 90m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 32x16x7m. To N frompile, depth 15m - re�tted from 2 burnt int fragments part of ordinary blade knife- variant B (Fig.66:1).Between graves 114(115), 115(116) and 116(117) - broken stone axe (type 1B),Fig.66:3. Grave 115(116)Sq.H-15, depth 90m. Pile of burnt bones, 12x12x5m. To NE from grave 115- 2 small vessels (t.g.II or III-0 and t.g.?), near them 2 int arrowheads (ordinaryspeimen with straight base and unde�ned one - lost), Fig.66:2; see also Fig.66:3.Grave 116(117)Sq.H-15, depth 90m. Pile of burnt bones, 14x10x3m, see Fig.66:3.Grave 117(119)Sq.H-15, depth 19m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 20x11x5m.Grave 118(120)Sq.H-16, depth 25m. Low part of vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones.Sq.N-8, depth 50m - int ordinary arrowhead ÿwith straight base" (Fig.66:4).Grave 119(121)Sq.N-9, depth 31m. Pile of burnt bones.Grave 120(122)Sq.O-9, depth 23m. Spot of burnt bones, 40x40m, irular in plan.



98 Grave 121(123)Sq.O-9, depth 3Om. Pile of burnt bones, 35x26x20m.Sq.O-9. On surfae - int hip (Fig.66:5).Grave 122(124)Sq.N-10, depth 28m. Pile of burnt bones, 25x25x5m.Sq.N-10, depth 53m. Flint ordinary arrowhead with straight base (Fig.66:6).Grave 123(125)Sq.O-10, depth 23m. Pile of burnt bones, 38x20m. Among bones - 3 opperrings (type IIR), Fig.66:7. Grave 124(126)Sq.O-10, depth 33m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 27x21x8m. Amongbones - opper tetrahedral awl (type IAw1), Fig.66:8.Grave 125(127)Sq.O-10/11, depth 26m. Pile of burnt bones,oval in plan, 23x18x6m. Amongbones - 2 glass beads (destroyed during the analysis).Grave 126(128)Sq.O-11, depth 25m. Pile of burnt bones, 18x15x5m.Grave 127(129)Sq.N-11, depth 26m. Vessel (t.g.?) with burnt bones.Sq.N-11, depth 22m - re�tted from 2 burnt int fragments part of unde�nedblade tool (Fig.66:9); depth 12m - int ake (lost).Grave 128(130)Sq.O-11, depth 30m. Pile of burnt bones, 12x10x3m.Grave 129(131)Sq.O-11, depth 24m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 20x15x4m.Grave 130(132)Sq.N-11/12, depth 24m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 50x30x15m.Grave 131(133)Sq.N-11/12, depth 31m. Pile of burnt bones, 15x13x3m.Grave 132(134)Sq.O-12, depth 42m. Pile of burnt bones, 19x11x5m.Grave 133(135)Sq.N-12, depth 32m. Pile of burnt bones, 10x8x5m.Grave 134(136)Sq.O-12, depth 28m. Pile of burnt bones, 18x10x5m.



99Grave 135(137)Sq.O-12, depth 22m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 28x26x6m.Sq.P-12, depth 25m - int ordinary arrowhead with straight base (Fig.67:1).Grave 136(138)Sq.O-13, depth 32m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 32x23x6m.Grave 137(139)Sq.N-13, depth 22m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan,28x16x5m.Grave 138(140)Sq.N-13, depth 23m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 20x14x8m.Grave 139(141)Sq.N-13, depth 22m. Vessel (t.g.IV-0) with burnt bones (Fig.67:2).Sq.O-14, depth 35-70m - a fragment of a int miro-blade, probably unon-neted to the emetery. Destroyed gravesAt the emetery, some materials were olleted without methodial doumenta-tion. This applies to lay goods: vessels (t.g.II-0; V-0), spin-wheels (Fig.68); to glassgoods: beads (destroyed during analysis); to opper goods: awls (type IAw1), knives(types IK1-2), rings (type IIR), and beads (types IIBe1, IIBe2, IIBe3), Fig.69; tostone goods: axes (types 1A, 1B), beads, and �re stone (Fig.70); and to int: 13 smallhunks, an ordinary blade knife re�tted from 2 fragments - variant A (Fig.71:1f),part of tanged blade dagger re�tted from 2 burnt fragments (Fig.71:1b), a burntfragment of an unde�ned blade tool (Fig.71:1h), a burnt fragment of an unde�-ned blade tool used as striker (Fig.71:1a), a spike-ended presser made from thesaled fragment of a blade tool (Fig.71:1g), 4 arrowheads (2 ordinary speimenswith onave base and 2 unde�ned - lost - speimens)[Fig.71:1-d℄, an amorphousarrowhead or small fragment of an unde�ned blade tool (Fig.71:1e).Among the artefats from the So�evka emetery there are also 7 int arrow-heads without tags: 3 ordinary speimens with onave base (Fig.71:2d-f), 1 slimspeimen with straight base (Fig.71:1a), 2 ordinary speimens with straight base(Fig.71:2b-), 1 speimen made from the tip of a larger arrowhead (Fig.71:2g).Four small arrowheads laking from the above inventories must be among them.



100 3.3.3. EXCAVATIONS OF 1963 (BY Y. ZAKHARUK AND V. KRUTS)Grave 1Sq.5, depth 1,25-1,35m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 20x18x10m.Other �ndsSq.6, depth 1,58m.On square 20x20m - small vessels (t.g.III-0; III-b-a; VIII---a), Fig.72:1.Sq.6, depth ?. 3 int blades.Sq.14, depth 47m. Vessel (t.g.?).From surfae. Pottery, spin-wheel and stone tool (Fig.72:2).



101

F i g . 45. So�evka - 1947. 1- grave 2; 2 - grave 3; 3 - near grave 1-2; 4 - grave 4; 5 - grave 4A.
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F i g . 46. So�evka - 1947. 1 - grave 4B; 2 - grave 5; 3 - grave 6.
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F i g . 47. So�evka - 1947/1948. 1 - �nds from destroyed graves (1947); 2 - �nds from surfae of theemetery (1948).
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F i g . 48. So�evka - 1948. 1 - grave 3; 2 - grave 4; 3 - near the graves 5,6,7, sq.J-6; 4 - grave 8; 5 - sq.G-6.
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F i g . 49. So�evka - 1948. 1 - between the graves 11-12; 2 - grave 13; 3 - grave 14; 4 - grave 15.
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F i g . 50. So�evka - 1948. 1 - grave 17; 2 - grave 19.
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F i g . 51. So�evka - 1948. 1 - grave 22; 2 - near grave 23, sq.L-7; 3 - near grave 24, sq. F-8; 4 - grave26; 5 - near grave 26, sq.G-8.
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F i g . 52. So�evka - 1948. 1 - grave 30; 2 - near grave 29, sq.I-8; 3 - grave 32.
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F i g . 53. So�evka - 1948. Grave 34.
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F i g . 54. So�evka - 1948. 1 - grave 37; 2 - grave 38; 3 - grave 39; 4 - grave 40; 5 - grave 43; 6 - probablyfrom grave 43, sq.K- 9.
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F i g . 55. So�evka - 1948. Grave 44.
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F i g . 56. So�evka - 1948. 1 - grave 45; 2 - grave 46; 3 - grave 47; 4 - near grave 60, sq.J-10.
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F i g . 57. So�evka - 1948. 1 - grave 63; 2 - grave 64 and between graves 63-64; 3 - above grave 64; 4 -near grave 64, sq.L-10.
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F i g . 58. So�evka - 1948. Grave 65.
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F i g . 59. So�evka - 1948. 1 - grave 67; 2 - grave 68; 3 - grave 69; 4 - grave 70; 5 - near grave 79, sq.J-11.
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F i g . 60. So�evka - 1948. 1 - grave 71; 2 - grave 72; 3 - grave 74.
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F i g . 61. So�evka - 1948. 1 - grave 76; 2 - grave 77; 3 - grave 83; 4 - near grave 83, sq.L-11; 5 - grave84.
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F i g . 62. So�evka - 1948. 1 - grave 86; 2 - grave 88; 3 - near grave 88, sq.H-12.
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F i g . 63. So�evka - 1948. 1 - grave 93; 2 - grave 94(94,95); 3 - near grave 94(94,95), sq.K-12; 4 - grave95(96)?
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F i g . 64. So�evka - 1948. 1 - grave 99(100); 2 - grave 100(101); 3 - grave 101(102); 4 - grave 102(103).
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F i g . 65. So�evka - 1948. 1 - grave 110(111); 2 - grave 111(112) and between graves 111-112(112-113);3 - grave 112(113); 4 - grave 113(114); 5 - near grave 113(114), sq.E-15.
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F i g . 66. So�evka - 1948. 1 - grave 114(115); 2 - grave 115(116); 3 - near graves 114-116(115-117); 4- near grave 118(120), sq.N- 8; 5 - near grave 121(123), sq.O-9; 6 - grave 122(124), sq.N-10; 7 - grave123(125); 8 - grave 124(126); 9 - near grave 127(129), sq.N-11.
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F i g . 67. So�evka - 1948. 1 - near grave 135(137), sq.P-12; 2 - grave 139(141).
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F i g . 68. So�evka - 1948. Vessels and lay spin-wheels from surfae of the emetery.
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F i g . 69. So�evka - 1948. Copper �nds from surfae of the emetery.
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F i g . 70. So�evka - 1947/1948. Stone axes and beads from surfae of the emetery.
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F i g . 71. So�evka - 1948. Flint tools from surfae of the emetery. 1 - from surfae; 2 - unlabelled.
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F i g . 72. So�evka - 1963. 1 - group of �nds, sq.6; 2 - �nds from surfae.



1293.4. ZAVALOVKA CEMETERY (FIG.73)Grave 1.Sq.C-5, depth 60m. Pile of burnt bones, irular in plan, 30x12m. Among thebones is a broken vessel (t.g.?), two amber beads (type a 1AIa - spindle - shaped),5 opper beads (type 3x IIBe1, 1x IIBe2), and a pebble (Fig.74:1).Grave 2.Sq.C-5, depth 55m. Pile of burnt bones, irular in plan, 20x18m. Amongthe bones are two int ordinary arrowheads with straight base, one of them burnt(Fig.74:2). Grave 3.Sq.C-5, depth 60m. Pile of burnt bones, 40x40x18m. Among the bones are4 burnt int artefats: fragment of an unde�ned blade tool (lost), ordinary arro-whead with onave base, fragment of a large atypial tanged arrowhead, part ofan amorphous ake presser re�tted from 3 fragments (Fig.74:3).Grave 4.Sq.C-5, depth 45m. Pile of burnt bones, irular in plan, 40x40x15m. Amongthe bones are 2 burnt int artefats: 2 fragments of a blade spike-ended presserand a fragment of ordinary arrowhead with straight base (Fig.74:4).Grave 5.Sq.D-6, depth 60m. Pile of burnt bones, irular in plan, 20x20m. Among thebones lies part of a broken vessel (t.g.?), Fig.74:5.Grave 6Sq.D-5, depth 50m. Pile of burnt bones, irular in plan, 25x25x10m.Grave 7Sq.D-5/6 ,depth 58m. Pile of burnt bones, irular in plan, 0x20x20m. Amongthe bones are 4 burnt int artefats: a small fragment of an unde�ned blade tool,a fragment of an unde�ned ake tool, a fragment of a miro-saled-piee and ahunk (Fig.75:1). Grave 8.Sq.D/E-5/6, depth 40m. Pile of burnt bones, irular in plan, 18x18x10m.Grave 9.Sq.E-5, depth 48m. Pile of burnt bones, irular in plan, 20x20x15m.Grave 10.Sq.E-5/6, depth 42m. Pile of burnt bones, irular in plan, 20x20x15m.Grave 11.Sq.D/E-6, depth 38m. Pile of burnt bones, irular in plan, 8x28x14m. On thebones is an ordinary int blade striker (?) [Fig.75:2℄.
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F i g . 73. Zavalovka emetery: the general plan (after V. Dergahev, I. Manzura). 1 - vessels (?) withburnt bones; 2 - piles of burnt bones; 3 - pits of the Bronze Age, Middle Dnieper ulture; 4 - destroyedpart of site.



131Grave 12.Sq.E-6, depth 40m. Pile of burnt bones, irular in plan, 23x23x15m.Grave 13.Sq.C/D-6, depth 40m. Pile of burnt bones, irular in plan, 16x16x10m.Among the bones is a burnt fragment of an unde�ned int blade tool (Fig.75:3).Grave 14.Sq.B-4, depth 34m. Pile of burnt bones, oval in plan, 40x25x11m.Grave 15.Sq.B-4, depth 39m. Pile of burnt bones, irular in plan, 24x24x15m. On theN part of the pile is a shemati lay �gurine, among the bones is the �red fragmentof a int ake (Fig.75:4). Grave 16.Sq.A-4, depth 40m. Pile of burnt bones, irular in plan, 30x30m, overed bya spot of sattered burnt bones, irular in plan, 60x60m. Among the bones is apebble and 4 int artefats: 3 parts of blade big asymmetri knife or tanged daggerre�tted from 5 burnt fragments, a spike-ended presser on a blade re�tted from 3burnt fragments, a burnt blade spike-ended presser, a side-sraper with a bifaialretouh and ordinary hip (Fig.75:5).Destroyed gravesBesides the desribed objets, 7 int artefats were found in the explored area:3 fragments of unde�ned burnt blade tools (Fig.76:1a-), 1 burnt fragment of anunde�ned blade tool used as a striker (Fig.76:1d), a burnt amorphous arrowheadmade from a hip (Fig.76:1e), and 2 amorphous ake pressers (one of them burnt;Fig.76:1f-g.At the emetery, some materials were olleted without methodial doumen-tation. These olletion inlude pottery and 6 int artefats: the burnt fragmentof an unde�ned blade tool (Fig.76:2a), an ordinary arrowhead with straight base(Fig.76:2b), a burnt ordinary arrowhead with onave base (Fig.76:2), a burntsaled-piee made from the fragment of an unde�ned blade tool (Fig.76:2d), andparts of two akes re�tted from 3 burnt fragments (Fig.76:2e-f).In the publiation of materials from the Zavalovka emetery [Dergahev, Man-zura 1991℄, there were mentioned 3 fragments of pottery (Fig.76:3a-d) and 8 intartefats whih today are missing: 1 unde�ned blade tool, probably an ordinarystriker (Fig.76:3e); 1 fragment of an unde�ned blade tool (�g.76:3f); 5 arrowheads(Fig.76:3g-k); and 1 axe ? (Fig.76:3l).
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F i g . 74. Zavalovka. 1 - grave 1; 2 - grave 2; 3 - grave 3; 4 - grave 4; 5 - grave 5.
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F i g . 75. Zavalovka. 1 - grave 7; 2 - grave 11; 3 - grave 13; 4 - grave 15; 5 - grave 16.
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F i g . 76. Zavalovka. Finds from destroyed graves. 1 - from a layer; 2 - from surfae; 3 - unlabelled [lost- foll. Dergahev, Manzura 1991℄



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 3: 1995, 135-140PL ISSN 1231-0344Nikolay Kovalyukh, Mihailo Y. Videiko, Vadim SkripkinCHRONOLOGY OF SOFIEVKA TYPE CEMETERIES:ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND ISOTOPIC ONEChronology is an important omponent of all historial - arhaeologial re-onstrutions. The age of any ulture an be established, in many ases, from: theindiret features (eramis, instruments, typologial analogies, et.) or isotope (here:14C) data.Implementation of the radioarbon method has not only extended the rangeof expedients and approahes in arhaeology, but also has permitted researhers toobtain ÿindependent", or using the previously adopted terminology, ÿabsolute" data.The interest in the problems of radioarbon dating has onsiderably inreased inthe past few years. This is explained by the latest ahievements in this �eld onne-ted with the transfer of radioarbon data onto alendar temporal sale. At present,the alibration urves, the so-alled ten-year and twenty-year period urves, up to8000 BP have been worked out by di�erent radioarbon laboratories by radioar-bon measurements of dendrosamples ontaining 10-20 tree rings and generalized byStuiver, Beker, Pearson and others [Stuiver and Beker 1986; Stuiver and Pearson1993℄. A omputer program permitting the researher to obtain plausible intervalsof the alendar time with a various degree of probability was worked out basedon the obtained urves [e.g. van der Pliht 1993℄. Sine the hronologial reon-strutions, as a rule, are made in the alendar temporal sale, appliation of theradioarbon method for dating of arhaeologial sites has gained a new impulse. Inthis onnetion, the hronologial dependene obtained earlier by the radioarbonmethod is oming entering the stage of re�nement, as illustrated in the presentartile.



136 1. RELATIVE CHRONOLOGYChronology of the So�evka type emeteries was based on the indiret data fora long period of time. Aording to some estimations, the So�evka type belongedto an earlier time than the sites of Usatovo (Northern Blak Sea littoral) type. T.G.Movsha onsidered them to belong to the earlier type beause there are no eramiswith ord ornamentation in the So�evka graves, though some types of eramis aresimilar to those found in Zhvanets (Dniester area), and the dagger from KrasnyKhutor is similar to the one found in Verteba ave, simultaneous to Zhvanets. TheDniester area monuments are onsidered to preede the Usatovo ones [Movsha1985:254-255℄. V.G. Zbenovih looked upon So�evka and Usatovo emeteries assimultaneous based on a orrelation of the opper daggers [Zbenovih 1966:44;1972:20- 21℄. V.A. Kruts wrote in his artile that the So�evka type is simultaneousto the Tripolye ulture from Volhynia (Troyanov type) dated earlier than the Usa-tovo type [Kruts 1977:148-149℄. Aording to V.A. Dergahev, the So�evka typeis simultaneous to the Usatovo type (similar daggers) and Dniester area Tripolyetypes (eramis, plasti arts) and also the Gorodsk type (eramis, similar types ofdishes) [Dergahev 1980:141℄. Thus, all researhers dated the So�evka emeteriesbak to late Tripolye - C-II, though plaing it in the end or in the beginning of thisperiod, or in the middle of it. 2. RADIOCARBON CHRONOLOGYAording to isotope dating obtained in the end of the 1960s and in the be-ginning of the 1970s, Usatovo type monuments were dated bak to 2600-2300 onvBC, Gorodsk type - to 2700-2600 onv BC. For a long time isotope hronology ofTripolye was based only upon non-alibrated 14C data and C-II stage was datedbetween 2800/2750-2400/2350 onv BC [Arkheologiya 1985:254-255; Telegin 1985℄.The alendar age of Tripolye C-II was dated 3580-3245 (3530-3175) BC by V.G.Petrenko [Patokova et al. 1989:4℄.Tables 1 presents radioarbon data for late Tripolye C-II ultures, obtainedby di�erent radioarbon laboratories and may serve as the basis for relative hro-nology, on�rming and adjusting the data obtained by other methods. Table 1 alsoshows the values of the alendar intervals, orresponding to the obtained dating (forprobability 68,2% - 1 sigma and 95,4% - 2 sigma). As we an see, some alendarintervals, in the majority of ases, orrespond to one datum. This may be explainedby an ambiguous onnetion: radioarbon data - alendar age, due to di�erent on-entrations of radioarbon in the atmosphere of the past. Graphially the obtained



137T a b l e 114C Chronology of the late Tripolye typesSites Etape Lab. No. 14C age, BP Intervals of alibrated ages, al BC1 δ 2 δEvminka C-I Ula{1466B 4790±100 3690{3680 3780{33503660{3500,3450{3440,3430{3380Evminka C-II Ula{1671B 4890±60 3764{3736, 3894{38883716{3634 3796{3620,3590{3526Mayaki C-II KIGN{280 4475±30 3340{3030, 3610{3600,2980{2930 3520{2870,2800{2790Mayaki C-II KIGN{282 4580±120 3500{3420, 3630{3570,3380{3090 3540{3020,3000{2920Mayaki C-II Bln{609 4340±65 3032{2942, 3296{3272,2936{2886 3270{32383172{3170,3106{2870,2806{2772,2720{2702Mayaki C-II Le{645 4340±65 3032{2942, 3296{3272,2936{2886 3270{32383172{3170,3106{2870,2806{2772,2720{2702Mayaki C-II Ki{870 4670±110 3630{3340 3660{3090,3150{3140 3060{3040Mayaki C-II Ula{1642B 4375±110 3300{3230, 3360{2860,3180{3170, 2820{26903110{2880Usatovo C-II Ula{1642 4333±60 3032{2964, 3260{3244,2958{2950, 3100{2872,2932{2884 2804{2776,2716{2706Gorodsk C-II Grn{5099 4651±35 3500{3452 3510{34043440{3426, 3388{33503380{3364Danku C-II Le{1054 4600±80 3500{3456, 3608{3604,3378{3306, 3512{3402,3230{3186, 3388{3256,3160{3116 3246{3098



138Sites Etape Lab. No. 14C age, BP Intervals of alibrated ages, al BC1 δ 2 δKrasny C-II Ki{5038 4280±110 3040{2860, 3310{3230,Khutor () 2820{2670 3190{3160,grave 2 3120{2570,2520{2500Krasny C-II Ki{5016 4140±110 2876{2794, 3014{3000Khutor (b) 2784{2582 2926{2450,grave 6 2438{2402,2372{2368Krasny C-II Ki-5039 4160±90 2876{2842, 2912{2550,Khutor () 2832{2796, 2542{2490grave 98 2784{2616So�evka () C-II Ki{5012 4320±70 3032{2946, 3262{3244,grave 1 2936{2874, 3100-2860,2798{2782 2816{2690,2680{2664,2634{2628So�evka C-II Ki{5013 4270±90 3028{2980, 3254{3248,1963 () 2928{2860, 3096{2580sq.m. 11 2816{2692,2680{2666,2632{2630So�evka (a) C-II Ki{5029 4300±45 3016{2998, 3034{2870from 2926{2876, 2804{2772,the emetery 2790{2788 2716{2704Zavalovka () C-II Ki{5015 4290±90 3034{2866, 3296{3276,grave 6 2810{2748, 3268{3238,2726{2698 3104{2608,2600{2588Zavalovka () C-II Ki{5014 4230±80 2914{2860, 3030{2972,grave 10 2816{2690, 2932{2574,2680{2664, 2512{25102634{2628Material for datings from So�evka type emetaries: a - haroal, b - organi material from the inside of the pot,  -burnt bones.results are shown in Fig.1. The most anient of the studied monuments is Evminka,whih dates bak to the beginning of the fourth entury BC. The next two groupsof simultaneous monuments - Mayaki, Danku, Gorodsk and, to an extent, Usatovomay be noted. The earlier phase of existene of Mayaki settlement is simultane-ous to the late phase of Evminka. The next group of later simultaneous emeteriesinludes Krasny Khutor, So�evka and Zavalovka.It may be onluded that these emeteries existed somewhat longer than theUsatovo ones. The only datum of Gorodsk settlement is not quite orret and doesnot orrelate with the So�evka ones. All materials from the emeteries show that
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F i g . 1. Radioarbon hronology of the late Tripolye ulture (1σ). 1 - Evminka, 2 - Mayaki, 3 - Usatovo,4 - Gorodsk, 5 - Danku, 6 - Krasny Khutor, 7 - So�evka, 8 - Zavalovka.



140they existed for a relatively short period, as indiated by isotope data, within 200-250years.So�evka type monuments may be onsidered, based on isotope data, as thelatest ones of the Tripolye stage C-II. It is oneivable that they existed when otherultural alternatives of Tripolye had already stopped existene. Their alendar agemay be between 3300-2900 BC. Thus, the latest Tripolye monuments existed untilthe beginning of the third millennia BC - the Early Bronze Age.3. COMMENT ON METHODS USED IN THE PREPARATION OF THE FOSSILBONES FOR RADIOCARBON ANALYSISBurned bones from So�evka type emeteries were used as the main materialfor radioarbon data. It is known that the organi part of the bones, omprising10-20% of the body mass, onsists of thin ollagen �bers, losely onneted withnon-organi hydroxyapatite rystals. The large surfae area and porous strutureof bones make them an exellent medium for sorption of humi aids transferredby ground waters. The removal of strange 14C from the material to be dated isimportant for dating burned bones. In results of the researh, it was found that theontent of young arbon may reah several per ent of total arbon in the ollagenof bones. We worked out the method of seletive distribution of arbon frationsof organi matter by treating the ollagen with uori-hydrogenous aid.This method is based on the fat that the introdued arbon preipitates on thebones with siliates and other mineral omponents, beause humi aids hemiallyare organi analogues of silion aid.Fluori-hydrogenous aid easily dissolves the siliate basis and seletively trans-fers the introdued organi into a olloid state. In this ase, the main organi matterof the burned bones - ollagen - pratially does not dissolve. It permits one to pre-serve the dating fration of the arbon and to ahieve pratially total removal oforgani ontamination.A sample of fossil bones was redued to fragments of 3-5 mm in size andtreated with 0,5-1 N solution of uori-hydrogenous aid for 24 hours at roomtemperature. The ollagen was washed with water and treated with 2 N solution ofuori-hydrogenous aid at room temperature for 24 hours. After washing, whenPh+7, the ollagen was dried and used for reeiving a ounting form of radioarbon.Translated by authors



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 3: 1995, 141-147PL ISSN 1231-0344Sªawomir KadrowABSOLUTE CHRONOLOGY OF THE SOFIEVKA TYPEIN THE LIGHT OF ÿWIGGLE MATCHING" ANALYSISAll radioarbon dating alibrations presented in this paper have been arriedout with a omputer program Radioarbon Calibration <alKN> April 1993, Dendroand Arhaeologial Wiggle Mathing by Bernhard Weninger of Cologne University(Germany). Calibrations arried out with programs based only on probabilisti in-terpretation of measurements (e.g. Probabilisti Calibration of Radioarbon TimeSale, Silesian Tehnial University, Gliwie, Poland, ver. 4.0, 1989, or RadioarbonCalibration Program, 1993 ver. 3.03, Quaternary Isotope Lab, University of Washing-ton) do not yield the atual age of the sample. This is so beause eah dated samplean be usually mathed to a number of more or less probable readings of its a-lendar age (f. in this volume: Kovalyukh, Videiko, Skripkin, Chronology. . . , Table1). Weninger's program (details in Weninger 1986), thanks to a built-in statistialtest, gives for eah sample a single, most probable alendar age with a respetivestandard error. An important novelty of this program is, however, the possibility ofÿ�tting" a series of dates from a spei� arhaeologial ontext into the appropriatewiggles of the alibration urve (f. Manning 1995: 126-133). Thus, it is possible withthis program to determine the alendar age of speimens with signi�antly greaterpreision (Tables 1-5).The alibration of individual dates from So�evka type emeteries (Table 1,Fig.1) sets their duration at 2950-2740 BC. High values of standard errors of me-asurements, however, make us admit the possibility of extending this period by ahundred years ÿup" or ÿdown". The arhaeologial assessment of the length of exi-stene of the ultural phenomenon known as the So�evka type makes us assumethat it was a short-lived phenomenon (f. Kadrow, Ko±ko, Videiko, Pottery. . . , inthis volume). A radial version of this assumption, namely that the dated sets wereexatly ontemporary and short-lived, thanks to wiggle mathing, permits us to settheir age at a 2890 BC with a proper allowane for standard error (Fig.2). A morerealisti assumption about the transiene (as far as arhaeologial researh permits)of the So�evka type, admitting the possibility that it existed for 100-130 years, allowsto set the absolute hronology brakets of the type under disussion at 2920-2790BC (Fig.3). At the same time the result of the ÿwiggle mathing" analysis sugge-



142 T a b l e 1List of dated samples from emeteries of the So�evka type (a to Kovalyukh, Videiko, Skripkin inthis volume) Lab. Number Date BP Std. dev al BC1 Ki{5038 4280 110 2859±1702 Ki{5039 4160 90 2742±1233 Ki{5012 4310 70 2953±964 Ki{5013 4270 90 2830±1445 Ki{5014 4230 80 2790±1106 Ki{5015 4290 90 2877±1467 Ki{5016 4140 110 2720±1448 Ki{5029 4300 45 2928±59T a b l e 2List of dated samples from emeteries of the Bodrogkereszt�ur ulture (a to Forenbaher 1993)Site Lab. Number Date BP Std. dev al BC1 Tiszal�u GrN{1612(?) 5100 40 3876±632 Tiszal�u GrN{1613 5085 40 3870±603 Tiszal�u GrN{1612(?) 5020 40 3834±744 Tiszal�u GrN{1612(?) 4920 60 3703±555 Tiszapolg�ar-Basatanya Deb{5 4960 130 3783±1386 Tiszapolg�ar-Basatanya Deb{4 4820 140 3545±166T a b l e 3List of dated samples obtained from sites of the Cot�ofeni ulture (a to Forenbaher 1993)Site Lab. Number Date BP Std. dev al BC1 Ostrovul Corbului LJ{3797 4520 60 3217±1052 Ostrovul Corbului LJ{3799 4360 60 2965±703 Ostrovul Corbului LJ{3798 4360 50 2965±604 Baile Herulane LJ{3533 4460 80 3172±1425 Baile Herulane LJ{3534 4360 100 3024±1616 Baile Herulane LJ{3535 4350 60 2965±687 Baile Herulane LJ{3536 4300 60 2944±84
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F i g . 1 Test { results for alibration of single dates
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F i g . 2 Test { arhaeologial + dendro wiggle mathing
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F i g . 3 Test { arhaeologial + dendro wiggle mathing
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F i g . 4 Comparison of the hronologial position of the So�evka type with the datings of the seletedultures (a-e { see Tables 1-5)sts a possibility of isolating older sets (dates: Ki-5013, Ki-5038, Ki-5015, Ki- 5029,Ki-5012) and younger (Ki-5039, Ki-5014, Ki-5016), whih does not neessarily on-tradit the transiene of the So�evka type. The relevane of these results is lessenedby signi�ant standard errors of absolute age measurements of all speimens (from
±45 to ±110). Unfortunately, none of these datings an be alled high preision,however.A omparison of the hronologial position of the So�evka type with the da-tings of the ulture groups (Tables 2-4; Fig.4) whih in the light of the analysis(f. Kadrow, Ko±ko, Videiko, Pottery. . . , in this volume) ould have inspired itsformation and development, and with the western setion of the Yamnaya ulture(Tab. 5) allows to draw ertain onlusions. Data that we have at our disposal todaylearly indiate that the So�evka type ould have been a�eted by the Cot�ofeniand Kostola ultures in their rather late phases and by the Cernavoda II ulture,whih is not analyzed here due to the lak of radioarbon datings. This must havehappened ontemporaneously with the beginnings of the expansion of the Yamnaya



147T a b l e 4List of dated samples obtained from sites of the Kostola ulture (a to Forenbaher 1993)Site Lab. Number Date BP Std. dev al BC1 Vu�edol z{1821 4500 100 3192±1482 Vu�edol z{1820 4370 90 2999±1323 Pivnia KN{232 4500 55 3217±1064 Pivnia GrN{8010 4290 60 2929±1075 Pivnia KN{145 4180 70 2762±1046 Gomolava GrN{7372 4450 70 3156±1437 Gomolava GrN{7371 4360 60 2965±708 Gomolava GrN{15681 4310 35 2907±389 Gomolava GrN{13167 4210 60 2785±90T a b l e 5List of dated samples obtained from sites of the Yamnaya (west) ulture (a to Forenbaher 1993)Site Lab. Number Date BP Std. dev al BC1 Baia Hamangia Bln{0029 4090 160 2662±2102 Baia Hamangia KN{038 4060 160 2640±2223 Cernavoda Bln{0062 4260 100 2821±1544 Varna Ki{89 4210 60 2785±90ulture to the lower Danube. There is an about 500-year di�erene in datings ofthe deline of the Bodrogkereszt�ur ulture and the hronologially proximate ho-rizon of Hunyadihalom-La�z�nany and late phase of the Lublin-Volhynia ulture, onthe one hand, and the So�evka type, on the other. Therefore, evident late Polg�artraditions in the last mentioned type should be treated as a result of the indiret,multistage and protrated inheritane proess. Translated by Piotr T. �ebrowski



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 3: 1995, 148-189ANALYSIS PL ISSN 1231-0344Janusz BudziszewskiFLINT MATERIALS FROM CEMETERIES OF THESOFIEVKA TYPE1. METHOD OF ANALYSING MATERIALS1.1. ASSESSMENT OF INVENTORY HOMOGENEITYCemeteries of the So�evka type were loated on sandy dunes in geologialonditions favoring vertial displaements of artefats, if only as a result of natu-ral phenomena [Kempisty, Wi�kowska 1983: Tables 8 and 9℄. All sites were partlydestroyed by human ativity and also by eolian proesses already before exava-tions were undertaken. Exavators failed to observe traes of grave pits on anyof the sites. This prevents a reliable distintion of individual grave assemblages,and eah inlusion of a partiular artefat in some spei� assemblage is burdenedwith a onsiderable risk of error. These diÆulties notwithstanding, one annot fo-rego attempts to eliminate tehnologially foreign intrusions from the investigatedassemblages and to distinguish inventories from the various graves, however tenta-tive these results might be. The homogeneity of inventories from emeteries of theSo�evka type was assessed basing on formal and tehnologial links between theartefats lasses distinguished in them as well as on planigraphy and re�ttings.The analyses of formal and tehnologial onnetions between the various las-ses of artefats are unfortunately variously e�etive in the ase of di�erent groupsof �nds. Predominant in the studied assemblages are artefats representing themarolithi blade tehnology. In this ase tool prodution onsisted largely in trans-forming suessive forms, this linking the artefat lasses that were distinguished inan unequivoal manner. Sine there are is no evidene that other blade tehniqueswere used, the several fragments of small bladelets that were found sattered onthe surfae of sites in So�evka and Krasny Khutor an be interpreted as foreignadmixtures. A similarly homogeneous and well doumented tool group is that oflarge ore implements, namely square axes and bifaial knives. The Strzy»ów-typebifaial sikle-shaped knife reovered from the ground surfae in Krasny Khutor



149has to be regarded as a foreign admixture. The fairly small and not very diversi�edgroup of retouhed ake tools also appears to be homogeneous, although interpre-tations in this ase annot be viewed as absolutely ertain. The situation gets muhmore omplex when we ome to arrowheads whih were found in great numbersin the various inventories. Isolated speimens thereof are among the most ommon�nds in dune areas [Kozªowski 1923: 107-8℄. Studies in diverse parts of Europe haveshown that various ommunities are apable of produing arrowheads of a singleand well de�ned form [Borkowski 1987℄ but that they an also use arrowheads hi-ghly diversi�ed as regards morphology [Uerpmann 1976: Abb. 22℄. Regrettably, themorphometry of arrowheads of di�erent ommunities of the Late Neolithi andEarly Bronze Age has not been analyzed in the area with So�evka type emete-ries. Given this, there are no grounds for eliminating any of these artefats, evenwhen fats established elsewhere suggest that their retouh or shape show themto belong to a di�erent ontext. It is thus ertain that the analyzed olletions willfeature arrowheads that are foreign intrusions. This fat must be kept in mind whenlassifying the various �nds and drawing inferenes from analyses thereof.Maps of the various emeteries show that arhaeologial materials there formonentrations of various sizes. Although int artefats were often disovered somedistane away from the remated body remains, they are usually assoiated withthem in an obvious manner. The resultant onentrations may be treated as remainsof individual grave assemblages.This approah was veri�ed by re�tting of the reovered materials. In morethan 70 ases the attempts were suessful, and in many others it was possible todetermine that ill-�tting fragments nevertheless do ome from the same speimen.In a vast majority of ases it was possible to re�t fragments reovered from distintonentrations of artefats. In exeptional ases the piture was more omplex. Ablade knife fragment from grave 44 in So�evka �tted an isolated artefat disoveredmore than �ve meters away (70 m below ground surfae). In Chernin a fragment ofa blade knife from grave 52 �tted an artefat reovered lose to grave 11, more thantwo meters away. Suh ases may be seen as due to site erosion or as traes of ritualspreeding interment. Materials reovered from adjaent features lent themselves tore�tting equally rarely, and this may be interpreted as evidene of disturbane ofolder graves during a new burial. Situations of this kind are doumented by re�ttedfragments of blade knives reovered from graves 52 and 63 in the emetery inChernin, as well as by fragments of a stone adze from around grave 119 in KrasnyKhutor.Analysis results on�rm the statistial validity of the adopted interpretationof the onentrations of materials, at the same time supporting the theoretialreservation that the available proedures annot rule out errors. In eah individualase we may have to do with foreign material admixtures and also with a depletionof the assemblage subsequent to its deposition. One must always bear this in mindwhen analyzing the distinguished ÿgrave inventories".The limitations outlined above as well as gaps in doumentation preventing



150the exat loalization of some of the �nds prompted the division of the analyzedmaterials into the following four groups:1. ÿgrave inventories" whose more or less preisely loalized artefats ombinewith remated body remains to form distint onentrations;21. ÿisolated" artefats from outside the features, that is to say �nds preiselyloated but unonnetable to any spei� onentration of artefats;22. ÿisolated" artefats from the ground surfae, olleted without reordingtheir preise position; and23. unlabelled ÿisolated" artefats stored together with all the others but wi-thout any indiation of their origins. 1.2. RAW MATERIAL ANALYSISA onsiderable perentage of the analyzed artefats are ompletely harred,white in olor, whih usually makes raw material identi�ation impossible. Thereare also many �red speimens, disolored to an extent whih greatly hinders properidenti�ation. The mention of these fats is meant not only to underline the diÆ-ulties in raw material analysis. The quantities of �re-damaged speimens and thenature of this damage may provide insights into interesting aspets of burial rituals.Raw material analyses of large samples of materials from the onsidered e-meteries were performed by V.F. Petrougne (f. his ontribution in this volume).His �ndings provided the basis for most of the onlusions onerning raw mate-rial eonomy presented in this paper. My experiene allowed me only to identifyVolhynian int marosopially and to distinguish it from the other int varieties.1.3. MORPHOLOGICAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF FLINT MATERIALSThe analysis of int artefats is traditionally based on interpretations of theways in whih they were made [e.g. the de�nitions of ÿtool" or burin; f. Ginter,Kozªowski 1990: 35, 79, 83℄, on their morphology [e.g. the de�nition of ÿpoint"; f.Ginter, Kozªowski 1990: 83℄ and traes of use [e.g. the de�nition of saled piee -pi�ee esquill�ee in Frenh; f. Migal 1987℄. To satisfy formal requirements it wouldbe neessary to perform separate lassi�ations of materials for eah of the aboveaspets and formulate �nal onlusions only on the basis of these lassi�ations.However, this does not seem to be a pratial possibility. The need for a separatelassi�ation with regard to use traes is usually insisted upon with speial emphasis[Ginter, Kozªowski 1990: 79-80℄. Even this, seemingly obvious, requirement annot



151be ful�lled. To ignore the presene in inventories of saled piees or hammers will al-ways make the lassi�ations inomplete and often render the omprehension of theinvestigated assemblages altogether impossible [Szymzak 1987; Maªeka-Kukawka1992℄.Studies of the int inventory annot be treated as a one-time projet whosesuess an be gauged by its depth of detail the number of distinguished artefatslasses. Rather, these studies should be seen as a proess involving many phases,eah geared to ahieving a di�erent goal. The �rst step is the ompilation of ageneral list of artefat lasses ourring in the given assemblage. The distinguishedategories should enable the disernment of the basi priniples underlying intprodution in the studied assemblage. Although the proposed de�nitions shouldaim to desribe the morphologial anons of the distinguished ategories, all thethree kinds of features (inluding maro-traes of use!) are helpful in their reation.Experiene tells us that in the proess it is impossible to ome up with a universallyvalid hierarhy of signi�ane of the various features: one feature may reeive anentirely di�erent rank in various ontexts, to mention but the shaping of the truna-tion in trunated blades and trapezes. Researhers must thus rely on intuition here,and the investigative proess ertainly annot be formalized.It is only in the next stage of analyses that the �ndings arrived at an be veri�edby detailed morphometri de�nition of the various tool ategories [Saªai«ski 1987:117-137) or of di�erenes between their varieties [Borkowski 1987℄, as well as byreonstruting the tehniques used in making the various forms [Migal, Saªai«ski1996℄ or ways in whih they were used [Korobkova 1981℄. Eah of these kinds ofstudy requires its own unique methods, and meaningful results are possible onlywhen the materials meet ertain quality standards. All this means that a thoroughdesription and understanding of spei� int industries must be arrived at in stages,a proess usually taking up many years of study.The analysis of int inventories from emeteries of the So�evka group wasdeliberately limited to the �rst stage of the investigation proess. The study wasomplemented with an oasional look at tehniques of making the marolithiblades ourring in large numbers in the inventories in question.Studies of Palaeolithi int assemblages suggest that the ultural tradition go-verning this partiular prodution domain is best desribed by the quantitative stru-ture of the major tool lasses ourring in them [Kozªowski 1980: 40-47℄. Aordin-gly, it was assumed that the most important step in the analysis of int inventoriesis the making of a standard list of major tool lasses and statistial analysis of thefrequeny of their ourrene [Leh 1988℄. Regardless of what we mean by ÿulturaltradition" de�ning the hronologial-territorial units thus revealed, we an be surethat di�erenes in the frequeny of ourrene of the basi tool types annot beinterpreted in the way proposed above in the ase of materials:{ from settlement points displaying a markedly di�erent harater (not just work-shop or grave assemblages but also assemblages from the diverse settlementpoints), and



152{ materials in whih the basi tool types are not the �nal forms of the produtionproess but represent the various stages of reshaping artefats.It appears that both the above fators albeit independently of one another, toa various degree and in di�erent times determined the harater of Neolithi intassemblages in Central Europe. It seems they are the main reason why attempts toorder Neolithi int assemblages in a way typial for the older periods of the StoneAge [e.g. Baler 1983℄ usually end in failure.The two fators listed above also determine the harater of the availableSo�evka type inventories. Today we have in hand only materials from emeterieswhih have been outside ultural irulation in the way peuliar for suh �nds.This makes it impossible to diretly ompare their struture with the struture ofmaterials from settlement sites. What is more, the di�erenes between olletionsfrom various emeteries may depend more on hanges in rituals rather than in intworking traditions. At the same time, already the preliminary analysis of materialsshowed that tool making in our ase onsisted largely in reshaping artefats.This kind of situation alls for an analysis di�erent from the standard typolo-gial-statistial method based on a �xed typologial list of fully disjoint ategories[Kozªowski 1971; Kazanowska 1985: 12-15℄. Here the materials will be desribedemploying a detailed multi-stage lassi�ation whih, although devised with spe-imen morphology as the most important riterion, nevertheless also takes intoaount the forms out of whih the partiular speimens were fashioned as well asvisible traes of use.The lassi�ation may be presented in generalized form as a list of types pre-sent in the analyzed inventories. This list di�ers onsiderably from those previouslyompiled for similar assemblages [Kozªowski 1971: 145; Baler 1975: 89-139; Ka-zanowska 1985: 12-15℄. It laks the ategory of retouhed blades beause detailedmorphometri analyses of a similar blade industry [Saªai«ski 1987: 137-144℄ havedemonstrated that no suh tools atually existed and that this ategory is an ar-ti�ial lumping together of diverse form types. In its plae are several types ofknives, daggers and blade pressers. Also laking in the lassi�ation below are theso alled ombined tools, although quite a number of speimens in the examinedassemblages have several elements formed. These speimens must either omprisea spei� separate tool type (f. the ase of trapezes mentioned above) or be theresult of reshaping. The spei� nature of the analyzed �nds made it neessaryto distinguish separate groups of pressers and strikers. The plentiful and diverseolletion of these forms made it possible to suggest a detailed division thereof,although the funtional similarity and amorphous shape of many of the speimensmade this job extremely diÆult. It was also no easy task to ategorize the riholletion of arrowheads sine most of the speimens were damaged to an extentpreventing detailed morphometri determinations. It was thus deided to dividethem in a very general manner, basing on features that are easily measurable andto some extent possible to reonstrut, namely the manner of fashioning the base,size and elongation (length-to-width ratio). All the ategories were in the end gro-



153uped aording to the harater of half-produts out of whih they were fashio-ned.List of int artefats types present in emeteries of the So�evka type (Fig.1-9).1. Debitage11. Blades12. Flakes121. Ordinary akes1221. Ordinary hips: small akes, usually not exeeding 30 mm in size, produedin the ourse of splitting natural piees or larger akes with a hard hammer; someof the smaller speimens resemble miro-saled akes1222. Chips from polished axes: piees similar to ordinary hips but with fragmentsof polished axes surfae on their upper faes2. Tools21. Blade tools211. End-srapers. Many of the tool types desribed below feature ends in the formof diverse end-sraper fronts, but it is only in exeptional ases that these frontsde�ne the nature of the given implement. Suh speimens are made from small(40-70 mm long, 20-30 mm wide, 5-10 mm thik) fragments of blade knives havingsides worked with moderately steep (a. 50o) retouh (Fig. 2:a). If the end-sraperfronts do not extend to both ends of the speimen, its base may have the form ofa spei� trunation.212. Ordinary blade knives. Tools worked to give prominene to long lateral edgesof the blades.2121. Ordinary blade knives variant A. These are made from distintly urved mas-sive blades from the initial stages of ore exploitation (often blades showing partof the preparation of a rest). They are more than 200 mm long and 30-40 mmwide, and their thikness remains around 10 mm. Their retouh usually just slightlymodi�ed the lateral edges (Fig.1:a), one of whih is sometimes worked with slightlydentiulated single-series retouh (Fig.1:b). The angles of so prepared lateral edgeshover around 40o. The bases and tips of the tools are usually natural, or, less fre-quently, formed into a at end-sraper front or transverse trunation with retouhon one side. These tools were probably used as inserts-knife edges, also as sikleinserts.2122. Ordinary blade knives variant B. Tools made from distintly urved largeblades, about 150 mm in length, 20-30 mm wide and 7-10 mm thik. At least oneedge is formed by single-series retouh, usually slightly dentiulated, at an angleof about 50o (Fig.2:b). The bases and tips are shaped into transverse or slightlyoblique trunations, often featuring additional at retouh on the ventral side, asin the Upper Palaeolithi ÿKostenki-type knives" [Kozªowski 1969: 45-46; Belayeva1977℄. These tools were repeatedly rejuvenated. The implements with the other edgealso worked had the trunations at their ends slightly onave or nothed (Fig.2:).The ÿgloss" preserved on the edges suggests that the tools were used as inserts-knifeedges, inluding also sikle inserts.



1542123. Ordinary blade knives variant C. These tools represent the �nal stage ofreshaping the ordinary blade knives. They are about 110-130 mm long, 10-20 mmwide and less than 10 mm thik (Fig.3:a). The lateral edges are retouhed with steep(about 70o) retouh, making the piees similar to double blunt-ended pressers. Theymay also have served as inserts-knife edges used to srape hard materials [Skakun1993a, 1993b℄.213. Asymmetri blade knives. Asymmetrially worked tools, giving prominene toone of the blade s lateral edges.2131. Small asymmetri blade knives made from unsuessful short blades, 70-80mm long, some 30 mm wide and about 7 mm thik. Edges are formed by retouhas in the big asymmetri knives, with bases remaining natural (Fig.3:b).2132. Big asymmetri blade knives, usually made from strongly urved small bladesfrom the �nal stages of ore exploitation. They are about 120 mm long, around 25mm wide and less than 7 mm thik. The straight edge is formed with moderatelyabrupt (40- 50o) retouh, and the oblique edge is usually steeper than that. Thebases are natural or in the form of a trunation similar to that on ÿKostenki-typeknives" (Fig.3:). Speimens with gloss indiate that some of their number wereused as inserts-sikle blades. At the same time they appear to resemble in shape theordinary blade daggers and hene also the Usatovo-type opper daggers [Zbenovih1966℄. The base of one speimen arries traes indiating that it was used as a striker.214. Daggers blade points similar in shape to opper daggers from Chalolithiassemblages.2141. Tanged blade daggers made from distintly urved blades, 125-160 mm long,about 25 mm wide and up to 10 mm thik. The distal part is formed as in theasymmetri blade knives. The tapering base part, formed with slightly more abruptretouh, ends with a slightly oblique trunation (Fig.4:a) or, more rarely, with anarrow end-sraper front. The form of these implements suggests that they are intsubstitutes of Bodrogkereszt�ur/La�z�nany opper knives [f. in this volume: Klohko,Copper. . . , Fig.1:5; see also: Patay 1961: Tab.II-6; �Si�ska 1972: Abb.35℄.2142. Ordinary blade daggers made from fragments of blade knives by fashio-ning a symmetri point with abrupt (60-70o) retouh. Their bases are shaped intoend-sraper fronts or left in natural state. The daggers are about 110 mm long,20-30 mm wide and about 9 mm thik (Fig.4:b). Their bases usually arry traes ofrushing, sometimes of an intensity typial for strikers. The rushings make theseimplements reminisent of spike-ended pressers, but their form suggests that origi-nally they were rather int substitutes of Usatovo opper daggers [Zbenovih 1966℄.215. Asymmetri blade perforators made from small (a. 80 mm long) fragmentsof ordinary blade knives. They are about 25 mm wide and anywhere between 6and 11 mm thik. Their slightly asymmetri point is formed with abrupt (60-70o)retouh, and their base always arries traes of use as strikers (Fig.4:). This latterfat, as well as formal similarities to spike-ended pressers and strikers suggest thatthese implements may have been the original ÿideal" form of a tool whih might bedesribed as perforators-strikers.



155216. Blade pressers. A distintive feature of this group of tools are use traes in theform of small rushings of the edges. However, the types desribed below have awell de�ned form repeatedly ourring in the analyzed inventories.2161. Spike-ended blade pressers, most of them made from broken o� and abruptlyretouhed (55-80o) distal parts of daggers. Their length ranges from 35 to 65 mm,the base width is between 15 and 20 mm, and the thikness is 5-8 mm (Fig.4:d,e).The retouh of lateral edges is usually disrupted by small rushing sars, but themost intense rushing is on the base and distal ends of speimens. In one speimenthe rushing is so severe that it produed a degree of rounding typial for strikers.Although these �nds are distinguished prinipally by the spei� traes of use onthem, the presene of analogous piees made from akes (ategory 2261) indiatesthat there existed an idea of suh a tool form.2162. Double spike-ended pressers on blades, probably made from used-up knivesand daggers with abrupt (70-80o) retouh of two pointed tongues. This gives thespeimens a spindle shape (Fig.4:f). Their length is 70-90 mm, maximum width isslightly in exess of 15 mm, and the thikness is about 8 mm. The retouh of lateraledges is underut by rushing sars.2163. Blunt-ended blade pressers made from used-up ordinary blade knives by for-ming a peg-shaped tongue, some 80 mm long and 10-15 mm wide (Fig.5:a) withsteep (60-70o) retouh. The tongue is usually ended with a narrow end-sraper front,and the retouh of lateral edges is underut by rushings. Their bases arry traesof use as strikers.2164. Double blunt-ended pressers on blades made from used-up ordinary bladeknives by fashioning peg-shaped tongues like those desribed above on both ends.In some ases a learly wider fragment of the original knife survives between thetwo tongues (Fig.5:b), and sometimes both tongues are bak-to-bak, giving theimplement the form of a narrow peg (Fig.5:). Some of the tang tips arry traes oftheir use as strikers.217. Blade strikers, a tool ategory distinguished by use traes in the form of �nerushings of edges in the distal part of speimens. These miro-rushings are soplentiful they give the impression that they were meant to produe a rounding onthe piees. Traes of this kind are also in evidene on some of the tools desribedabove, but the usual pratie was to fashion strikers out of fragments of destroyedtools. The existene of a series of strikers stiking to a spei� shape pattern suggeststhat there was a oneption of their typial form.2171. Ordinary blade strikers, with one of their rounded tips broader and slightlyasymmetrially rounded, the other being fashioned into a short peg-like tongue.Their length is 55-75 mm, width ranges from 25 to 30 mm, and they are from 5 to11 mm thik (Fig.5:d,e).2172. Amorphous blade strikers whih are small (30-45mm long) fragments of bladetools with rounding typial for strikers on their tips. These piees are the result ofad ho use of waste material of any shape (Fig.4:g).



15622. Flake tools.221. Arrowheads.22111. Big arrowheads with onave base, usually with metiulous retouhed ove-ring nearly all of both sides of the speimens. They are from 27 to 43 mm long, 16to 25 mm wide, and 3 to 6 mm thik. Most speimens have length-to-width ratios of1.2-1.6 and straight sides (Fig.6:a,b); muh fewer piees are more elongated (1.8-1.9ratios), and these are often less regular in shape and their sides are sometimesonvex (Fig.6:) or onave.22112. Ordinary arrowheads with onave base, usually shaped with simple retouh,often with less are than the large forms. Although here too the largest number ofspeimens have straight sides, there are more �nds with onvex or onave sides, andthere are exeptional ases of distintly asymmetri implements. These arrowheadsrange in length from 13 and 25 mm, their width is 12-20 mm, and thikness is 2-5mm. The largest speimens, over 21 mm long, are also the most slender ones, withtheir length-to- width ratio ranging from 1.4 to 1.7 (Fig.6:d). The medium-sizedspeimens (17-21 mm long) are usually slightly squatter (1.2-1.4 ratio; Fig.6:e), andthe smallest ones are the widest of all (0.9-1.2 length-to-width ratio; Fig.6:f).22121. Slim arrowheads with straight base, usually shaped with simple retouh. Thebase edge is retouhed with the least are, and is therefore often rather irregular.These tools are usually 27-32 mm long (in exeptional ases this �gure is merelyabout 22 mm), 11-18 mm wide, and 2.5-5 mm thik. The length-to-width (slimness)ratio is in most ases 1.7-1.9 (Fig.6:g), and exeptionally as high as 2.5 (Fig.6:h).22122. Ordinary arrowheads with straight base, normally shaped with simple retouhwhih tends to be less metiulous in the base part, whih is sometimes learly onvexas a result. The speimens predominantly have straight sides, but there are alsopiees with onvex or onave sides and oasional asymmetri forms (Fig.6:k).These arrowheads are anywhere between 13 and 26 mm long, 10 to 22 mm wideand 2.5 to 5 mm thik. Most of the speimens exeeding 20 mm in length haveslimness ratios of 1.3- 1.5 (Fig, 6:i), and more ompat forms, with these ratiosin the 1.0-1.2 range, are muh less frequent (Fig.6:j). The smaller arrowheads areusually less regular (Fig.6:k,l) and their length-to-width ratio ranges from 1.0 to 1.6.22131. Arrowheads made from tips of bigger speimens, featuring a straight basewith traes of breaking, only partly trimmed down with additional retouh. Theyare usually small (14-18 mm long) and stoky, with the slimness ratio standing ataround 1.2 (Fig.6:m).22132. Amorphous arrowheads, whih are ad ho reations, small in size. Some ofthem are oval-shaped and arelessly retouhed (Fig.6:n), while others are speiallyseleted triangular hips with just some traes of edge shape orretion.22133. Other arrowheads, unique in shape, not �tting any of the preeding ate-gories. Large slim arrowhead with nothed base and rounded sides (Fig.6:o) and afragment of a large arrowhead with a massive tang (Fig.6:p).222. Bifaial ake knives, with rounded base, one edge straight and the other bent,forming an angle of about 125o. There was only one hoie speimen in the studied



157inventories, arefully worked with at surfae retouh. It is 65 mm long, maximally27 mm wide and 9 mm thik (Fig.7:a). The other speimen is a slightly smaller (51 x30 x 8 mm) imitation of this form, exeuted with simple and in part bifaial retouh(Fig.7:b).223. Flake end-srapers. There was only one speimen in the inventories, witha narrow end-sraper front formed by retouh in the proximal part of a smallpseudo-blade (Fig.7:g).224. Flake perforators. These are usually small (some 40 mm in diameter), lessfrequently large, but always relatively thik (8-17 mm) akes with one or moresharp and short tongues exeuted with partially bifaial retouh (Fig.7:,d). Thenatural shape of the akes was often made use of when fashioning the tongues.225. Side-srapers small akes with one edge entirely or partly overed with mode-rately abrupt retouh on one (Fig.7:e) or both sides (Fig.7:f). The retouhed edgeis usually about 40 mm long.226. Flake pressers.2261. Spike-ended ake pressers, analogous in shape to the spike-ended blade pres-sers, but made from akes (Fig.8:a) or pseudo-blades from destroyed axes (Fig.8:b).2262. Amorphous ake pressers, whih are small but relatively thik akes (or, infat, hips with the largest dimension usually around 30 mm), in most ases havingone edge shaped with retouh on one side, underut with �ne rushings (Fig.8:,d).227. Amorphous ake strikers.2271. Strikers made from ordinary akes, usually small in size, the biggest dimensionbeing 30-55mm, but relatively thik (7-12 mm), with traes of rushing and roundingon two opposite-lying tips. The shape of some of these tools suggests that theyrepresent the �nal stage of ake pressers use (Fig.8:e). Others, slimmer in shape,resemble spike-ended blade strikers and pressers (Fig.8:f).2272. Strikers made from akes from axes. These are akes or large slender hipsstruk o� polished axes, with one gently rounded tip that was rushed and roundedin the ourse of use. Their form is frequently reminisent of spike-ended pressersor the typial blade strikers (Fig.8:g).2273. Strikers made from ake tools. Small and large speimens with short tonguesthat were destroyed (rushed and rounded) during use (Fig.8:h,i). They appear tobe the �nal stage of utilization of ake side-srapers and perforators.228. Miro-saled piees. Small (15-35 mm in length and width, 5-13 mm thik)bipolar saled piees (Fig.7:i), usually made from akes or hips. There was alsoone speimen made from a split blade tool and another from a polished axe hip(Fig.7:h).23. Tools made from natural piees and hunks.231. Square axes, about 100 mm in length and slightly asymmetri in shape. Oneof the narrower sides is straight while the other is arhed, making the utting edgeonly slightly wider than the width of the medial part of the speimen (Fig.9:a).The utting edge is about 40 mm wide, and the head between 18 and 25 mm; themaximum thikness of these implements is 20-25 mm. Polishing is on�ned to the
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F i g . 1. Ordinary blade knives - variant A (A- So�evka, from the ground surfae; B- So�evka, grave34).
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F i g . 2. A- double blade end-sraper (Krasny Khutor, grave 33); B-C- ordinary blade knives - variantB (B- So�evka, grave 44; C- So�evka, near grave 1/1947).
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F i g . 3. A- ordinary blade knife - variant C (Chernin, grave 66); B- small asymmetri blade knife (KrasnyKhutor, grave 127); C- big asymmetri blade knife (Krasny Khutor, grave 133).
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F i g . 4. A- tanged blade dagger (Krasny Khutor, grave 50); B- ordinary blade dagger (So�evka, grave64); C- asymmetri blade perforator (Chernin, grave 65); D-E spike-ended blade pressers (D- So�evka,grave 60?; E- Krasny Khutor, grave 137); F- double spike-ended presser on blade (Chernin, grave 90);G- amorphous blade striker (So�evka, grave 83?)
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F i g . 5. A- blunt-ended blade presser (Krasny Khutor, grave 53 ); B-C- double blunt-ended presserson blades (B- Krasny Khutor, grave168; C- Krasny Khutor, grave 80); D-E- ordinary blade strikers (D-So�evka, from outside the features - sq.I-8; E- Krasny Khutor, grave 122).
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F i g . 6. A-C- big arrowheads with onave base (A- So�evka, from outside the features - sq.J-11;B- Krasny Khutor, unlabelled artefat; C- Krasny Khutor, grave 130); D-F- ordinary arrowheads withonave base (D- So�evka, from outside the features - sq.G-4; E- Krasny Khutor, grave 119; F- So�evka,from the ground surfae); G-H- slim arrowheads with straight base (G- So�evka, grave 5+6+7?; H-Chernin, grave 43); I-L- ordinary arrowheads with straight base (I- Chernin, unlabelled artefat; J-So�evka, from outside the features - sq.G-6; K- Chernin, grave 63; L- Krasny Khutor, grave 75); M-arrowhead made from tip of bigger speimen (Krasny Khutor, grave 119); N- amorphous arrowhead(Krasny Khutor, grave 75); O-P- other arrowheads (O- Krasny Khutor, grave 126; P- Zavalovka, grave3).
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F i g . 7. A-B- bifaial ake knives (A- Chernin, grave 42; B- Chernin, unlabelled artefat); C-D- akeperforators (C- Krasny Khutor, grave 29; D- Chernin, grave 63); E-F- side-srapers (E- Chernin, grave12; F- Chernin, grave 48); G-ake end-sraper (Krasny Khutor, from outside the features - sq.I-15); H-I-miro-saled piees (H- Krasny Khutor, grave 3; I- Chernin, grave 88).
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F i g . 8. A-B- spike-ended ake pressers (A- Chernin, grave 66; B- So�evka, grave 70); C-D- amorphousake pressers (C- Zavalovka, from outside the features; D- Krasny Khutor, from the ground surfae);E-F- strikers made from ordinary akes (E- So�evka, grave 39; F- Krasny Khutor, grave 45); G- strikermade from ake from axe (Krasny Khutor, grave 149); H-I- strikers made from ake tools (H- KrasnyKhutor, grave 126; I- So�evka, grave 34).
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F i g . 9. A- square axe (So�evka, grave 43?); B- hammer (Krasny Khutor, grave 137); C- striker madefrom natural piee (So�evka, grave 43); D- striker made from axe fragment (Krasny Khutor, grave 63).
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F i g . 10. Sheme of tool prodution organization in the So�evka group, based on marolithi bladesimported from Volhynia.



168larger surfaes of speimens next to the utting edge. The heads are usually glossy.232. Hammers. The distintive feature of this tool ategory are use traes in the formof impat rushing of the edges or sides of speimens. There were two examplesin the analyzed materials, both made from large fragments of square axes. Traesof smashing are along what one used to be the narrow sides of the axes (Fig.9:b).Dimensions: 60-65 x 40-50 x 20 mm.233. Amorphous pressers made from hunks, analogous in form to the amorphousake pressers made from hips that ould have originated from destroyed axes.234. Amorphous strikers.2341. Strikers made from axe fragments. Although these are markedly more massivethan the typial blade strikers, they learly resemble them in shape: one of theirrounded tips is visibly wider than the other (Fig.9:d). Dimensions: 40-60 x 35-40 x15-25 mm.2342. Strikers made from natural piees, namely small, relatively at nodules. Thelargest dimension is 45-60 mm and the piees are 10-25 mm thik. They usually haverushed edges along their entire irumferene. The most intense traes onentratearound the disernible short peg-shaped tongues (Fig.9:). The base of one thespeimens, learly bipolar in shape, shows rushing harateristi for hammers.3. ChunksAn attempt was made to inlude speimens surviving in fragmentary form inappropriate ategories. Unfortunately, in the ase of some of the tools this provedimpossible, and these �nds were grouped in additional ategories that reet theinsurmountable obstales in analysis:212-3?. Fragments of unde�ned blade knives.213-4?. Fragments of blade daggers or asymmetri knives.212-7?. Fragments of unde�ned blade tools.212-7?2. Fragments of unde�ned blade tools used as strikers, being fragments ofunde�ned blade tools arrying traes of use as strikers on one tip, and traes oftrunation or thermal frature on the other. It is impossible to judge whether theseare fragments of tools used as strikers or strikers made from destroyed blade tools.2211-3?. Unde�ned arrowheads.223-7? Fragments of unde�ned ake tools.21-3?. Fragments of unde�ned tools.Given that the numbers of speimens in the various ategories listed aboveannot be interpreted in the simple traditional manner, the analyses based on thepresented ordering of materials must also di�er from those employed in the las-sial typologial-statistial method. The basi role here has to be played by indi-es doumenting the morpho-tehnologial harater of the examined olletions.These are ustomarily alulated as a perentage of speimens of a given lass ina broader ategory of artefats. Sine there are large numbers of fragmentary ar-tefats, the indies an often be just approximations, omputed using the impreise�gure of the minimum number of �nds identi�ed as belonging to a given ategory.In order to alulate the various indies here, the above ordering was rearranged



169to allow ombinations of the distinguished ategories of artefats to meet spei�needs. In this approah the proposed lassi�ation served either as a typologiallist of non-disjoint ategories or as a ompilation of several disjoint lassi�ationlists.The same method was used not only to analyze the numbers of artefats in thevarious ategories but also the frequeny of their ourrene in grave inventories.When omparing inventories from the various emeteries using the simplequantitative method it is possible to interpret di�erenes in the same ategoriesof artefats only, suh as the preferenes for diverse types of arrowheads. Quanti-tative di�erenes in the ourrene of di�erent tool ategories suh as arrowheadsor axes may be interpreted only after taking into aount fators stemming fromdi�erenes in burial rituals. 1.4. FUNCTIONAL ANALYSISWith the above assumptions in plae, there was no need for detailed use-wearanalyses at the presented stage of study. However, all marosopi traes of use highgloss, rushings and smoothing were noted. The positioning of high gloss served onlyto help reonstrut the morphologial sense of the various implements and rereatethe history of reshaping eah form.The observed rushing and smoothing were given funtional sense. Forms withsuh use traes are usually being desribed in the literature as fabriators or reto-uhers. When these traes our on the tip, the implements are sometimes regardedas blunt-ended borers [Baler 1975: 110℄. The opious and diverse olletion of ar-tefats of this kind in materials from emeteries of the So�evka group provide agood opportunity to examine the sequene of use wear aumulation, and also toexplore the relations between these traes and the various elements of speimensmorphology. Analyses of this kind allow to inlude a vast majority of the exami-ned forms in the ategory of strikers (or briquets in Frenh), well desribed in theliterature, used to kindle �re with pyrite and marasite [Patte 1960; Witthoft 1966;Champion 1976; Chelidonio 1988; Nieszery 1992℄. This interpretation is in good a-ord with the exeptional opiousness of artefats of this type in materials from theanalyzed rematory emeteries. When use wear is not too intense, it is impossibleto marosopially distinguish them from marks aused by pressing a hard mate-rial of any kind. These forms have been desribed as pressers. It may be surmisedhowever that a great majority of amorphous pressers are in fat initial strikers. Itwere only the blade pressers, with numerous traes of work down their long lateraledges, that served a di�erent funtion initially at least and deserve to be desribedas ÿfabriators".



170 1.5. ANALYSIS OF RITUAL AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS AFFECTING GRAVEGOODSThe spei� nature of the onsidered inventories alls for an expansion of thestandard int artefats analyses aimed at a tentative explanation of the signi�aneof the various forms in individual assemblages. There are two questions to answerhere:(i) Do all ategories of artefats qualify as grave goods, or were some of thespeimens onneted with burial rituals?(ii) What were the priniples of seleting the various artefat ategories to serveas grave goods?In this ontext, the state of preservation of the artefats and regularities in theo-ourrene of various artefat ategories in individual assemblages were exami-ned. All �nds with traes of �re on them were noted, assuming these traes wereaquired during remation of the dead. Attention was also paid to all indiations ofother praties leading to the destrution/ÿkilling" of a int artefat, suh as bre-aking or splitting them. The results of these observations were taken into aountwhen exploring dependenes between the kind of artefats deposited in the graveand the number of grave goods. All this served to identify funeral int inventoriestypial for eah emetery and to assess these inventories quantitatively, distingu-ishing those that were poor, rih or in some way exeptional. It was also examinedhow graves with similar grave goods were positioned within a emetery.Regrettably, the insuÆient numbers of analyzed materials made it impossibleto employ more advaned statistial methods.2. FLINT INVENTORIES FROM CEMETERIES OF THE SOFIEVKA TYPE2.1. CHERNINThe north-eastern part of the emetery was ompletely destroyed before explo-rations were launhed, but the south-western part survived in good ondition (f. inthis volume: Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.1). The manner in whih the site wasexplored makes it impossible to reliably distinguish at this point in time the variousindividual assemblages. Nonetheless, a series of isolated features suggest that thegraves were small, probably some 50 m in diameter. They ontained onentrationsof harred bones (e.g. graves 1+2, 14+15) whih were sometimes aompanied bya vessel (e.g. graves 21, 52, 71) and in other ases by urns with body remation



171remains (e.g. graves 22+23, 39+40, 62+63). Less frequently, the remated humanremains were plaed in urns (e.g. grave 53+?54) whih ould have been aompa-nied by a vessel (e.g. graves 43+44, 51). It is estimated that there are 55-65 gravesin the preserved part of the emetery. 27 of them (or about 45%) ontained intinventories (Table 1).The average number of artefats in a grave int inventory from Chernin isrelatively high more than three. This �gure is deeptive, however, as one of theassemblage is very large. About two-thirds of the inventories are deidedly poor,ontaining not more than two artefats. In most ases the grave goods onsisted oftools. Flake forms were less than half as numerous, and quartzite pebbles ourredin two ases.Blade tools were the most frequent forms deposited in graves. Usually, thesewere ordinary knives, with less frequent perforators, pressers and strikers. The sur-prisingly rare ourrene of the latter artefats and the ontexts in whih they appearsuggests they were an ordinary element of grave goods. Noteworthy is the lak ofasymmetri knives and daggers in the inventories. The blade tools whose raw mate-rial ould be identi�ed were all made from Volhynian int. Only one speimen wasidenti�ed by V.F. Petrougne (in this volume) as ÿgaize-Cenomanian int".Arrowheads were plaed in graves almost as frequently as blade tools, buttheir numbers were learly higher. Straight-based forms predominate deidedly. Thispredominane may have been even more pronouned than it would appear fromTable 1 sine the manner of exeution of ordinary arrowheads with nothed base(espeially of the �nds from the viinity of graves 79 and 87) is more reminisentof the Early Bronze Age. None of the eight arrowheads whose raw material ouldbe identi�ed were made from Volhynian int.Flake tools were deposited in graves with the same frequeny but in eviden-tly smaller numbers. The predominant forms were side-srapers and saled piees,while strikers were absent altogether. Of the 11 ake tools whose raw material wasidenti�able, only one side-sraper was made from Volhynian int. Partiularly note-worthy is the appearane in the Chernin emetery of unique knives with bifaial atsurfae retouh (Fig.7:a,b), the only ones of their kind in materials of the So�evkagroup.Also worth noting is the absene of square axes and forms made from theirfragments in the grave goods. It is hard to judge to what extent this is a reetion ofthe int industry standards of the ommunity responsible for the Chernin emeteryon the one hand and of the burial ustoms on the other. The plunging ake fromgrave 64 may be evidene of the prodution of square axes.Flake forms were deposited in graves just as frequently as the various toolategories, and they are relatively numerous. Raw material ould be identi�ed in16 ases, but only two of the speimens appear to be made from Volhynian int.Almost 40% of the �nds are harred. More than 30 re�ttings were suessfullymade during studies of these materials, whih means that speial are was takenduring the burial rituals to deposit the tool remains. Di�erent ategories of imple-



172 T a b l e 1Flint inventory from Chernin Types of artefatsFEATURES 121 1221 2122 2123 215 2162 2171 212-7?1 212-7?2 22111 22112 22121 22122 22133 2211-3? 222 224 225 2261 2262 223-7? 228 3 TOTALGrave 3 1 1Grave 10 1? 1Grave 12 1 1 1 3Grave 30 1 1Grave 33+42 1 3 1 1 6Grave 36 1 1Grave 40 1 3 5 1 10Grave 43 1 1Grave 46 1? 1Grave 48 1 1 2Grave 49 1 1 2Grave 50 1 1Grave 52 2 2Grave 56 1 1 2Grave 62+63 1 10 2 1 3 1 1 1 9 29Grave 64+65 1 3 1 1 1 1 8Grave 66 2 1 1 1 5Grave 68 1 1Grave 69 1 1Grave 71 1 1Grave 77 1 1Grave 78 1 1Grave 79 1 1Grave 84 1 1 1 3Grave 87 1 1Grave 88 1 1Grave 90 1 1 2TOTAL 7 16 5 2 2 1 2 4 2 1 3 5 14 1 2 1 1 4 1 1 1 4 9 89Unlabelled artefats 2 1 1 1 5TOTAL 7 16 5 2 2 1 2 4 2 1 3 5 16 1 2 2 1 4 1 1 2 5 9 94



173ments were exposed to �re to a di�erent extent. Three out of four arrowheads andalmost the same proportion of blade tools were harred, as ompared to less thanone out of four ake tools (not one of whih was a saled piees) and some 15%of akes and hips.Looking at the dependenes between the kinds of artefats deposited in graves,the traes of �re on them, and the sizes of assemblages in whih they our, it ispossible to divide the int grave goods from Chernin into three groups. The leastrih ones ontain one or two artefats akes, hips or saled piees; in exeptionalases a ake tool or perhaps a int striker. These artefats were usually depositedin graves in unharred form. One gets the impression that they ended up in gravesas a result of an intention to plae there ÿjust some int piee". They onstitutealmost 40% of assemblages. A grave typially ontained anywhere between one andten tools. Not more than three blade speimens and ake tools were present inany one grave, and the size of assemblages appears to depend on the number ofarrowheads. Although the arrowheads may our alongside other tool lasses, theyalone onstitute the rihest inventory of the group, and in most ases appear to havebeen deposited singly. The poorer grave assemblages are entirely harred, with theexeption of single arrowheads; however, the onnetion of some of the latter withthe So�evka group materials remains doubtful. In the larger assemblages only someof the artefats are harred. Assemblages of this type amount to about 45% of allassemblages with int goods. In four of these large assemblages, ontaining fromtwo to nine tools, there were also from two to 19 hips, hunks or quartzite pebbles.The signi�ane of these additions is not lear.The graves with int goods are onentrated in the south-western half ofthe emetery. Those with the least quantity of materials are grouped along thenorth-eastern boundary of this zone, while graves with rih goods and those on-taining arrowheads are along the north-western periphery, i.e., arranged diagonallyin the entral part of the site.The tentative interpretation of grave goods from the Chernin emetery di�ersradially from the onlusions arrived at by A. G. Kolesnikov [1993℄. This is alsotrue of analyses of the other emeteries. The di�erenes stem from an entirelydi�erent understanding of the fundamental evidene ategories.2.2. KRASNY KHUTORThe north-western and south-eastern extremities of the emetery were de-stroyed prior to the beginning of exavations. The remaining part probably survivedin good state, although the relatively large quantity of materials olleted on thesurfae may be ause for onern. The methods used to explore the site do notallow us today to distinguish separate assemblages with reliability, espeially in the



174Flint inventory from Krasny Khutor T y p e s o fFEATURES 11 121 1221 1222 211 2121 2122 2123 2131 2132 212-3? 2141 2142 213-4? 215 2161 2162 2163 2164 2171Grave 86+87Grave 5Grave 3+168 1 1Grave 89 1Grave 169 1Grave 16 1Grave 104 1 1Grave 94 1Grave 29Grave 27 1Grave 32 1 1 1Grave 45Grave 122 1Grave 33 1Grave 120 1 1Grave 117 1?Grave 119 1 1 1Grave 101+114 1 1 1Grave 40+116 3 2Grave 115 1Grave 113 1Grave 50+129 1 1 1Grave 127 1 1Grave 130Grave 126+128 4Grave 53 1Grave 133 1Grave 134Grave 137 1 1Grave 54



175Table2
artefats2172212-7?1212-7?22211122112221212212222131221322213322322422522622271227222732282322341234221-3?3TOTAL
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176 T y p e s o fFEATURES 11 121 1221 1222 211 2121 2122 2123 2131 2132 212-3? 2141 2142 213-4? 215 2161 2162 2163 2164 2171Grave 146 1Grave 60 1Grave 149 1Grave 63Grave 65 8Grave 74 1Grave 75Grave 156Grave 80+81+82 1 1 1Grave 84 1 1 1 1TOTAL 1 5 10 2 2 3 5 1 1 3 2 4 2 3 1 4 2 2 2 7Artefats fromoutside the features 1Artefats from theground surfae 1 1 1 1 2 2 1Unlabelled artefats 1TOTAL 2 5 11 3 2 4 7 1 1 4 2 4 2 6 1 5 2 2 2 7entral rihest part of the emetery. The well isolated features from the fringes ofthe emetery suggest that the graves were small, some 50 m in diameter [f. inthis volume: Videiko, Cemeteries. . . , Fig.4℄. Only one grave, number 84 at the edgeof the destroyed area, had its goods sattered over the surfae of more than onesquare meter. The graves ontained from one (e.g. graves 10 and 16) to four (grave4+5+11+12) remation urns. In most ases one or two urns were aompanied byharred remains deposited loosely in the grave pit (e.g. graves 3+9+168, 15+90,48+139). There were muh fewer numbers of pit graves (e.g. number 100) in whihremation remains were sometimes aompanied by a vessel (e.g. graves 91 and104). Aording to estimates, there were about 100 graves in the surviving part ofthe emetery, and 40 of their number ontained int relis (Table 2).The average number of int artefats in the grave inventories in Krasny Khutoris high almost four speimens. The grave goods usually onsisted of tools, rarelyaompanied by akes, and in just one ase by a single blade.The most frequently ourring and most numerous in Krasny Khutor graveswere blade tools. Predominant among them are knives, with the ordinary varietyourring twie as often as the asymmetri type. The seond most numerous ategory



177a r t e f a  t s2172 212-7?1 212-7?2 22111 22112 22121 22122 22131 22132 22133 223 224 225 2262 2271 2272 2273 228 232 2341 2342 21-3? 3 TOTAL 11 21 21 11 92 1 1 54 1 1 1 71 14 2 1 1 1 1 1 141 1 62 9 2 9 19 2 7 4 2 1 1 1 1 4 3 4 2 2 2 1 2 2 1441 23 5 1 1 1 202 32 12 7 12 20 2 7 4 2 1 1 1 1 2 4 3 4 2 2 2 1 2 2 169of blade tools are strikers, but these appear to be evidene of burial rituals merelyadding to the volume of inventories. Daggers, espeially the tanged speimens arerelatively numerous, and also present are spike-ended blade pressers as well asthe blunt-ended pressers and end-srapers whih are known only from this site.The blade tools whih ould be identi�ed as to raw material were all made fromVolhynian int.Arrowheads were enountered half as often, although their numbers are alsohigh. Speimens with onave base outnumber those with straight base three toone. This tendeny is underlined by the presene of a unique speimen, large andslim, with a nothed base and rounded sides (Fig.6:o). Also relatively numerousare arrowheads made on an ad ho basis from destroyed larger forms or hips. Ofthe seven speimens whose raw material ould be identi�ed, at least four are madefrom non-Volhynian ints.Amorphous strikers made from akes, hunks and in one ase from a naturalpiee our in the inventories with the same frequeny but in muh smaller numbers.Their signi�ane in the inventories appears to be only as evidene of burial rituals.Just one out of four of these �nds is made from Volhynian int.



178 Ordinary ake tools and saled piees ourred in just three assemblages. Allare made from Volhynian int. Flakes ended up in graves equally rarely but in quitelarge numbers. A single blade was also among the �nds. The akes, originating fromaxes, and the one blade were made fromVolhynian int, whereas the remaining �ndsrepresented other raw materials.There are no square axes in the Krasny Khutor materials, but at the sametime artefats made from destroyed speimens of suh axes our in almost onein four of the grave assemblages. They inlude hammers, strikers made from largefragments or akes, a ake saled piee, two hips fragments of polished surfaes,and a plunging ake. Almost half of these �nds are made from non-Volhynianints. V.F. Petrougne distinguished among them both loal varieties and ints fromalong the Dniester. The ontexts in whih the artefats from this group were foundsuggest that they were not alternative o�erings, but that they doument just oneway of aquiring raw materials for more amorphous int prodution.More than 55% of the �nds from Krasny Khutor bear traes of �re. More than30 re�ttings were done in the ourse of examining the reovered material, and thismeans that great are was exerised to deposit all fragments of tools harred inthe ourse of burial rituals. Not all ategories of artefats were subjeted to �retreatment to the same extent. Nearly 95% of arrowheads are harred, as are 60%of blade tools and just under 15% of the other artefats.Three basi groups may be distinguished in the int grave goods in KrasnyKhutor, basing on the kind of tools that were deposited, traes of �re they bear,and the size of assemblages they were found in. The �rst are inventories with bladetools. The poor ones onsist of one to �ve implements, there usually being one ortwo, in exeptional ases three ordinary blade tools. These are often aompaniedby strikers of diverse type, and sometimes a ake tool or saled piee. Althoughassemblages of this type aount for more than half of grave furnishings, singlearrowheads our in just two ases. The riher assemblages with blade tools justthree of whih are known ontain from �ve to seven artefats. These inlude atleast three ordinary blade tools and always a single arrowhead. Normally only someof the speimens in these assemblages arry traes of harring. Five grave furnishingsonsisting exlusively of strikers, in one ase aompanied by numerous hips, maybe treated as a variety of the poorest assemblages. These objets are probablyapparent grave goods, being in fat remains of burial rituals.The seond group of inventories onsists of assemblages with arrowheads, on-taining between one and eight artefats. The poorest assemblages onsist of arro-wheads alone, while the riher ones ontain also strikers and akes. The arrowheadsnearly always arry traes of �re. There were eight assemblages of this type in KrasnyKhutor.The last group of inventories, represented by two assemblages, boast the rihestgrave goods. They are ombinations of rih varieties of both the types desribedabove, ontaining three or four blade tools, eight or nine arrowheads, and either a



179hip or a hunk. Nearly all the arrowheads and some of the blade tools bear traesof harring.The graves ontaining int artefats, regardless of the rihness and kind oftheir furnishings, are sattered throughout the area of the emetery, tending toonentrate in its enter, as do other graves in fat. 2.3. SOFIEVKAThe northern part of the emetery was destroyed ompletely before exavationswere undertaken, while almost all of the western part was onsiderably damaged bywind erosion. The sale of this erosion and the displaements of materials it broughtabout is illustrated by the performed re�ttings of int materials. A fragment of ablade knife from grave 44 was disovered more than �ve meters to the north-westof it, while a part of a stone adze from grave 64 was found lying more than twometers east of the feature. It is thus no wonder that more than half of the int �ndsreovered from this site annot be assoiated with spei� graves.Today it is no longer possible to distinguish individual assemblages in a reliablemanner, given the state of preservation and manner of doumenting relis fromthe emetery. However, a number of distintly isolated onentrations of materialsindiate that individual graves were up to one meter in diameter (f. in this volume:Videikio, Cemeteries. . . , Fig.5:1℄. Eah usually ontained several onentrations ofharred bones and sometimes grave goods in the form of one or two vessels andint, stone or opper artefats, often deposited lose to the bone onentrations (e.g.graves 34-36, 44, 114-117; [f. Videiko, Cemeteries. . . , Fig.5:3-4, 5:6℄). Sometimes apart (e.g. graves 17-19, 62-64 [f. Videiko, Cemeteries. . . , Fig.5:2, 5:5℄) or all of theremains (e.g. grave 8) were plaed in urns. Aording to estimates, there were atleast 70 to 80 graves in the surviving part of the emetery. Today int �nds an beassoiated with only a third of their number, but this �gure appears to have beenredued as a result of the state of preservation of the site.The average number of int artefats in a grave inventory in So�evka is low justtwo but this may be due to the onsiderable ruination of the site. The int objetsare pratially nothing but tools, with single blade or akes ourring sporadially(Table 3).Blade tools are the most frequently ourring and most numerous ategory inSo�evka. Ordinary and asymmetri knives are the predominant types, and strikersare also plentiful. The only identi�able raw material is Volhynian int. The singleblade that was reovered from the site is also made from this kind of int.The seond most frequent tool ategory deposited in graves omprises squareaxes as well as pressers and strikers made from their fragments. In this ase toothe identi�able raw material was Volhynian int, the only exeption being a loose



180 T a b l e 3Flint inventory from So�evka Types of artefatsFEATURES 11 121 1221 1222 2121 2122 2123 2131 2132 2141 2142 2161 2171 2172 212-7?1 212-7?2 22111 22112 22121 22122 22132 2211-3? 2261 2271 2273 231 233 2341 2342 21-3? 3 TOTALGrave 3/1947 1 1Grave 5/1947 1 1Grave 6/1947 1 1Grave 5+6+7 1 1 2Grave 19 1 1Grave 22 1 1Grave 34 1 1 1 3Grave 37 1 1Grave 39+40 1 1 2Grave 43 1 1 1 3Grave 44 1 1 2Grave 45 1 1 2Grave 47 1 1Grave 60 1 1Grave 63+64 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 10Grave 67 1 1 2Grave 68 1 1 2Grave 69 1 1Grave 70+71 1 1 1 3Grave 72 1 1Grave 83 1 1 1 3Grave 88 1 1Grave 94(94,95) 1 1Grave 114+115 1 1 1 3TOTAL 1 2 1 3 1 1 2 1 1 3 2 4 2 2 1 2 4 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 2 3 49Artefats fromoutside the features 1 2 3 1 1 1 1 1 3 5 1 1 1 2 24Artefats from theground surfae 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 13 24Unlabelled artefats 3 1 2 1 7TOTAL 1 3 2 3 2 4 1 1 2 1 1 2 4 2 7 4 3 9 3 11 2 4 1 1 1 5 1 3 4 1 15 104



181�nd of an amorphous striker with traes of polishing on its surfae whih was madefrom a loal raw material.Slightly less frequent but ourring in greater numbers in the graves were ar-rowheads. Speimens with straight base predominate, but the larger assemblagesalways feature also forms with onave bases, mostly large in size. About half ofthe artefats whose raw material ould be identi�ed are made from Volhynian int.Among the other raw materials V.F. Petrougne distinguished speimens made fromints originating in the Ukrainian Shield zone.The explored graves did not yield any ordinary ake tools, but there were fairlynumerous strikers made from pebbles of loal ints as well as strikers made fromakes struk o� these pebbles or tools made out of them. The spei� funtion ofthese implements as well as the tehnology and raw material setting them o� fromthe rest of the inventory suggest that they are not so muh elements of standardgrave furnishings as items onneted with burial rituals.Merely around one-fourth of the int artefats from So�evka arry traes of�re, most frequently arrowheads, and slightly less often (25-30%) blade tools. Theother artefats are not a�eted by �re. It appears that prior to deposition in thegraves the tools were killed /destroyed in some other manner. Praties of this kindare doumented by broken blade knives and destroyed axes from graves 34-36 and44. Similar ustoms may be surmised in the ase of inventories in whih the bladetools and axes are replaed by strikers made from these implements (e.g. graves 37and 45). These strikers appear to have a twofold role in grave inventories, namelythat of a gift symbolizing the tool from whih it was made, and of a tool used inthe ourse of burial rituals.Looking at the relationships between the kinds of deposited artefats, the man-ner of their destrution and size of inventories of whih they are a part, we an dividethe grave goods in So�evka into the poor and the rih. The former ontain one or,less frequently, two artefats. They ome in two kinds. On the one hand we have in-ventories featuring a blade tool or a striker made from suh a tool. Two inventoriesinluding strikers made from natural piees and a ake may be seen as a variant ofthis kind of grave goods, although they are probably not grave goods in the stritsense of the term but rather evidene of burial rituals. The artefats from poorassemblages were not harred. They aount for about 40% assemblages with intgoods. The poor assemblages of the seond kind onsist exlusively of arrowheads,all of whih are harred. Only three suh inventories were disovered. The two di-soveries of single unharred axes annot be regarded as poor grave goods. Theseimplements were all aompanied by artefats made from other raw materials, na-mely lithi adzes and opper tools, and should thus be seen as a unique variant ofrih inventories. The rih inventories typially onsist of two or three speimens, inmost ases an axe together with a blade tool, and possibly also a striker or ake.One suh assemblage onsisted of a blade knife and two arrowheads. Some strikersand blade tools in a number of these assemblages are harred. The exeptionallyrih inventory from grave 62-64 appears to represent a variant of this kind of grave



182goods. It features three blade tools (inluding the only dagger reovered in So�e-vka), two blade strikers, a presser made from a hunk (probably originating from anaxe), probably four arrowheads, and also a lithi adze. Two of the int tools displaysigns of harring.The graves with int goods onentrate in the entral part of the emetery. Theriher ones (with axes) tended to be loser to the emetery's north-eastern limit,while the poor ones oupied the site's enter. Graves with arrowheads as well asthe isolated �nds of these implements were distributed mostly around the peripheryof the emetery, the exeption being the rihest grave 62-64 whih was right at itsenter. 2.4. ZAVALOVKAThis small emetery was almost ompletely destroyed before arhaeologistsommened their exavations. Beause of this, it is impossible to say today whe-ther the graves were larger units, eah ontaining several onentrations of harredbones, or whether eah small onentration of remains onstitutes a separate unit.The fairly modest surfae olletion of artefats suggests that whatever its arran-gement the emetery was tiny, omprising not more than 16 or so graves (Table4). At least half of the unovered grave features ontained int objets. The gravegoods were fairly modest, on average numbering two or three artefats in everyinventory, usually tools. The size of int inventories and the small number of re-overed artefats preludes quantitative analyses of the entire olletion. However,several basi fats are worth noting.Nearly 90% of the disovered artefats bear traes of �re. All ategories ofartefats were onsigned to ames, and the harring is usually so intense that quitea number of the �nds annot be fully identi�ed.Blade tools were plaed in graves most frequently and in the greatest numbers.Arrowheads were half as frequent and muh less numerous. The dominant ategoryof these implements are arrowheads with a straight base. Noteworthy among theirnumber is an untypial speimen with a massive tang (Fig.6:p) and the fat that theonly �nd of this ategory whose raw material ould be identi�ed was made of Volhy-nian int. Also worth noting is the small number of strikers, among whih there areno ake forms or implements made from natural piees. There are just a few aketools, saled piees and akes. None of the three �nds in this group whih ould beidenti�ed as to raw material were made from Volhynian int. The grave inventorieslak any trae of the use of axes. However, one of the published unlabelled �ndswas probably an amorphous axe (f. in this volume: Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . ,Fig.76:3e).



183T a b l e 4Flint inventory from Zavalovka Types of artefatsFEATURES 121 1221 213-4? 2161 2171 212-7?1 212-7?2 22112 22121 22122 22132 22133 225 2262 223-7? 228 231 3 TOTALGrave 2 2 2Grave 3 1 1 1 1 4Grave 4 1 1 2Grave 7 1 1 1 1 4Grave 11 1 1Grave 13 1 1Grave 15 1 1Grave 16 1 1 1 1 4TOTAL 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 19Artifats fromoutside the features 3 1 1 2 7Artifats from theground surfae 2 1 1 1 1 6Unlabelled artifats 1 1 1 2 1 1 1? 8TOTAL 3 1 1 2 2 8 1 3 2 5 1 2 1 3 1 2 1? 1 40The graves with arrowheads were lustered together in the enter of the eme-tery. 2.5. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN FLINT INVENTORIES FROM THE VARIOUSCEMETERIESFlint materials from the various So�evka group emeteries di�er onsidera-bly from eah other. Virtually the only element they share is the leading role ofan industry relying on marolithi blades imported from Volhynia, more than 200kilometers away. Di�erenes in aess to the Volhynian int blades should the-refore perhaps be viewed as the most important fator di�erentiating the studiedassemblages.The grave goods from emeteries in Zavalovka and Chernin are onsiderablypoorer, both in terms of quantity and quality. In both these sites the tool set was



184augmented using amorphous ake ore proessing and the splintering tehniqueapplied to loal raw materials of inferior quality [f. Petrougne, Petrographial. . . ,in this volume℄. Also noteworthy is the presene in Chernin of a greater number ofvariant C of the ordinary blade knives in very advaned stages of exploitation. ThediÆulties in aessing Volhynian int blades suggested by the previous observationsare not justi�ed by the geographial position of the Chernin and Zavalovka sites[f. Petrougne, Petrographial. . . , Fig.1℄. It would thus seem that the ommunitiesresponsible for these emeteries oupied a plae in a stritly hierarhial Volhynianint distribution market that was opposite to the ommunities from So�evka andKrasny Khutor. A omparison of the size of the various sites and the numbersof opper artefats shows that di�erenes between the sites were not on�ned tothe int industry alone. The emeteries in Zavalovka and Chernin were probablyused by peripheral groups living on the extremities of the So�evka eumene, whileSo�evka and Krasny Khutor represent the prinipal enters of this tradition.Considerable di�erenes are also apparent between int inventories withineah of the above groups. These signify di�erenes not just in funeral rituals andint prodution, but also the muh more important di�erenes in soio-eonomiorganization.In Krasny Khutor the int artefats were harred more than twie as oftenas in So�evka where they were sometimes killed by breaking or splitting. Alsothe role of strikers in the two sites was di�erent. All this suggests that the ri-tual involving body remation was still not fully established in the days when theSo�evka emetery was operational. This hypothesis is also supported by data unre-lated to the int industry, suh as the large size of graves in So�evka, unhara-teristi for remation graves. It may thus be surmised that the site dates to anolder period, something that is on�rmed by the few radioarbon dates availablefrom the two sites [sf. Kovalyukh, Videiko, Skripkin, Chronology. . . , in this vo-lume℄.The grave goods in So�evka are onsiderably less rih than in Krasny Khutor.One of the prinipal artefat ategories in the former emetery was the square axewhih was of no signi�ane whatsoever in Krasny Khutor, and this despite indi-ret evidene in the reovered materials of a ontinued widespread use of thesetools. In So�evka graves ontaining arrowheads are few in number, poor and on-�ned to the edges of the emetery. In Krasny Khutor on the other hand they arealmost twie as frequent, with riher grave goods and distributed in the standardmanner. These di�erenes had to be due to soio-eonomi transformations takingplae among So�evka ommunities, whih appear to onsist in the emergene wi-thin these ommunities of a group of people who were buried with unique gravegoods inluding military equipment a bow [f. Klohko, Ko±ko, Weapons. . . , in thisvolume℄. Worth realling in this ontext that V.F. Petrougne distinguished amongthe arrowheads in So�evka speimens made from ints originating in the UkrainianShield zone. This may be an indiation of the diretion from whih this trend arri-ved [Petrougne, Petrographial. . . , Fig.1℄. Another possible indiation of this trend



185may be the relatively numerous int daggers in grave inventories in Krasny Khutor.It annot be ruled out however that, similarly as in the ase of the appearane ofend-srapers, the daggers may simply be a onsequene of an inreasing rihness ofgrave goods.The transformations referred to above must have a�eted the int industry.The demand for arrowheads stimulated the development of ore exploitation teh-niques geared to ake prodution. Evidene of this proess is the appearane ofordinary ake tools in the Krasny Khutor materials. There also emerge di�erenesbetween int industries that are easily detetable by means of lassial typologi-al analyses and whih onsist in various preferenes for di�erent types of imple-ments within the same important tool ategory. In So�evka the numerially predo-minant type of arrowhead is the one marked by a straight base, whereas in KrasnyKhutor an even more popular form is that with the onave base. This hangemay be seen as possibly due to inuenes from the south [f. Klohko, Ko±ko,Weapons. . . ℄.The inventories from Zavalovka and Chernin are also di�erent, although thepauity of materials in this ase hinders the relevant analyses. The Chernin mate-rials ontain learly more arrowheads (although they are still of the straight-basevariety), the ake tools are learly present, while there are relatively fewer bladetools and no axes whatsoever. Applying the same kind of reasoning that was usedin the ase of So�evka and Krasny Khutor, it may be onluded that the eme-tery in Chernin is relatively younger. This suggestion is supported by the peren-tage of artefats harred in the ourse of burial rituals whih in Chernin is simi-lar as in Krasny Khutor. Also in tune with these observations are the relativelyearly 14C dates for two graves in the Zavalovka emetery [f. Kovalyukh, Vide-iko, Skripkin, Chronology. . .and Kadrow, Absolute. . . , in this volume℄. However,out of tune with all these dependenes, the perentage of harred forms in ma-terials from Zavalovka is higher than in Chernin, in fat being the highest amongall the emeteries onsidered here. If this is not an inidental situation, it may po-int to the diretion from whih the body remation ritual arrived to the So�evkagroup.As for the areas with whih the ommunities from Zavalovka and Cherninmaintained ontats, it is worth realling the bifaially retouhed knives found inChernin. Their losest analogy is the speimen from the Pit- and Comb-markedPottery ulture site of Pogorelovka-Vyrhishhe on the middle Desna [Neprina, Za-liznyak, Krotova 1986: Fig.63:34℄. Materials from this region, inluding also thosefrom the site just mentioned, ontain also numerous analogies of the arrowheadwith massive tang reovered from the Zavalovka emetery [Neprina 1976; Neprina,Zaliznyak, Krotova 1986℄. Both these forms �t in the long int working traditionsof the Pit- and Comb-marked Pottery and Volosovo ultures of the vast EasternEuropean Lowland and the Valday Upland [Zimina 1981: Plates 63:7-8 and 64:28;Kraynov 1987: Fig.4℄.



186 3. FLINT INDUSTRY OF THE SOFIEVKA TYPEThroughout the development of the So�evka type, the prinipal element of itsint industry was proessing of marolithi blades imported from Volhynia. Theseblades were obtained from arefully prepared single-platform ores with the de-bitage surfae shaped by rests and a metiulously prepared striking platform en-suring a steep angle de hasse. The harateristi features of these blades in-lude:{ small butts, �nely faeted, learly standing out against the width of the piees(Fig.1:a,b);{ a visible lip along the entire length of the butt whih laks a bulb (the proximalpart of the lower fae of the blades is often downright onave);{ parallel lateral edges and distint urving of speimens, most pronouned inthe medial part (Figs 1:b and 3:).Experiments intended to reonstrut the tehnique of making suh blades wereperformed by Witold Migal, whose kind assistane is gratefully aknowledged here.Migal's �ndings suggest that the above features were the produt of exploitinguniquely prepared ores with the use of a soft wooden punh. At the same time manyelements of the ore shaping are similar to features known from the older Tripolyeassemblages produed with the help of opper punhes. The prodution tehniqueresponsible for blades of the So�evka group thus appears to be a deterioratedform of the Chalolithi traditions typial for the older Tripolye workshops fromVolhynia.Originally, the ores were more than 20 m long (Fig.1). They were repeatedlyre-prepared, and thereby shortened, during exploitation. They remained in use untilthey provided blades about 12 m in length (Fig.3:). The �nal and useless blades�nally �nishing o� the ore were 7-8 m long (Fig.3:b).The omplete absene of rested blades and the mere trae presene of Volhy-nian int akes in the studied assemblages show that only arefully seleted bladesarrived to the areas oupied by the So�evka people. The examined materials on-tained no traes whatsoever of alternative blade proessing. What is more, theproessing of loal raw materials is highly primitive, employing the hard hammerand laking ore form preparation. This suggests that the So�evka people were norfamiliar with the tehnique of making marolithi blades, and that their skills wereapparently limited to just retouh-shaping spei� tools.The parameters of the blade determined the kind of tools that was fashionedout of it. The largest speimens over 15 m in length were usually used to makeordinary blade knives (Fig.1, 2:b). Medium-sized blades (12-16 m long) also se-rved to make tanged daggers (Fig.4:a), while the shortest piees were fashionedinto asymmetri blade knives (Fig.3:b,). All these tools were later reshaped manytimes. The modi�ations ould have onsisted in repeated sharpening of the sametool, suh as an ordinary blade knife (Figs 2: and 3:a), by means of retouh. Also,



187the given tool ould have been turned into a di�erent type of implement. The ana-lyzed inventories provide evidene of a whole range of suh reshapings (Figs 2:a,4:b,, 5:a,b,e) whih are shematially illustrated in Fig.10. It appears that, gene-rally speaking, tool prodution in the initial phase onsisted mostly in fashioningimplements utilizing the long lateral edges of blades (diverse knives). In the nextphase, these were usually turned into tools whose ruial elements were suitablyshaped tips, namely the smaller daggers, asymmetri perforators, some of the pres-sers and, �nally, the end-srapers. The remains of fully used blade tools served aspressers/strikers. The same fate befell fragments of destroyed axes and ake tools.The blade industry of the So�evka group is marked by strong inuenes of theopper prodution traditions, evident in:{ the organization of prodution in a speialized enter whih then exportedimplements but not the know-how,{ tool prodution organization onsisting in repeated remodeling of used-upforms,{ the form of some of the tools, notably the daggers and square axes.Industries of this type are known from several groups of slightly older Chal-olithi sites sattered over a large area of entral Europe. The shared features ofthese industries transend the borders of arhaeologial ultures. SuÆe it to saythat good analogies of almost all the blade tool ategories distinguished in the So-�evka group an be found, for example, in the Funnel Beaker ulture assemblagesof the Little Poland Upland whih are about 500 years older in age [Baler 1975:Figs 16-24℄. Analogies in raw materials use suggest that the int blade industry ofthe So�evka group was taken over from the slightly older assemblages of the Tri-polye ulture from Volhynia [Peleshhyshyn 1990; Konopla 1990℄. At this point intime it is impossible to say whether the similarities between the two areas have todo with the genesis of the So�evka group or whether they have appeared alreadyin an earlier phase of the Tripolye ulture [Kruts 1977℄. In the beginning of the 3rdmillennium BC, the int blade industry of the So�evka group gives the impressionof being a reli of a previous age.Beause of the manner of tool prodution organization in the So�evka group,the numbers of speimens belonging to eah tool ategory in the various inven-tories annot serve as indiators of ultural traditions. Rather, they ould serveto illustrate the raw material a�uene and funtion of the individual settlementpoints. Indiations of ultural uniqueness must be sought among subtle morpholo-gial and tehnologial di�erenes between speimens of the same tools ategories.Worth mentioning in this ontext is the preparation of distal and proximal ends ofblades for hafting, a proess harateristi for the So�evka type and onsisting inthe fashioning of distintive trunations similar to those on the Upper PalaeolithiÿKostenki-type knives".In the older stage of the So�evka group, the marolithi blades arriving fromVolhynia were also aompanied by square axes. These too are typial ompo-nents of Chalolithi int industries, and their ties with opper tool prodution



188are sometimes seen in morphologial features of seondary signi�ane, suh asfor example the slight widening of the utting edge in some of the int speimens[f. Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.50:2, and also Dobe�s 1989: Abb. 1℄. As the si-gni�ane of int axes in the burial rituals of the So�evka group dereases, themanner of their aquiring also hanges. In Krasny Khutor we have speimens im-ported from the middle Dniester area [f. Petrougne, Petrographial. . . ℄ and evenmore numerous evidene of independent prodution of these tools from loal rawmaterials.The third important element of the int industry of the So�evka type is arrow-heads prodution. Arrowheads are already known from the older assemblages ofthe Tripolye ulture, but these were slightly di�erent in shape and usually muh lar-ger [e.g. Ryndina, Engovatova 1990: Fig.3; Sorokin 1991: Fig.16℄. The fat that theprodution of this type of implements was related with the older Tripolye traditionmay be on�rmed by the relatively large perentage of Volhynian int speimensin the So�evka materials as well as by the predominane in most inventories ofstraight-based forms. The prodution of these tools evolved onsiderably in the So-�evka type, this being shown by the dominane of arrowheads with onave basesin Krasny Khutor. The presene of arrowheads made from int from the Ukra-inian Shield zone indiates the areas where the inuenes stimulating this evolutionproess originated. This theory is supported by the fat that prodution of arrowhe-ads with onave bases had a long tradition in the steppe regions in the SouthernBug and Dnieper river basins. Speimens of this kind are known not only fromthe Yamnaya ulture whih is ontemporaneous to the So�evka group [Shaposhni-kova 1985: 343℄ in the area in question these implements boast an extremely longtradition [Rassamakin 1994℄.The ties to southern regions disernible in arrowheads prodution are impor-tant, being indiret indiations of the origins of the soio-eonomi transformationstaking plae in the history of the So�evka group. These transformations are alsoapparent in the spei� role of this lass of artefats in burial rituals - as well asin the int industry. Analyses of raw materials used to make arrowheads from Kra-sny Khutor and Chernin show that this prodution developed independently of theVolhynian prodution enter relying mainly on loal raw materials. It is probablyno aident that the riher grave goods with arrowheads reovered from KrasnyKhutor usually ontain also akes or strikers made from akes and ake tools.They probably doument the evolution of a int industry whih is distint as re-gards tehnology (ake ore) and organization (individually ompleted produtionyle, from raw material aquisition to prodution of the �nal form). In this partof Europe, int prodution of this kind is typial for later times the turn of theNeolithi and the Bronze Age. Rihly furnished graves of int knappers/arrowheadmakers are known from the Cataomb ulture along the Don [Smirnov 1983; Niko-lova, Bunyatyan 1991℄, as well as from the Middle-Dniester ulture along the UpperDnieper [Artemenko 1964℄ and from the Corded Ware ulture in Little Poland [Tu-nia 1979℄.



189The previously disussed aÆnities of the knives shaped with bifaial at sur-fae retouh, whih are exoti among the So�evka materials (Fig.7:a,b), may be animportant ontribution to analyses of the origins of this manner of tool formationin the part of Europe in question. The tehnique took hold along the middle Dnie-per slightly later at the turn of the Neolithi and Bronze Age [Artemenko 1964;1987℄ while in Volhynia and Little Poland only in the Early Bronze Age [Mahnik1977℄.The performed analyses show that the int industry of the So�evka type is agood illustration of the transition of Chalolithi int proessing into that typialfor the turn of the Neolithi and the Bronze Age. The fats emerging from evidenefrom the investigated emeteries appear to be a signum temporis for ommunitiesinhabiting this part of Europe in those days. Many analogies to them may be indi-ated in materials of the so alled Zªota ulture, a small ommunity of those timesinhabiting the border with the Globular Amphorae eumene in the Vistula valley[Krzak 1976; Mahnik 1979; Lederman 1980; �ibior 1991a, 1991b℄. Although boththese groups are still not too well known, they appear to resemble the Gatewayommunities in a number of respets [Hirth 1978℄.Translated by Andrzej Lewandowski



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 3: 1995, 190-199PL ISSN 1231-0344VIKTOR F. PETROUGNEPETROGRAPHICAL-LITHOLOGICALCHARACTERISTICS OF STONE MATERIALS FROMLATE-TRIPOLYE CEMETERIES OF THE SOFIEVKA TYPEInvestigated olletions from the four monuments∗ omprise both sedimentaryand rystalli (magmati and metamorphi) roks, with generally prevailing burntits samples, however, atually unstudied due to the aforementioned feature.The artile uses ommon geologial and mineralogial terms [Polovinkina atal. 1948; Polovinkina 1966; 1968a; 1968b; Atlas 1973; Geologheskiy 1978℄, exeptfor few speially outlined ases, and are not provided with speial explainations inthe text.Priniple methods for studying the stone olletions inluded expert-visual andimmersion-mirosopi [Tatarsky 1965: 207-209, 286℄ tehniques whih provide foratual integrity of the artefats, whih was inevitably lost, for instane, in the proessof making thin setions, seletion of representative samples for siliate hemial ana-lysis, potassium-argon dating, et. Although standard thin setions are indispensablefor prinipally important evaluation of mineral argerate texture, in this partiularase their lak was partly ompensated for by viewing under the mirosope of se-veral - instead of one - immersion samples taken from di�erent parts of an artile.For int roks, these were thin sales (taken aroding to the tehnique initiatedby G.I. Bushinsky) easily reeived with the help of wringing tehnology. In the aseÿbattle-axe", slightly hanged by hypergenesi proesses, a rather aurate evalu-ation of texture is ahieved through investigation in reeted light or under lens,while immersion allows to de�ne mineral omposition of the powdered samples.Caledonite preparations obtained through a similar tehnique allow not only toompare the ints represented in the olletions to eah other or regional stan-dards, but also to �nd their analogs, for instane, in referene books [Atlas 1973℄.Finally, lassi�ation of artiles into spei� groups aording to their material onthe grounds of visual evaluation was done in ase of maximum similarity of seriesof features [Petrougne 1971:295℄ to those of similar but immersion-tested roks.
∗ The paper does not disuss the full set of ÿSo�evka" soures [see Videiko, ÿArhaeologial. . . ", in this volume℄.It is based on a ertain seletion of the soures whose nature was justi�ed by the author's objetive: to identify thegeneral priniples of di�erentiation between ÿstone materials" with respet to raw materials and genesis.



191T a b l e 1Cemeteries of the So�evka type. Types of the int raw materialNo Spei�ed types of int material Names of monuments and number of samples(visual/immersion)Chernin Krasny Khutor So�evka Zavalovka1 ÿVolhynia" of touronian age 11/19 7/4 0/1 44/132 ÿDniester plated" and enomanian 5/5 2/3 { 2/1apogaize3 ÿMoraine" Northern hornfelsoidal 1/4 14/4 { 0/54 ÿDnieper{Kanev" { { { 1/15 gelatinous-like- apoinoeramoidal of 1/0 1/3 { 0/3the Ukrainian Shield zone6 gelatinous-like- apoinoeramoidal of 0/4 2/4 { 0/1the Middle Dniester zone7 gelatinous-like- apoinoeramoidal of { 0/1 { {Northern re-deposited (?)8 ÿglauonized" re-deposited 0/3 { { 1/29 unde�ned { non-aÆliated 0/1 0/2 0/1 {10 Total 18/36 26/21 0/2 48/26Obviously, seletion of materials for immersion preparations theoretially in-volve at least marosopi uniformity of the raw material, although this provisionis not always observed in pratie: if a large knife made of so-alled ÿVolhyniaint" rather often displayes samples of smoky well-transparent stone as well as greyopaque material, this annot be negleted, while if similar aledonite is used formaking smaller arrowheads, one sample might appear purely smoky, and anotheris grey, without any transition in olor, this might uase an illusion of di�erent rawmaterial, although, naturally, the material is the same.Therefore, in general, the olletions int is haraterized by groups (Table1) as well as by statistially representative series of tools, akes hunks of unitypematerial (preferably, at least ten samples), due to small amounts of sampling, provi-des a rather limited aÆliation with possibile loations of raw material soures, andappears to be regional, that is, to be related to major parts of Ukrainian territory[Bondarhuk 1959; Pasternak at all 1968:Fig.22; Spravohnik 1975; Granitoidnye1984℄. Only in ase of some unique artefats, for instane, hops of a wedge-shapedtool from the Zavalovka ground emetery (see below), the aÆliation an rusiallylimit the soure are of the mateial.Identi�ation of individual artefats materials with raw stu� originating froma partiular geologial outrop, after it is preliminary referred to a major regionusualy implies additional use of series of parallel investigations (aording to theÿartefat material - antiipated result material" sheme) by means of suh modern



192petrologial-mineralogial study tehniques as hemial, spetrosopi, petrofabriand eletronomirosopi analyses, as well as thermography, di�ratometry, petro-physis (de�nition of resistane to monoaxis ompression, porosity, eletromagnetiand radioative dimensions, et.), possibilities of whih have already been demon-strated by the author in some papers, although they have not been disussed in fullin Ukrainian arhaeologial literature. 1. FLINT ARTEFACTSTable 1 and Fig.1 o�ers an idea about types of int as the most widely spreadstone represented by artiles in all the four olletions. Table 1 inludes both gene-rally known terms like ÿVolhynia int" [Kanivets 1956:102℄ ÿVolhynia-Podolia int"[Danilenko, Makarevih 1956:97℄, or ÿDniester plated int" [Bibikov 1953:78-80℄or ÿmoraine int"; as well as terms suggested by the author aording to a set ofharateristi features, inluding territory of ourene, mirofaunisti (apospiu-lose, apoinoeramoidal, et.) or seondary mineralogial harateristis (glauoni-tization), and marosopi (gelatinous-like) feature of the stu�. Although detaileddesription of mirosopy or dissemination areas go beyond the sope of this publi-ation, generalizations o�ered below are drawn from personal experiene of manyyears of intent investigation of hundreds of thousands int samples both from arha-eologial olletions and natural outrops mentioned or negleted in the regionaltable of Ukraine and neighboring states.Almost all of the most sophistiated int artefats of the ground emeteriesunder disussion were made of smallest-texture and homogeneous ÿVolhynia int",smoky, often with grey pathes and stains.In the Krasny Khutor emetery these artefats are presented by end-sraper onblade (grave 50) [see Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.25:1, in this volume℄, ordinaryblade knife (grave 137) [see Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.39:2℄, big asymmetriblade knife (grave 133) [see Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.38:3℄, ordinary bladedaggers (graves 89, 114) [see Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.31:3;33:2℄, doublespike-ended presser (grave 94) [see Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.31:4℄, blunt-en-ded pressers (graves 32, 168) [see Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.21:1;40:10℄, or-dinary blade strikers (graves 120,146) [see Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.35,40:3℄,arrowheads (grave 116) [see Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.34:1℄.In burial interments near Chernin there were ordinary blade striker (grave 84)[see Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.12:8℄, asymmetri blade perforator (grave 42)[see Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.6:1℄ and ordinary blade knives (like those from66 omplex) [see Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.11℄.The stu� desrived hereabove prevails in the So�evka monument and is repre-sented by fragmented (graves 44,45) [see Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.55,56:1℄
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F i g . 1. The orientated sheme of the int bearing areas and separate deposits of siliites along theperiphery of the burial ground of the So�evka type in the territory of Ukraine (without the most remotethe Carpathian, the Crimea, the Donets regions and also apportionment of zone of paleoabrosional oralluvial rekposit of int raw material). 1 - the area of spreading of the moraine type int; 2 - the Desnatype int, 3 - the Volhynia type int, 4 - the Dnieper-Kanev type int, 5 - the Shield type int, 6 -the hert type, the gaize type and the "plated" type from Podolye (Dniester) and Volhynia, 7 - MiddleDniester type int, 8 - Bakshal type int, 9 - loation of the So�evka type, 10 - border of the examinedareaand atually undamaged sqare axes (graves 19, near 43,67) [see Videiko, Arhae-ologial. . . , Fig.50:2,54:6,59:1℄ also spike-ended presser made from pseudo-bladeknapped from square axe (grave 70) [see Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.59:4℄,ordinary blade knives (graves 22,44 and surfae) [see Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . ,



194Fig.51:1,55,71:6℄, big asymmetri blade knife [grave 71 - see Videiko, Arhaeolo-gial. . . , Fig.60:1℄, spike-ended presser (near grave 60) [see Videiko, Arhaeologi-al. . . , Fig.56:4℄, fragments of unde�ned blade tools (graves 45,47) [see Videiko,Arhaeologial. . . , Fig. 56:1, 56:3℄. Atually, the same stu� was used for a series ofstraight- and onave-based arrowheads (from surfae) [Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . ,Fig.71:1℄.Most of sare int �nds in the Zavalovka emetery represent burnt opaquesamples, pratially impossible to determine diagnostially.Kinds of int and other silieous roks, represented by single samples are notinluded in Table 1.For instane, among the Krasny Khutor �nds there is a hammer made fromfragment of axe made of apoinoeramoidal stu� (the one in whih fragments of mol-lus folds are ompletely substituted by aledony, but still, as well as in other kindsof ghost int an be traed due to relit shapes outlined by lay miroadmixture) ingrave 137 [see Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.39:2℄. Another hammer made fromsquare axe from grave 128 [see Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.38:1℄ from the sameemetery has of white polished (dead on the frature) alomost opaque aledonitewith thin dark-brown and blak lining of broad faets. Most probably, this mine-ral argerate is of residual-in�ltration nature without even approximate territorialaÆliation.An amorphous striker made from axe fragment found in grave 63 [see Videiko,Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.26:7℄ was made of so-alled ÿplated" hornfelsoidal Dniesterstu�.Of speial interest is brownish-yellow striker made from ake from axe found inthe grave 137 [see Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.39:2℄. Atually that was primaryalite-int ÿMalinovtev-type" rok [Petrougne 1992: 13℄ from the Middle Dniesterbasin whih ompletely lost the arbonate omponent as a result of hypergenilixiviation already in the ulture layer, and presently represented by undersolidmiroquartz-aledony agregate, ash-grey in the fration.Ourrene of suh rok in the grave diretly points to the fat that ulturalrelations existed between the Middle Dnieper and the anyon part of the Dniesterbasin during the late Tripolye period.The emetery near Chernin reveales an ordinary blade knife of gaize-int eno-manian material (grave 66) [see Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.11℄, and arrowhe-ads made of apoinoeramoidal stu� of presumably Northern origin (grave 69) [seeVideiko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.12:2℄ as well as of some stu� of inde�nite origin(grave 69) [Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.12:2℄.In the So�evka area, those artefats were represented by arrowheads [Vide-iko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.71:2℄ made of small-impregnated brown-grey transluentÿgelatinuos-like" int, presumably originating from the Upper-Chalk residua fromthe teritory of the Ukrainian Shield in the Southern Bug-Dnieper basin; and ar-rowheads [Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.71:2℄, probably from the Stara Ushitsaarea in the Dniester region, whih displays apoinoeramoidal ints besides apospi-



195ular enomanian ints [Gavrilishin at al. 1991:21℄. Furthermore, in the So�evkaground emetery there was a single ake of heavily sanded light-grey silieous rok,not presented in the Table 1 (grave 67) transitive to aledony alevro-sandstoneonsisting of fragmented qartz, often in lay oating, sare glauonite grains inaledony ful�lment ement. Aording to large-size spherulithi mirotexture ofthe aledony substratum (with individual indivisibles up to 0.1-0.2 mm long), thisis presumably new in�ltration formation from the Tertiary sands setion like thoseouring in the Southern Bug, Dnieper, Northern Donets basins, initially overingrystalli roks of the Ukrainian Shield and then going North.2. NON-FLINT ARTEFACTSArhaeologial-petrographial harateristis of other, non-int kinds of stonestu� (from sedimentary to magmati and metamorphi roks) whih our in theemeteries is performed on a by-omplex basis. 2.1. ÿBATTLE-AXES"Krasny Khutor. A ÿbattle axe" (type 2) found in grave 120 [see Videiko, Arhaeo-logial. . . , Fig.35℄ was made of ash-grey argillaeous (most probably, metahallusite-based) frationed quartz undersolid basal-emented alevrolithe whih made the raw--material easy to proess, but the ready artefat was virtually un�t for multiple beat,and moreover, for battle use. This makes the artefat similar to some early- andmiddle Tripolye drilled axes made of ash-arboniferous roks [Petrougne 1967:56℄,marbles and o�oalite [Petrougne 1968:21℄, and there's nothing strange that itsurvived till our time in frationed form.A ÿbattle-axe" (type 1B), broken in old times, had been made of igneous rokof oligophyri andesite type with apointersertal- doleriti texture (of plagiolasegrains, monolini pyroxen, basalti-like hornblende, aessory magnetite and apa-tite. It was found in grave 119 [see Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.34:2℄. Gre-enish on the surfae and mouse-grey in frature, the rok is rossed by a thinvein, and obviously is less solid ompared to other axes of standard forms and di-mensions. Most probably, the material originates from the Carpathian region, thePrut river basin, that is, the South-West. Presumably, this was also soure terri-tory of xenolite-bearing andesite (aording to its texture and omposition), re-presented in a greenish-brown ÿbattle axe" (type 1) from grave 127 [see Videiko,



196Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.37℄. With other onditions equal, a ÿbattle-axe" (type 1B)from grave 12 [see Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.17:1℄ an be onsidered as origi-nating from the Carpathians or at least the Western part of the Ukrainian CrystalliShield. The material of that axe - grey with greenish hue palaeoandesite or diabasiporphyrite (a thin setion is required for more preise de�nition) ours not onlyin the Carpathians, but also in the Volhynia region [Petrougne 1993:385℄.The rest of ÿbattle-axes" (types 2x1B and 1A) are represented by gabbro-am-phibolites, green-grey on the surfae and almost blak in the frature, of massivestruture and apogabbro- hypidiomorphigranular texture - from graves 33,123,167[see Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.21:2,36:2,41:2℄. Usually these rystalli roksomprise plagiolase, green hornblend (something of brownish shade, probably be-ause of heating in the open air in the burial �re), in some ases with slight admi-xture of biotite or ore mineral (magnetite) sales. The nearest outrops of similarmetamorphi roks are loated in the Southern Bug region, the Gorny Tikih andthe Gniloy Tikih river basins [Spravohnik 1975:163℄ that is, regions to the Southfrom the emeteries, in the entral part of the Ukrainian Crystalli Shield.Genetially similar to these roks is the material of a fragment of the ÿbattle--axe" (type 2) found beoynd the grave [see Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.42℄. Itwas made of dark-grey pointed, and exfoliated (possibly due to suessive heatingand abrypt ooling) material. The artile, overed by a glue pellile for preserva-tion at the museum, requires study of thin setions. However, its material an bepreliminary lassed among rare-biotite plagiolase amphibolites, similar in origin tothat of the previously onsidered artefats.Finally, the part of ÿbattle-axe" (type 1A/B) broken along the drill-line partiallyorroded on the polished surfae, onsists of smallgrained pyroxen-plagiolase gne-iss of mirograinoblasti texture, whih developed up to 4 mm brown hue as a resultof hypergenesis. The material's origin remains unlear; it might be both native rokof the Ukrainian Crystalli Shield and moraine rok brought from the North [Ve-klyh 1982:Fig.2℄, onsidering low �rmness and deay of the material.So�evka. Erupted roks of the So�evka olletion of artefats are represented,�rst of all, by grey hornblend diabasi porphyrite of a ÿbattle-axe" (type 3) - fromgrave 65 [see Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.58℄, presumably of material from theWestern part of the Ukrainian Crystalli Shield [Petrougne 1993:385-386℄; and se-ondly, by two ÿbattle-axes" typial of the late Tripolye graves.The �rst artefat (type 1B) was disovered near graves 114- 115-116 [see Vi-deiko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.66:3℄, and onsists of linoenstatite andesite of mi-rodoleriti texture, greenish-grey on the surfae and almost blak in a fresh fra-ture, presumably of the Carpathian origin (but not neessarily from the territoryof the Transarpathian region of Ukraine). Of similar origin is another prominentÿbattle-axe" (type 1) - from surfee [see Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.70℄, madeof hyperstheni andesite of similar mirodoleriti texture; both materials belong tothe e�usive lass, most probably to well-holorystalline textures of a Carpathiantype [Maleyev 1964:196℄.



197Intrusive roks are presented in the So�evka emetery by grey smallgrainedbiotite-hornblent granite, originating, most probally, from the Western Volhynia orsomewhere to the South of the Kiev region [Granitoidnye 1984:Fig.4-5℄ used in astandard ÿbattle-axe" found in grave 8 (type 1A) [see Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . ,Fig.48:4℄; by amphibolized, originally pyroxeni gabbro of relit ophyti texture inan artefat of a similar form ÿbattle axe" (type 1A/B) - from grave 44 [Videiko,Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.55℄ (presumably from outrops in the entral part of theUkrainian Crystalli Shield, along the Southern Bug, the Tikih river basin or theUman - Novy Mirgorod pluton); and genetially related to it gabbro-amphiboliterepresented in a drilled polished and than intensively orroded broken ÿbattle-axe"from grave 19 (type 2) [see Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.50:2℄ featuring apodia-basi heterogranuloblasti texture and massive struture.2.2. PEBBLES, WHETSTONE AND FRAGMENTS OF SANDSTONEChernin. Of ten smaller subellipsoidal pebbles found in grave 66 [see Videiko,Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.11℄, only three (IAF: No 91, No 92, No 97) feature traesof possible utilization represented by marks of beating or rubbing on the opositeedges. The material of the �rst of them, as well as that of similar pebbles No 88, No89, No 90, No 94, No 95 is vein quartz (represented by samples of various olour,from glass-like to milky-white, multigrained, granulated, atalasi, et.), sometimesslightly ferrous. Pebble No 91 (judging from traes of wear, possibly, a stamper forgrinding ohre) onsists of smallgrained quartziti sandstone with quartz ontiguityement. Unlike the others, pebble No 93 onsists of smallgrained (0.2 to 0.7 mm)aplite or felsite-aplite (thin setion study is required for more exat de�nition).One with two pebbles from grave 90 [see Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.31:1℄(IAF: No 124) with unlear layered texture and one grinded-in working surfae(urrant-grinder) onsists of quartz-feldspathi pyroxen-hornblend blak �rm smal-lgrained gneiss-quartzite of heterogranuloblasti texture and bearing features ofatalase.All the aforementioned pebbles are, most probably, of loal moraine origin.Zavalovka. Peuliar for saresity of its stone artefats, this emetery reveales, inaddition to aforementioned itms, two smaller pebbles: one, found in grave 16, [seeVideiko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.75:5℄ of myloniti quartzite sandstone of unlearlayered struture (due to alteration of di�erently oloured layers up to 0.8 mm thik)with smaller negative avities formed in the ourse of lixiviation of previously di-splayed minerals, aording to a rather typial sheme of pseudomorphi formation[Grigoryev, Zhabin 1975:266℄; and another pebble, found in grave 1 [see Videiko,Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.74:1℄ and represented by leuorati migmatite-permatoidquartz-feldspathi agregate of heterogranuloblasti texture.



198 Both artefats (under 50 mm in diameter) bear no traes of utilization and,judging from their material, most probably represent loal moraine pebbles, possiblymoved by running waters.Krasny Khutor. A thin at whetstone from grave 127 [see Videiko, Arhaeolo-gial. . . , Fig.37℄ was made of priked out along layers grey-brown �nequartzous--argillaeous (kaoline with �ne distribution of ferri hydro-oxides) South-Westernargillolith, generally, not more lose than similar vend outrops [Kopelyovih 1965:-27,Fig.1℄ - of the palaeozoi origin, or possibly Carpathian mezozoi-tertiary foldedsetion.So�evka. Among the omplex's sedimentary roks, there are two fragments oflight-grey quartz sandstone, displaying no traes of utilization, with quartz ontigu-ity ement [see Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , from destroyed graves℄ (IAF: No 436,No 437); the seond fragment features small (up to 1 m) imprints of lamellibranhmollus shells; both fragments are presumably from the loal tertiary sediment se-tion. The latter is onneted with two fragments of white low-�rmness inequigranu-lar arkose sandstone (on kaolinite ement) - from graves 79 and 92 [see Videiko,Arhaeologial. . . ℄.Firm grey inequigranular arkose (almost quartzite-like) sandstone with quart-zous-argillaeous pointed-ferrous ontiguity -regeneration ement was used as mate-rial for a ombined artile (subsquare pestle-grinder, whih also possibly served as alittle anvil for old forging - ?) - from surfae of site [see Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . ,Fig.72:2℄. Possible origin of this artefat (presumably Western) remains unlear.2.3. BEADSA olletion of beads gathered from the surfae of blown sands of the So�e-vka emetery [see Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , Fig.70℄ inludes a fratured jet bead,most probably relatively new (19th entury), as was earlier assumed by a reognizedauthority in the �eld, G.G.Lemmlein, due to the refration fator lose to similaronstant displayed by raw materials of the Cauasian deposits. However, a toroidalbead of alite agregate with organogenous struture relits (a relit shell?) anbelong to the Enelithi period. Three yllinder-shaped pipelike beades of pale-oliveorgani material may also be assoiated with the late Tripolye monument group (assimilar to materials of the Usatovo graves in the Alexandrovka barrow near Odessa,exavated with the author's partiipation in 1993). The aggregate refrution fator(1,610±0.002) suggests possibly even Mediterranean origin (elevated harater ofgemmologial raw material urges for onsidering these de�nitions to be prelimi-nary, though neessary, sine this information appeared in generalizing publiations[Kruts 1977:121℄).



1993. CONCLUSIONSTherefore, from the arhaeologial-petrographial point of view, the stonesof aforementioned monuments an be split into �ve separate groups. In order ofdelining numbers of investigated samples these inlude: �rst, touronide or so-alledÿVolhynia" int, tending, in primary deposit state, to the region of Upper Chalksedimentaries (Fig.1) of Western Ukraine (whih was imported to the Dnieperbasin) [Pasternak et al. 1968:Fig.22℄. Notwithstanding territorial proximity, not asingle mirosopi proof was found for utilization in the Kiev region graves smokyaledony stu� from the Desna river basin (Fig.1), resembling, in appearane, somekinds of the Volhynia int. Seond, these are loal roks, mainly assoiated withmoraine material of the Dnieper freeze [Veklyh 1982:Fig.2℄ partially re-deposited(due to alluvial-uvioglaial proesses roks, int inluded). Third, intrusive andmetamorphi formations of gabbro-amphibolite and gneiss group of the SouthernBug basin and Central (and possibly part ofWestern) part of the Ukrainian CrystalliShield. Forth, materials exavated somewhere in the Middle Dniester region andmouth parts of its tributaries loated in the area. Fifth, e�usion and, not exluded,also some sedimentary roks of the territory of the Volani Carpathians to the Westof the river Prut, whih is also the origin loation of suh exoti material ourringin some other Tripolye monuments, as zadeitite [Petrougne 1994:256f.℄.Translated by Inna Pidluska



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 3: 1995, 200-213PL ISSN 1231-0344Sªawomir Kadrow, Aleksander Ko±ko, Mihailo Y. VideikoPOTTERY STYLISTICS OF THE SOFIEVKA TYPE,GENETIC-CULTURAL QUALIFICATIONAny attempt at ultural or geneti lassi�ation must take into aount twoperspetives: (A) endogenous, i.e. within the system of the Tripolye ulture, andexogenous, i.e. ÿextratripolyan" whih falls into two ranges of identi�ation. The�rst (B), alled ÿBalkan", inluding ultures diretly originating from the Balkansand the Carpathian Basin and the seond (C), ÿirumbalti", originating from theforested area of eastern Europe or related to the ultures of the Central EuropeanLowlands. The pottery from the So�evka type emeteries reveals the prevalene ofendogenous design features.A. In order to establish the ultural and geneti position of the So�evka typematerials, sedimentation and sepulhral soures have so far been analyzed toge-ther. The results are available as two, signi�antly di�erent theories [f. Videiko,Cemeteries. . . , in this volume℄.The �rst assumes that the type disussed here developed endogenously on theDnieper [Zakharuk 1954; Kruts 1977℄. The So�evka type is onsidered to be yetanother stage in the development of the loal Tripolye ulture. Under this assump-tion the morphology and ornament of the So�evka pottery would be diretly relatedto the Lukashi type, i.e. its roots would reah bak to the Chapayevka and Lukashitypes [Kruts 1977:136℄.The seond theory developed by V. Dergahev, while not rejeting the role ofloal bakground, draws attention to the existene of a omponent whih does not�t into the Lukashi type traditions [Dergahev 1980:142℄. This omponent is theprevalene of round amphorae with handles on their shoulders, vessels with tall,onial and tapering lips as well as bulbous forms with deorations on lips (up to50% of all vessels). This is believed to be the evidene of the intensity of inueneof the Troyanov and partially of the Gorodsk types. The impat of the Dniesterand Prut variety of the Tripolye ulture, spei�ally of the Brynzeny type, an benotied as well. In sum, the So�evka type pottery stylistis would be a synthesis ofvarious Tripolye traditions originating in di�erent regions: loal (Lukashi type) andimported ones (Fig.1).
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F i g . 1. Context of groups (types) of the Tripolye ulture related to the origins of the So�evka type.Legend: a-d - range of Tripolye ulture types (a - So�evka, b - Troyanov,  - Gorodsk, d - Brynzeny); e- northwestern range of the Polg�ar irle (Bodrogkereszt�ur, Malie, Lublin-Volhynia ultures).



202 A re-analysis of these theories involving a detailed review of features of sepul-hral pottery justi�es the stressing of signi�ant di�erenes between the Lukashiand So�evka types [f. the hiatus theory advaned earlier: Zbenovih 1976:40℄. Itan be even suggested that in the ase of the So�evka type we deal with the e�etsof migration.All researhers into the So�evka type agree that it was a short-lived phenome-non. Thus it is diÆult to isolate ÿearly" or ÿlate" stages in it [see in this volume:Kovalyukh, Videiko, Skripkin, Chronology. . . , Kadrow, Absolute. . .and Budziszew-ski, Flint. . . ℄. It should be also added that a geneti explanation of this phenomenononly within the framework of the Tripolye ulture seems to be impossible now.B. The set of ÿBalkan-Carpathian" features of the So�evka type sepulhralpottery is relatively small. This omponent is made up of the following elements:(a) types of shoulder-plaed handles of developed ontours, in partiular when seenin pro�le (Fig.2:1-3), (b) a handle plaed on the edge and ornamental elements inform of ÿlumps-handle" reised above the lip edge (Fig.2:4), () edge deorationsgiving the e�et of a wavy brim (Fig.2:5), (d) deorations loated along the borderof the above-edge and external under-edge zones (Fig.2:6-7), (e) belly or rathershoulder deorations, most often in the form of horizontal lines pressed with aÿpoint-like" die (Fig.2:8-9), (f) belly deorations, also mainly on shoulders in theform of ÿpoints", ÿbars" or ÿlines" often nothed with a �nger or die (Fig.2:10-13).The widest assortment of the above-named features was found at the emetery inSo�evka (features: a, , d, e, f). However, they an be also found at the other burialgrounds in Krasny Khutor (a, b, e, f), Chernin (a, e) and Zavalovka (b, f).The geneti identi�ation of the outlined set of features admits of an assump-tion about the existene of two hronologio- ultural levels of their reeption. Theearly level is de�ned by Polg�ar analogies, mainly late ones, whih mathes the ÿlas-si" dating of the So�evka taxon [f. Videiko, Cemeteries. . . , in this volume and theremarks on the ÿendogenous perspetive" made above℄. The later level is markedby the referenes to the horizon of late Baden-Kostola-Cot�ofeni II/III-CernavodaII, mathing the latest radioarbon hronology of suh objets [f. Kovalyukh, Vide-iko, Skripkin, Chronology. . .and Kadrow, Absolute. . . ℄. We have found it justi�edto outline here both referenes quoted above in the form of (1) a register of typo-logial analogies in pottery stylistis and (2) a genetio-ultural identi�ation of theadaptation proess of ÿBalkan-Carpathian" features.1. The register of analogies inludes these elements of the ÿBalkan-Carpathian"omponent that have been earlier deemed diagnosti (a-f).a. Suh handles belong to the most frequently enountered elements harateri-sti of the whole Polg�ar irle and related ultures. They appear already in theTiszapolg�ar [e.g. Bogn�ar-Kutzi�an 1972; �Si�ska 1968℄. An unsual abundane of suhhandle forms is observed in the Bodrogkereszt�ur ulture [e.g. Bogn�ar-Kutzi�an 1963℄.They also sporadially survive in ultural omplexes of the Hunyadihalom-La�z�nanyhorizon [Budinsk�y-Kri�ka 1963:Fig.224:8, 10 - Male Zalu�zie-La�z�nany℄. However,
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F i g . 2. Exogenous, Balkan-Carpathian stylisti features of the sepulhral pottery of the So�evka type.



204they are typial for postlassial - meaning without white painting - omplexes ofthe Lublin-Volhynia ulture [Kadrow, Kªosi«ska 1989:Fig.5:b, d, e, g, i, j - �a«ut;Kruk, Milisauskas 1985: Fig.22:b2, b3, 1,3 - Bronoie℄. It is also worth mentio-ning that they are a frequent omponent of the omplexes of the late Band Potteryulture of phase III in the Kuiavia region [Czerniak 1980: Fig.22:1, 23:1; Grygiel1986: Fig.23:2, 25:6℄.The same type of handles is reorded in late Baden, both in the Carpa-thian Basin [Kaliz 1963:Fig.VI:4 - Center℄ and in Maªopolska [Godªowska 1968:Fig.XXVI:6; 1979: Fig.187:7 - Kraków-Nowa Huta-Zesªawie℄ as well as in theCot�ofeni ulture in phases I-III [Roman 1976: Fig.50:2,3, 53:4 - Lousteni; 75:2,3, 5: 77:9 - Herulane ÿPes�tera Hot�ilor"℄. It has to be stressed, however, that theyare quite rare in these materials in stark ontrast to the wealth of appliations ofthis element in late Polg�ar designs. It does not seem either that individual types ofthese handles have any value as preise hronology indiators.Shoulder-plaed handles of developed ontours were reorded in the materialfrom emeteries in So�evka (graves 14, 44, 112, 139), Krasny Khutor (graves 27,47, 52) and Chernin (18, 19, 39, 47, 48, 58).b. Handles plaed on edges and ÿlumps-handle" reised above the lip edge are a ha-rateristi elements of many types of vessels of the Bodrogkereszt�ur ulture [e.g.Bogn�ar-Kutzi�an 1963℄, of the Hunyadihalom-La�z�nany horizon [Budinsk�y-Kri�ka1964: Fig.6:1 - Male Zalu�zie-La�z�nany; 1968: Fig.3:4,9,10 - �Sebastove; Brukner1970: Tab.II:2 - Vajska; Bogn�ar - Kutzi�an 1969:34, Fig.1, 2:1, 3, 7 - Hunyadiha-lom℄ and of the Lublin-Volhynia ulture [Kadrow 1989: Fig.7:4, 10 - Strzy»ów; 1992:Fig.7:,q,k, 8:d - Kosina; Kadrow, Kªosi«ska 1989: Fig.8:d,f,h; 9: - �a«ut; Zako-±ielna 1986: Fig.8:1; 9:1, 5; 10:3, 5; 12:8; 13 - W¡wolnia℄.This form of handles is also oasionally enountered in the late Baden ofthe Carpathian Basin [Roman, Nemeti 1978: Fig.5:3, 9 - Sinniolau Mare ÿSa�lis�te"℄and Maªopolska [Godªowska 1968: Fig.XXVI:15 - Kraków-Nowa Huta-Zesªawie℄.They are also found in the Kostola ulture [Tasi� 1979: Fig.XXVIa:2 - Pivnia kodOd�zala℄ and in the Cot�ofeni ulture [Roman 1976: Fig.55:3, 5, 8, 9 - Lousteni℄.This type of handles was found only at emeteries at Krasny Khutor (grave 80)and Zavalovka (grave 1).. Lip edge nothing, or edge deorations giving the e�et of a wavy brim dueto inising, pressing with various dies or �ngers, appears already in the delineof the lassi phase of the Malie ulture [Kamie«ska 1973: Tab. II, IV, VI, XI;Kadrow 1988: Fig.10:3, 5, 6; 1990: Fig.11:n, o℄, and ours infrequently in theRzeszów phase of the said ulture [Kadrow 1988: Fig.3:3, Komorowski 1958: tab.CV-CVII; Masson, Merpert 1982: Tab. XCIV℄. This way of �nishing edges is ha-rateristi of ertain omplexes of the Lublin-Volhynia ulture [Kadrow, Kªosi«ska1989: Fig.7 - �a«ut; Kruk, Milisauskas 1985: Fig.22a, 23 - Bronoie; Zako±ielna1986: Fig.9:1, 5 - W¡wolnia; Kadrow 1992: Fig.7:e, f; 8:a, e, f - Kosina℄ and ofgroups of the Hunyadihalom-La�z�nany horizon [Budinsk�y-Kri�ka 1968: Fig.3:4, 10 -�Sebastove℄.



205Only rarely was this form of �nishing edges identi�ed in the late Baden ofthe Carpathian Basin [Roman, Nemeti 1978:Fig.12:4 - Ciumes�ti III; 62:1, 2, 7, 8- Cehalut�℄ and Maªopolska [Godªowska 1968: Fig.V:4; XXVIII:27 - Kraków-NowaHuta- Zesªawie; Kozªowski 1966: Fig.IV:39 - Witkowie; 1968: Fig.XIX:13, 14,15℄ as well as in the Kostola [Tasi� 1979b:Fig.XXVIa - Pivnia kod Od�zala℄ andCot�ofeni [Roman 1976:Fig.48:2; 59:8 - Lousteni; 68:6, 7, 9 - Nandru ÿPes�tera Cu-rata"℄ ultures.This form of edges an be observed only at the emetery in So�evka (graves3, 94 and from the surfae).d. Deorations loated along the border of the above-edge and external under-edgezones are known primarily from late, post-lassi omplexes of the Lublin-Volhyniaulture [Kruk, Milisauskas 1985: Fig.22a, 23 - Bronoie; Kadrow, Kªosi«ska 1989:Fig.7 - �a«ut; Kadrow 1992: Fig.7:e, f - Kosina℄.Analogous deorations an be observed in late Baden in the Carpathian Basin[Kaliz 1963: Fig.V:1 - Center; Roman, Nemeti 1978: Fig.62:1, 2, 7, 8 - Cehalut�℄ andin Maªopolska [Godªowska 1968: Fig.XXVIII:27 - Kraków-Nowa Huta-Zesªawie℄as well as in the Cot�ofeni ulture [Roman 1976: Fig.48:6 - Lousteni℄.Suh deorations were found at the emetery in So�evka (graves 88, 94, 99).e. Belly or rather shoulder deorations, most often in the form of horizontal li-nes (less frequently in the form of more ompliated patterns) pressed with aÿpoint-like" die, are already known in the deline stage of the lassi phase of theMalie ulture [Kamie«ska 1973: tab. IV, V, VIII, XI; Kadrow 1990: Fig.11:b, e,f℄. Oasionally suh deorations also our in the beginning of the Rzeszów phase[Moskwa 1964: Fig.19 - Rzeszów; Broniki, Kadrow 1988: Fig.9:10 - Majdan Nowy;Kruk, Milisauskas 1983:9 - Bronoie; Masson, Merpert 1982: Tab. XCIV - Volhy-nia sites℄. In the lassi omplexes of the Rzeszów phase [Kadrow 1988: Fig.2:4,8 - sites in Rzeszów℄ these deorations take the form of the so-alled suspendedtriangles or grape lusters whih are harateristi primarily of the Tiszaug groupof the Tiszapolg�ar ulture in its B phase [Bogn�ar-Kutzi�an 1972:176-178, Fig.20:5,8, Tab. LXXIII℄. Quite oasionally this type of deorations is enountered on ves-sels from the lassi phase of the Lublin-Volhynia ulture [Zako±ielna 1981: Fig.6,7 - W¡wolnia; 1982: Fig.5 - Las Stoki℄. In later omplexes of this ulture thistype of deorations is even less frequent. It ours as quite large, round, shallowdents forming triangles. Sometimes suh dents aompany handles whih are ra-ised above the lip edge [Kadrow 1992: Fig.7, 8 - Kosina; Kadrow, Kªosi«ska 1989:Fig.5a, 8f, g, 9g - �a«ut℄. In Bronoie, at a settlement dated to the deline of theLublin-Volhynia ulture, deorations in the form of horizontal lines made with aÿpoint-like" die experiene a renaissane [Kruk, Milisauskas 1985: Fig.22a1, 23℄.The type of deorations analyzed here was also reorded in the late Baden ofthe Carpathian Basin [Novotn�y 1958: Fig.XLVI:3-5 - Nitransky Hr�adok; XLVIII:4- Hurbanowo; Kaliz 1963: Fig.VI:5 - Center; Roman, Nemeti 1978: Fig.3:6-11, 14,15, 20 - Arad ÿGai"; 17:4-6; 18:1, 2 - Berea; 46:1, 3-5 - Salaea ÿDealul Vida"℄ and ofMaªopolska [Kozªowski 1966: Fig.IV:37; 10:h, k, l, - Witkowie II; Godªowska 1968:



206Fig.III:5; IV:13; XIII:5, 12 - Kraków-Nowa Huta-Zesªawie℄ and in the Kostola[Miloji� 1953: Fig.10:1 - Bubanj; Tasi� 1979b: Fig.XXV:3 - Gomolava; XXVIa:6,8, 10 - Pivnia kod Od�zala℄ and Cot�ofeni [Roman 1976: Fig.60:6 - Lousteni; 79:4- Herulane ÿPes�tera Hot�ilor"℄ ultures.Deorations of this type are enountered at emeteries in Krasny Khutor (gra-ves 74, 78), Chernin (graves 45, 64) and So�evka (graves 4A, 26, 44).f. Belly deorations, mainly on shoulders, in the form of ÿpoints", ÿbars" or ÿlinesetions". Dome-like bumps [e.g. �ibior 1993: Tab. VII:5; XII:7, 15℄, as well as oni-al, elongated, orrugated ones, et. are observed on vessels of the Lublin-Volhyniaulture and the whole Polg�ar irle.This type of deorations was also reorded in the late Baden of the Carpa-thian Basin [Novotn�y 1958: Fig.XLIX:1 - �Zelna-Drevenik; Roman, Nemeti 1978:Fig.4:7℄ and of Maªopolska [Kozªowski 1966: Fig.IV:2; Godªowska 1968: Fig.II:13;XIII:5, 12; XXVII:3 - Kraków-Nowa Huta-Zesªawie℄ and in the Kostola [Tasi�1979b: Fig.XXV:5 - Gomolava; XXVI:7-10 - Karlovi℄ and Cot�ofeni [Roman 1976:Fig.47:14-29; 48:1-14; 80:2℄ ultures. An unsual abundane of this type of deora-tions was reorded at the sites of the last-mentioned ulture.Suh bumps appear at the emetery in So�evka (graves 3, 32, 37, 100 and fromthe surfae), Chernin (graves 32, 45, 64, 66), Krasny Khutor (graves 4, 8, 15, 16, 17,26, 29, 53, 61, 78).All the above-mentioned elements (a-f) our quite frequently at a settlementin Cernavoda of the Cernavoda II ulture [Beriu, Morintz, Roman 1973℄.Besides the above-mentioned features, lids ould be ounted - with ertainreservations - among Polg�ar elements (Krasny Khutor - graves 101, 116; So�evka- grave 32) sine they are very typial of the Carpathian Basin [Bogn�ar-Kutzi�an1972:133- 134; 1963:Tab. CXXIIB℄. The same an be thought of vessels resemblingÿanula" (So�evka - graves 17, 26, 44, 95; Chernin - graves 19, 48) whih are so veryharateristi of the Bodrogkereszt�ur ulture. Polg�ar analogies are displayed alsoby pot-shaped vessels of group I aording to Kruk and Milisauskas [1985: Fig.23℄known from emeteries in So�evka (graves 3, 15, 32, 87, 94), Chernin (graves 33,34), Krasny Khutor (graves 6, 15, 23, 41, 42, 74). In the Lublin-Volhynia ulture,vessels shaped like a half-barrel are popular. Single speimens of suh vessels werefound in Zavalovka (grave 1) and Chernin (grave 48).2. The examples quoted above prove the obvious ties of So�evka type sites withthe irle of ÿBalkan-Carpathian" ultures. First and foremost, with late Polg�arultures of the Hunyadihalom-La�z�nany horizon or/also with the ultures of thelate Baden-Kostola-Cot�ofeni II/III-Cernavoda II horizon. The doubt admitted tohere arises from the assessment of ÿBalkan" ties of the Tripolye ulture. Havinggrown from the Balkan ultural environment it was almost throughout its deve-lopment the environment's Northern Ponti outpost. Therefore, it an be assumedthat despite growing autonomy of development, partiularly notieable in phase C,south-western ontats fostered by various mehanisms were ontinued, albeit to a



207di�erent, generally dereasing, degree. This is evidened by the stylistis of Tripolyepottery. Therefore, it an be assumed that the ÿBalkan-Carpathian" set of featuresreorded at So�evka type emeteries is a ÿonglomeration" of: (a) reessive formsof late Polg�ar designs, borrowed in the transition period between phases B andC, and (b) more reent impulses from the irle of the Baden-Kostola-Cot�ofeniII/III-Cernavoda II ultures. The proportions in whih both traditions should beviewed are temporarily diÆult to determine. It is a result of the urrent stateof researh into the North Balkan and Central European ontats of the Tripolyeulture and of methodologial barriers in suh researh.a. The absene of grooved or painted ornaments in the above-mentioned ma-terials or of ÿsheibenf�ormige" handles, typial of the Carpathian Basin of theHunyadihalom-La�z�nany horizon, draws attention to the late omplexes of the Lu-blin-Volhynia ulture in Maªopolska. It seems that the greatest number of elementsin ommon with the Dnieper sites have sites of the Lublin-Volhynia ulture in theviinity of Rzeszów (�a«ut, site 10 and Kosina, site 35). However, one should �rstand foremost mention Bronoie where almost all the elements listed above in theontext of So�evka materials as typial of the Polg�ar irle are present. Uneven andseletive saturation of the Dnieper sites with Polg�ar elements points to the omplexnature of their reeption. Similarly as in the ase of eastern inuene on the ene-olithi ultures of the Carpathian Basin [Esedy 1979:11-13, 47-58℄ one has to takeinto aount various forms of inter-ultural ontats. These inlude penetration bysingle individuals or mainly by small groups as well as multifaeted, long-lasting andfuntionally omplex ties.Stressing the ruial role of the Lublin-Volhynia ulture in its late phase inthese interations, one should not forget their ÿdeeper" bakground i.e. earlier,not neessarily diret, ontats with the environment of the Tiszapolg�ar ulture.Polg�ar inspirations in the development of groups of the Tripolye ulture have beenreported already many times. In ase of the Gorodsk-Troyanov or Brynzeny typematerials Tiszapolg�ar imports (settlements Brynzeny-Tsyganka and Kosteshty) andstylisti borrowings [settlement Troyanov and others; f. Titov, Markevih 1974℄were reorded. Clear Tiszapolg�ar inuene was identi�ed in the eastern part of theTripolye ulture. It was even assigned the funtion of one of the generators of thisgroup [Tsvek 1985; 1989℄. The said impulse would be notieable in this ase alreadyat stage B of the Tripolye ulture (4200-4000 BC) in numerous imitations of Tisza-polg�ar pottery. The groups of eastern borderland of the Tripolye ulture, loatedbetween the rivers Southern Bug and Dnieper, formed a geneti substratum for theagglomeration around Kiev [f. Kruts 1994:10 and older literature quoted there℄.They were at the same time an intermediate link in the proess of transmitting hereTiszapolg�ar impulses.The period of inuene of the late Lublin-Volhynia ulture is ontemporaneouswith the Hunyadihalom-La�z�nany horizon, whih is synhronized with the late phaseof the Bodrogkereszt�ur ulture [Bogn�ar-Kutzi�an 1969:40-42℄ and the beginnings ofthe Baden ulture. Alternatively, it is plaed in a separate, narrow time horizon



208between the deline of the former and the beginning of the latter ulture [Pav�uk,�Si�ska 1980: 139, 147-148℄. This orresponds approximately to the years 3650-3550BC. Both the diretion of transmission and its hronology learly isolate this stage ofÿpolgarization" of the Tripolye ulture from the traditional framework of ÿBalkan"referenes of the said ulture i.e. from the period of phases A-B. The latter periodwas dominated by referenes to the basins of the Tisza and Danube.Besides pottery the range of ties between the late Tripolye and Polg�ar ulturesis also doumented by other soures oming from So�evka emeteries. Among themare knives [f. �Si�ska 1972:140-143 and in this volume: Klohko, Ko±ko, Weapons. . . ,Klohko, Copper. . . ℄. It must be also emphasized that Tripolye features are identi-�ed in late Polg�ar materials like small triangular int arrowheads in the Bodrogke-reszt�ur ulture [Kazanowska 1980:39℄ or the frequent use of troughlike retouhingin the Lublin-Volhynia ulture [Kadrow 1989:27℄.b. The aggregate of quoted referenes de�ned as younger ones fouses our attentionat the basin of the Tisza, the areas on the Danube at the mouths of the Drava andSava rivers and at its lower ourse. It was there that the Baden ulture developedin its late phase [Dimitrijevi� 1979℄, namely Baden IV [a. to N�emejov�a-Pav�ukov�a1981℄ or Baden IIb [a. to Sohaki 1980℄. Other ultures that developed in thesame area are Kostola [Tasi� 1979a℄ and Cot�ofeni, phases II and III [a. to Roman1976; 1977; Tasi� 1979b℄ - Fig.3. The absolute hronology of this period extends from3000 to 2600 BC [f. also Breuning 1987: Fig.22, 23℄. On the sale of ontats ofthe Tripolye ulture with the Balkan-Carpathian environments outlined above thisstage would mean a return to the ÿsoures of inspiration" from the times of theTiszapolg�ar ulture.In the ultural environment of the Carpathian Basin it is yet another period ofthe exposure of steppe and eastern European inuenes, in this spei� ase of theYamnaya ulture (Pit-Grave ulture), Fig.4. This is related to the migration of a partot its western branh [f. Shaposhnikova 1985℄ towards the interior of the Basin.Aording to I. Esedy [1979:56℄: ÿthe spreading of the majority of pit-grave kurgansmust have ourred in the period diretly preeding Cot�ofeni and its early phase,and it must have been afterwards that loser onnetions with loal populationsbegan to establish (Cot�ofeni, Foltes�ti, and Protoglina)". After about 3100 BC theYamnaya ulture develops an extensive zone of multidiretional transmission ofultural patterns of the Balti-Ponti dimension [f. Ko±ko 1991:244-250℄. Culturalpatterns were transmitted not only in the western diretion [e.g. Gimbutas 1986;1991:384-387; f. also Fig.4℄. Due to the mehanism of ontat strengthening ertainfringe elements of ertain ultures reahed the Dnieper. These ultures inludedBaden IV-Kostola-Cot�ofeni II/III-Cernavoda II. At the same time the Yamnayaulture appeared there. The problem of the assumed ÿreverse urrent" has not beenanalyzed yet. Soures supporting it have not been atalogued, either [f. Potushnyak1985: 301-305℄. Thus it is diÆult to present a more substantive version of thehypothesis.
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F i g . 3. Contat zone of the Baden, Kostola and Cot�ofeni ultures in the period immediately preedingthe hypotheti transmission of this irle's features in the diretion of the middle Dnieper. FollowingZ. Sohaki with modi�ations and additions by the authors. Legend: a - the range of losed Badenulture settlement; b - the maximum eastern range of dispersed Baden ulture settlement;  - diretionsof permeation of dispersed Baden ulture elements in to the range of Cot�ofeni ulture; d - diretionsof inuene of Cot�ofeni ulture on Baden ulture; e - the northern range of intensive inuene of theKostola ulture on the Baden ulture; f - diretions of the farthest range of inuene of the Kostolaulture on the Baden ulture; g - the prinipal diretion of inuene of Anatolia on the Baden ulture.C. The set of features that are lassi�ed as ÿirumbalti" inludes relatively fewdeorative elements. These are: (a) a belly motif of an inised zigzag - xB-18 [f.Ko±ko 1981℄ (Fig.5:1), (b) an analogous motif of a ÿbird's feather" - xH-96 (Fig.5:2)and () mainly under-edge motifs of a ÿhole" - /x/S- . . . (Fig.5:3). The widest as-
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F i g . 4. Cultural ontext of the oidental migration of the Yamnaya ulture following M. Gimbutaswith additions by the authors. Legend: a - Yamnaya ulture; b - Balkan and Central European ulturesunder the inuene of the Yamnaya ulture,;  - inuene of the Yamnaya ulture (#2 Kurgan Wave);d - Tripolye ulture area (x - So�evka type)



211
F i g . 5. Exogenous, irumbalti features of the sepulhral pottery of the So�evka type.sortment of the above-mentioned elements was found at the emetery in KrasnyKhutor (features a, b) and at loations in Chernin and So�evka ().The above-named features very frequently our in ultures genetially relatedto the sphere of the Central European Lowlands (Funnel Beaker ulture, GlobularAmphora ulture). It must have been from there that they were adapted (featuresa, b) into the Dnieper-Donets ulture [Dolukhanov, Tretyakov 1979℄. Aordingto the ited authors, the Funnel Beaker ulture exerted about 3700 - 3150 BC ÿagreat inuene on the neolithi ultures loated in the western part of the Rus-sian Lowland". The reeption of its features is a mark of the ÿlate stage" of theDnieper-Donets ulture. Aording to V.F.Isayenko this proess should be tied tosub-period IIB of the Pripets neolithi in Polesie by dating it somewhat after 3150BC [Isayenko 1976:115℄. Thus it is diÆult to identify the diret soures of thestylisti innovations in the Tripolye ulture. This opinion is supported by the fatof hronologial plaement of the So�evka type emeteries in the period when theimpat of ÿforest" - East European ommunities on the ÿloess" ultural environ-ments (from 3700/3600 and spei�ally from 3150 BC) was partiularly strong. Theimpat is visible both in the area of the upper Vistula [f. Kruk, Milisauskas 1985:Tab. VII℄ and on the middle Dnieper [Kruts 1977:147℄.Besides pottery the ties between late Tripolyan and ÿirumbalti" ultures aredoumented by the stone axes of the So�evka type, hammers [f. Klohko, Ko±ko,Weapons. . . ℄ and amber beads (Krasny Khutor, graves 8, 53, 170; Zavalovka, grave1) [f. Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , in this volume℄.



212 As far as the detailed ultural and hronologial identi�ation of better knowntaxons of the Polish Lowlands is onerned, it must be said that out of three featuresreferred to above as ÿnorthern" only the �rst two an be lassi�ed with any greaterdetail. In both ases of ÿzigzag" and ÿbird's feather" it is possible to relate to theperiodization shedule of the Funnel Beaker and Globular Amphora ultures.a. The motif of an inised zigzag loated on the belly appears on the Polish Low-lands not earlier than 3650 BC. What is spei�ally meant here are materials of theFunnel Beaker ulture of the Kuiavia IIIB phase [Ko±ko 1981:47℄ and less hrono-logially ertain phase I of the Globular Amphora ulture [Szmyt 1996℄. The samemotif appearing under the edge is dated a little earlier at about 3850 BC. It mustbe observed, however, that the inision tehnique ombined with a zigzag is not afrequent design in the area in question, at least not in phase IIIB of the FunnelBeaker ulture. These onlusions are not ontradited by observations from otherareas of Central Europe bordering on the eastern part of the ontinent. It is im-possible to make these onlusions any more spei� on the basis of data from theÿforest" - Eastern European zone.b. The so-alled ÿbird's feather" is a stylisti marker of the Globular Amphora ul-ture. This motif appears already in the oldest omplexes of soures of this ultureoming from phase I [Szmyt 1996℄ dated at ira 3850 - 3500 BC. It is harateri-sti that only very slowly did it permeate other non-amphora environments, e.g. itreahed the Funnel Beaker ulture only in the Kuiavia phase V [after 3150 BC -Ko±ko 1981:47n.℄.Little is known about the transmission of this feature to the region of EasternEuropean forest. It is known there from ertain groups inluded in the omplex ofultures haraterized by omb-piered pottery, e.g. ÿListvin type" stylistis [authors'observations℄. The position of these groups is not preisely determined.More informative for our disussion is the radioarbon review of the beginningsof the Volhynia-Dnieper penetration route of the Globular Amphora ulture andof the lower limit of the So�evka type. Suh a review justi�es a relatively losesynhronization of the two phenomena at the period from 3000 to 2950 BC. In thislight it is admissible to pereive the Globular Amphora ulture as the main (single?)medium of the ÿirumbalti" omplex of features.Keeping in mind the above remarks it must be said that both stylisti elementsreveal a ertain horizon of ontats of the Dnieper ommunities with Central Eu-ropean environments, primarily from the Lowlands, at the threshold of the 3rdmillennium BC, more preisely between 3000 and 2700/2650 BC.* * *The stylisti-geneti assessment of pottery presented here does not exhaust thesubjet of the topogenesis of the So�evka variety of Blak Sea neolithi. However,it is a meaningful ontribution towards its expliation. The main onlusions of theanalyses an be formulated as follows:{ So�evka pottery stylistis (spei�ally its sepulhral variety) annot be treated



213as a simple ontinuation of earlier links in the development of pottery of theDnieper Tripolye ulture (Lukashi type);{ the ommon feature of identi�ed exogenous omponents is their oidentalismor ties with western borderlands of Tripolye, primarily with the basins of theTisza and the Vistula rivers;{ the dominant ÿexternal tradition" is the ÿBalkan" omponent (southern) viewedas a ÿonglomeration" of traditions of suh ultures as Tiszapolg�ar, Lublin--Volhynia (late phase), Baden IV, Kostola, Cot�ofeni II/III, that is those thatare loated in the basins of the Tisza/lower Danube and to a lesser degree ofthe upper Vistula.{ far less lear is the inuene of the irumbalti zone (the north), the border-land between the athment areas of the two seas, identi�ed as a hypothetiomponent of the Globular Amphora ulture.These onlusions orrespond to the topogenesis of other innovations in thedevelopment of the Dnieper Tripolye ulture observed in intworking, stoneworking- weaponry or in opper working [f. in this volume: Budziszewski, Flint. . . , Klohko,Ko±ko, Weapons. . .and Klohko, Copper. . . ℄. Translated by Piotr T. �ebrowski



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 3: 1995, 214-227PL ISSN 1231-0344Maªgorzata Daszkiewiz, Jerzy RaabeTECHNOLOGY OF THE SOFIEVKA TYPE POTTERY.PRELIMINARY REPORT ON PHYSICO-CHEMICALEXAMINATIONSThis paper presents preliminary results of physial and hemial analysis ofthirteen pottery fragments. These samples ontain four fragments from a settlementand �ve fragments from a emetery site (So�evka type), as well as four potsherdsbelonging to the M¡twy group of Funnel Beaker ulture.The study was intended to give an answer to the questions of tehnologialontrast between settlement and emetery potsherds (So�evka type) as well as tothe relation between eramis of the So�evka type and the M¡twy group.As a result of marosopi analyses of tehnology of pottery onneted with theSo�evka type a hypothesis was framed onerning the existene in its manufature oftwo reipes: sepulhral and settlement [Kruts 1977:122℄. The vessels found in graveswould have a di�erent pottery mass, to be more exat, together with the admixtureof rushed shells there were also found organi fragments and ohre (whih gavethe vessels a harateristi red olour) and they also di�er by their thin walls andÿfragility". Taking into onsideration the fat that similar observations were made oneneolithi remation burial grounds from Moravia and Silesia [Medunov�a-Bene�sov�a1967:374; Bukowska-Gedigowa 1975:15℄, the authors thought it useful to submit this,supposedly more extensive, ÿregularity" to physio-hemial veri�ation.This projet was enlarged by submitting the ÿSo�evka" pottery to omparativeanalysis with the pottery onneted with the so alled M¡twy omponent (withthe admixture of rushed shells, deorated with band-omb motives) of the FunnelBeaker ulture, from Kuiavia (Inowroªaw-M¡twy, Bydgoszz voivodeship, site 5)whose origin is identi�ed with the North Ponti environment [Ko±ko 1981:97-122℄douments a weighty diretion of the late Tripolye (phase C) ontats.In order to answer these questions the following analyses were be done: olouranalysis before and after re�ring, X-ray di�ration, TG, DTG and DTA analysis,analysis of erami properties before and after re�ring (apparent density, open po-rosity and water absorption), hemial analysis by XRF and mirosopi studiesof thin setions. Only olour analysis ould be made of all thirteen erami frag-ments. This situation has made it diÆult to �nd reasonable answer for all questionsmentioned above (the authors hope to ontinue the researh).



2151. METHODS1.1. COLOUR ANALYSISDetermination of olour of utting plane of erami fragments was done bothbefore and after re�ring in a laboratory hamber furnae. Re�ring was done withthe following parameters: atmosphere -air, heating rate - 200oC/h, soaking time atthe peak temperature -1h. The slies for olour analysis were ut perpendiularlyto the vessel axis. The olours were identi�ed aording to the shade guide editedby the Federation Europeenne Des Fabriants de arreaux Ceramiques C.E.C..1.2. X-RAY DIFFRACTIONAnalysis was arried out with a DRON 1.0 X-ray di�ratometer, and was per-formed with the following parameters: radiation -Co Kα onditions of Co lamp'swork - U=34kV, I=20mA; form of work - step 0.04o 2θ; radiation range - 1.5-70o2θ. The samples for measurement were grounded to a �ne powder and sedimen-tated from water suspension on the thin glass plates. This kind of treatment wasperformed for �ve samples. 1.3. TG, DTG AND DTA ANALYSISSamples for measurement were milled in an agate mortar and passed througha 120-mesh sieve. Analysis was performed for air-dried samples. Examination wasarried out with a Derivatograph-Q-1500D thermoanalyser with the following pa-rameters: samples were heated to 1000oC; heating rate - 10oC/min; paper feed -2mm/min; atmosphere - air, stati; referene material - αAl2O−3, ruible - plati-num; sensitivity - TG 200mg, DTG 500uV, DTA 250uV. This analysis was made foreight samples.



216 1.4. CERAMIC PROPERTIES (APPARENT DENSITY, OPEN POROSITY AND WATERABSORPTION) ANALYSISCerami properties were analyzed both before and after re�ring. Samples utout of the potsherds were re�red in a laboratory hamber furnae. Re�ring wasdone with following parameters: atmosphere - air, heating rate - 200oC/h, soakingtime at the peak temperature - 1h. Cerami properties were examined using thehydrostati weighing method. Eleven samples were analyzed.1.5. CHEMICAL ANALYSISAnalyses of six samples were made in the laboratory of the ArbeitsgruppeArhaometrie FU Berlin by WD-XRF (Dr.Gerwulf Shneider). It was performedof ignited samples. Loss of ignition was estimated after re�ring in air at temperature900oC (heating rate 200oC/h, soaking time at the peak temperature 1h).1.6. MICROSCOPIC STUDIES OF THIN SECTIONSThin setions were prepared from the samples by the following method: athin slie was ut from eah sherds with a diamond-edged utting wheel. One faeof the slie was ground on a series of glass plates to a �ne �nish using 200-1000grade arborundum powders. The slie was then mounted on a mirosope slideand ground down to a thikness of a 30um using various grades of arborundumpowder (the lapping down was �nished using 1200 grade arborundum). The utsample was attahed to the mirosope slide as well as to the overing mirosopeglass was supported by means of Canada Balsam glue. All setions were examinedon a Carl Zeiss Jena polarizing Amplival type mirosope, equipped with a steppingstage. Estimations were made of the perentages of di�erent lasti materials using(Eltinor type) integration stage (point-ounting method). Granulometri analysiswas made area-ounting method. Thin setions of �ve samples were studied underpolarizing mirosope.



2172. RESULTS2.1. COLOUR ANALYSIS BEFORE AND AFTER REFIRINGColour analysis was made at �rst. Colour of samples before and after re�ringat temperatures range from 600 to 1100oC was shown in Table 1. This analysis wasarried out to resolve the problem of similarity of raw material as well as to estimateoriginal �ring temperature approximately. Results are shown in Table 1. T a b l e 1Colour analysis dataSample Site Colour Temperature [oC℄number before 600 700 800 900 1000 1100re�ring Colour after retiring1 Bortnihe A11/D11/F10 F10/D11/F10 D11/F10 F10 F10 F10 G122 Korarovhe A10 F10 F10 F9 F10 G10 G123 Evminka E11\A10 F9 F9 F9 F9 F9 G114 Zazimye D11/A12 D11 D11 D11 D12 D12 A9:C95 Zavalovka E9/E9:A9\A9/E9 E9 E9 F8 F8 F8 F96 Krasny Khutor A9:C9 D8 D8 D8 F7 E8 F87 So�evka A10:F10\F10:A10 F10 F10 F10 F10 F10 E108 Chernin D8/A11\A10/F8 F8/D8 F9/D8 F9/D8 F9 F9 G129 Chernin F8/A11\A10/F8 D8:A8/F9 F9/D8/F9 F9/D8/F9 F9 F9 G1210 M¡twy A10\A11 D10 D10 D11 F9 F11 F1211 M¡twy A10/A9/A12 C9 D9 D9 F8 F9 F1212 M¡twy A9 E7 F7 E8 F9 F9 F1213 M¡twy A11 A5\B5 A5\C5 D5 D7 E9 E10
a - the reation of re�ring at temperature 1100oC allowed to divide the samplesinto the so alled ÿraw material" groups aording to the olours of the lay matrixand to the vitri�ation stage of sample. On the basis of these analyses, samples weredivided into six groups as following:



218{ G, sample No.1, 2, 3, 8 and 9{ A:C only sample No.4{ F,1, sample No.5 and 6{ F,2, sample No.10, 11 and 12{ E,1, sample No.7{ E,2, sample No.13b - it is assumed that pottery made of the same body1 and �red in the same ondi-tions should hange their olour in a similar manner with rising �ring temperature.If a sample originally �red at a ertain temperature is �red one again, then, if theoriginal �ring temperature is exeeded, the olour of the sample should hange. If,however, the original �ring temperature is higher than the temperature of re�ringthere will be no hange in the sample's olour. This relation an be notied only ifthe �ring onditions of the original �ring and re�ring are the same, i.e. the soakingtime at the peak temperature, the heating rate and partiularly the gas atmosphereinside the kiln.If investigated samples were not originally �red in air atmosphere hanges inolour whih an be observed after re�ring at temperature of 600oC are not on-neted with exeeding of original �ring temperature but with burned of unburnedarbonized organi substane or hanges in oxidation stage of iron.On the basis of olour analysis original �ring temperature an be estimated(approximately, only marosopi examination) and together with results of anotheranalysis gave information about the probable original �ring temperature range.2.2. X-RAY DIFFRACTIONX-ray di�ration, �rst of all, was onduted to hek if the investigated samplesontain lay minerals or not. The absene of lay minerals ould suggest that duringoriginal �ring the temperature of their deomposition was exeeded. The preseneof lay minerals ould help to speak about the type of raw material used. Ano-ther problem is the possible presene of aluminium siliates and alium siliatesphases. If their presene in examined, samples would be on�rmed, it will be po-ssible to draw onlusions onerning the original �ring temperature. It is howeverneessary to remember the inuene of hemial omposition of erami body onthe temperature at whih partiular phases appear. The possible rehydration andrehydroxilation of lay materials, in the ase when sample ontains arbonates thepossible rearbonization also should be taken into aount. The results of X-raydi�ration are presented in Table 2.1 It should be explained that the term body desribes a raw material prepared through a speial proesses asfor example weakening or washing (some times the raw material an also be used diretly in prodution without anyadditional treatment).



219T a b l e 2Sample number Phases Intensivity1 quartz major ompoundalkali feldsparshematitemaghemite? trae ompoundsmetite trae ompound3 quartz major ompoundhematite trae ompoundsmetite trae ompoundmonohydroalite?4 quartzalitesmetite trae ompoundmonohydroalite?10 quartz major ompoundplagiolasealkali feldsparssmetite trae ompoundsepiolite? trae ompoundillite or mias13 quartzaliteplagiolase trae ompoundillite trae ompound2.3. TG, DTG AND DTA ANALYSISThis analysis was arried out to hek if the analyzed samples show e�etsof dehydration and dehydroxylation of lay minerals, deomposition of arbonates,burning of organi substane and growing of new phases. The results of TG analysisare shown in Table 3.



220 T a b l e 3TG analysis dataSamplenumber1 Bortnihe T[oC℄ 20-240 240-600 600-700 700-900 900-1000 20-1000dm/m 12,11% 6,97% 0,26% 0,21% 0,06% 19,61%3 Evminka T[oC℄ 20-255 255-600 600-750 750-900 900-1000 20-1000dm/m 11,11% 5,86% 0,41% 0,09% 0,09% 17,56%4 Zazimye T[oC℄ 20-255 255-600 600-700 700-910 910-1000 20-1000dm/m 5,02% 3,98% 0,39% 8,10% 0,07% 17,56%6 Kr. Khutor T[oC℄ 20-225 225-400 400-570 570-700 700-900 900-1000 20-1000dm/m 9,02 3,94 2,4 0,48 0,19 0,29 16,327 So�evka T[oC℄ 20-200 220-345 345-600 600-700 700-900 900-1000 20-1000dm/m 12,9 4,22 4,48 0,32 0,35 0,13 22,49 Chernin T[oC℄ 20-255 255-360 360-580 580-700 700-900 900-1000 20-1000dm/m 13,12 2,88 3,36 0,32 0,16 0,16 2010 M¡twy-5 T[oC℄ 20-225 225-600 600-740 740-900 900-1000 20-1000dm/m 7,71% 4,72% 0,43% 0,25% 0,03% 10,14%13 M¡twy-5 T[oC℄ 20-235 235-600 600-685 685-905 905-1000 20-1000dm/m 3,07% 3,11% 0,53% 11,65% 0,26% 18,62%All samples belonging to the emetery erami group have two e�ets of lossof mass in the temperature range of a 200-600oC orrespond with wide exothermwith several maxima. These e�ets are not observed in the rest of the samples. Onlyfor two samples thermal deomposition of alite an be observed (sample No.4 and13). Gain in weight onneted with the oxidation of Fe2+ to Fe3+ was not observed.2.4. ANALYSIS OF CERAMIC PROPERTIES BEFORE AND AFTER REFIRING(APPARENT DENSITY, OPEN POROSITY AND WATER ABSORPTION)This kind of analysis, �rst of all, was made to determine the original �ringtemperature. While during re�ring the original �ring temperature is inreased, inthe �rst, there are hanges in the pore struture and after them hanges of the openporosity and, therefore, of the apparent density and water absorption are observed.Results of analysis of erami properties are presented in Table 4.



221T a b l e 4Cerami properties analysis (apparent density { g/m3, open porosity { %, water absorption { %)before and after re�ringSample Temperature [oC℄number 20 400 600 700 750 800 850 900 950 1000 1050 1100dv 1,42 1,49 1,48 1,47 1,43 1,46 1,53 1,51 1,53 1,52 1,53 1,571 P 48,1 44,6 45,9 44,3 44,2 43 42,9 42,6 41,5 40,9 40,7 39,1N 34 29,8 31 30 30,9 29,4 28,3 28,2 27,2 26,9 26,7 24,8dv 1,35 1,39 1,36 1,31 1,29 1,32 1,33 1,2 1,15 1,19 1,17 1,162 P 50,3 49,1 49,8 48,3 49 48,6 47,4 43,7 50,9 55,6 55,7 57,3N 37,3 35,2 36,7 36,8 38 36,7 35,6 36,3 44,2 46,6 47,5 49,1dv 1,28 1,29 1,29 1,27 1,27 1,29 1,32 1,33 1,34 1,35 1,37 1,363 P 51,7 52,2 53,2 52,7 52,3 51,9 49,2 48,2 48,2 47,9 47,2 46,4N 40,3 40,4 41,2 41,5 41,1 40,3 37,4 26,3 35,9 35,4 34,5 34dv 1,99 1,99 1,91 1,85 1,72 1,68 1,68 1,46 1,42 1,39 1,37 1,374 P 23,6 24 27,1 28,6 32,5 33,2 32,9 36,3 39,4 42,1 43,9 44,3N 11,9 12,1 14,2 15,5 18,9 19,8 19,7 24,9 27,7 30,3 32,1 32,4dv 1,19 1,2 1,2 1,19 1,15 1,18 1,19 1,19 1,16 1,21 1,21 1,245 P 55,6 55,5 56,2 55 56,9 56,3 56,2 56,6 57,7 56,6 56,1 56,6N 46,7 46 46,8 46,3 49,7 47,6 47 47,4 49,9 46,9 46,2 45,7dv 1,3 1,33 1,31 1,31 1,28 1,3 1,31 1,32 1,31 1,33 1,35 1,376 P 51,3 50,6 51,4 50,1 51,9 50,7 50,7 50 51,2 50 49,4 50,1N 39,6 37,9 39,2 38,2 40,8 39 38,6 37,9 39,1 37,5 36,6 36,6dv 1,37 1,45 1,44 1,42 1,57 1,51 1,42 1,4 1,43 1,45 1,45 1,477 P 47,6 45,3 46,9 46,2 47,1 41,3 44,2 44,4 45,8 44,7 44,6 45,1N 34,7 31,2 32,7 32,4 33,3 27,4 31,1 31,7 31,9 30,7 30,7 30,7dv 1,81 1,8 1,78 1,77 1,77 1,76 1,77 1,78 1,92 1,97 2,04 2,210 P 30,7 31,1 32,2 32,3 33 31,9 31,7 30,5 25,2 22,6 17,9 8,4N 16,9 17,3 18,1 18,2 18,7 18,1 17,9 17,2 13,1 11,5 8,8 3,8dv 1,82 1,78 1,74 1,73 1,69 1,67 1,69 1,71 1,7 1,71 1,7 1,8211 P 30,7 32,8 34,2 34,2 36,3 35,4 35,7 34,1 34,5 33,9 34 30,1N 16,9 18,4 19,6 19,7 21,4 21,1 21,1 20 20,2 19,8 20 16,5dv 1,74 1,74 1,71 1,67 1,56 1,53 1,52 1,59 1,57 1,5 { {12 P 33,1 34,4 35,3 36,3 39,6 39 39 33,4 33,7 35,7 { {N 19 19,8 20,7 21,7 25,4 25,5 25,6 21 21,4 23,8 { {dv 1,76 1,75 1,71 1,61 1,67 1,51 1,48 1,46 1,43 1,41 1,39 1,3713 P 33,6 34 35,4 38,7 38,9 39,8 41,6 41,4 43,1 44,3 44,1 46,8N 19 19,5 20,7 23,9 24,8 26,4 28,2 28,6 30,1 31,1 31,7 34,1



222 2.5. CHEMICAL ANALYSISResults of hemial analysis give information on major and trae elements ofthe samples investigated. These elements are onneted with the erami body, thelay matrix as well as the lasti admixtures. The results of this analysis sometimesis inuened by seondary e�ets from burial. Results of this analysis are presentedin Table 5. T a b l e 5.Chemial analysis. Analyses were made in the laboratory of the Arbeitsgruppe Arhaometrie FUBerlin by WD-XRF (Dr.Gerwulf Shneider). Analysis of ignited samples, major elements in perentby weight, normalized to a onstant sum of 100%. the original total is given in the olumn ÿTotal",loss of ignition at 900oC is given in olumn ÿLOI", traes are in ppm, elements in brakets aredetermined with lower preisionA. major elementsSample SiO2 TiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 MnO MgO CaO Na2O K2O P2O5 (S) (CI) LOI Totalnumber % by weight [%℄1 51,14 0,96 23,60 16,01 0,050 0,21 2,32 0,07 0,30 5,34 0,02 0,01 19,55 99,713 64,37 1,18 18,59 7,30 0,032 0,28 2,40 0,04 0,11 5,65 0,00 0,00 12,20 98,574 61,30 0,81 14,30 4,64 0,043 0,29 17,18 0,22 0,54 0,68 0,04 0,01 17,40 100,407 58,66 1,14 26,41 12,43 0,042 0,17 0,40 0,03 0,11 0,60 0,02 0,00 12,68 100,8410 62,88 0,85 17,45 7,72 0,085 2,23 2,78 0,65 3,78 1,58 0,00 0,01 10,11 99,5712 50,53 0,68 17,42 4,90 0,054 1,44 21,41 0,22 1,94 1,41 0,04 0,00 17,39 99,66B. traes elementsSample V Cr Ni (Cu) Zn Rb Sr (Y) Zr (Nb) Ba (La) (Ce) (Pb) (Th)number ppm1 220 174 40 24 43 13 228 17 188 22 1972 7 31 42 273 149 112 44 31 111 20 205 25 227 19 1690 10 44 18 224 97 90 19 5 26 26 232 16 181 17 1150 9 38 19 157 254 181 47 22 28 17 24 16 238 19 217 9 31 22 2210 114 116 44 21 112 150 211 35 203 17 1542 42 82 23 2412 142 114 52 28 108 107 299 32 117 9 1223 60 125 23 18It is lear that from only six analyses very preliminary interpretations an bemade. Due to the variation of omposition within one group of pottery, omparisonsmust be made on a statistial basis whih needs at least about twenty samples forone group to be ompared with another group of a similar size. Anyhow, someobservations are lear. All samples fromUkraine are made from a lay extraordinarylow in sodium and potassium and thus very di�erent from the samples from M¡twy.



223One of the three samples from the settlement has a high ontent of aliumwhih is explained by a di�erent temper onsisting of alite. This sample has also alower iron ontent onneted with lower ontents of titanium, vanadium, hromiumand nikel. This may indiate a di�erent lay soure within the same area. Beauseof the large variation within the four samples from Ukraine nothing an be saidabout the di�erene between the samples from the settlement and the one fromthe emetery. The high phosphorus ontents of two samples from the settlement, asusual onneted with elevated barium and strontium ontents, probably are seon-dary e�ets from burial. The large variations in iron may be another typial featureof the lays used in that area.The two samples from M¡twy are learly di�erent in omposition from allUkrainian samples. The lay is lower in titanium and muh higher in sodium, po-tassium and magnesium than the lay used at the Ukrainian site. One of the twosamples form M¡twy is high in alium due to a di�erent temper.2.6. MICROSCOPIC STUDIES OF THIN SECTIONSExamination of thin setions under polarizing mirosope was performed tospeak about type of matrix and �rst of all to estimate lasti admixtures. It me-ans type of minerals, their perentage, perentage of partiular grain frations aswell as perentage of matrix and lasti material in sample's area. Results of theseanalysis give information about formula. The term formula desribes the spei�ombination of matrix and lasti material whih, for example, ould depend on thefuntion of vessels. On the basis of the same lay material erami bodies with thesame matrix but with di�erent lasti material an be formed (intentional admixtu-res of lasti material). The results of thin setion analysis are shown in Table 6, 7,8, 9, 9a and 10. T a b l e 6Matrix and lasti material in partiular fration Clasti materialSample Matrix grains diameter [mm℄number Total [0,01{0,1℄ (0,1{0,5℄ > 0,5% of area1 57,8 42,2 9,8 32,4 {3 62,5 37,5 2,7 27,4 7,44 59,5 40,5 1,4 28,9 10,210 68,6 31,4 12,9 18,5 {13 53,5 46,5 1,1 12,1 33,3



224 T a b l e 7Granulometri analysis data Clasti materialSample grains diameter [mm℄number [0,01{0,1℄ [0,1{0,5℄ > 0,5% of whole lasti material1 80 20 {3 73 25 24 57 40 310 90 10 {13 71 25 4 T a b l e 8Maximum grains diameter Clasti materialSample grains diameter [mm℄number [0,01{0,1℄ [0,1{0,5℄ > 0,5maximum grains diameter [m℄1 0,1 0,3 {3 0,1 0,5 0,64 0,1 0,5 0,810 0,1 0,15/0,4 {13 0,1 0,5 2,0Pseudomorphs after biolasts2 an be observed in sample No.4 and 13. These,however, seem not to be from the same origin. In sample No.1 and 3 the pores havethe same shape like the biolasts in sample 4. At the rims of some of these poresunidenti�ed material (relis from biolasts or ontamination from burial ?) an beobserved.Samples from M¡twy erami group are di�erent from the rest (So�evka type),but are not similar to eah other. Sample No.10 is very deisively di�erent, withoutany traes after biolasts, is very well sorted (only several well rounded grains ofquartz were added). In the next sample (sample No.13) admixtures of biolasts areobserved.Unfortunately for the samples of emetery erami group thin setions ouldnot be made.2 The attribution of the lasts is not quite lear beause of untypial shape. It ould be also alareous shale.



225T a b l e 9Planimetri analysis dataA - 100% lasti materialSample Clasti materialnumber Q PI Af Car Bio Mus Px Om Rf Bio% of area1 66,7 { 1,3 0,6 { { { 16,0 { 15,4 *3 78,6 { { { { { 1,6 6,3 2,4 11,1 *4 51,8 1,2 { { 1,2 { { 22,3 { 23,510 78,2 { 1,0 3,0 { 2,0 2,0 9,9 3,9 {13 55,7 3,8 3,3 6,3 { 1,0 { 7,6 1,0 21,4B - 100% matrix and lasti materialSample Clasti materialnumber MATRIX Q PI Af Car Bio Mus Px Om Rf Bio% of area1 57,8 28,1 { 0,5 0,3 { { { 6,8 { 6,5 *3 62,5 29,5 { { { { { 0,6 2,4 0,9 4,2 *4 59,5 21,0 0,5 { { 0,5 { { 9,0 { 9,510 68,6 24,6 { 0,3 0,9 { 0,6 0,6 3,1 1,2 {13 53,5 25,9 1,8 1,5 2,9 { 0,5 { 3,5 0,5 10,0Q { quartz PI { plagiolase Af { alkali feldsparsCar { arbonates Bio { biotite Mus { musovitePx { pyroxenes Om { opaque minerals Rf { roks fragmentsBio { pseudomorphs after biolasts * { pores after biolasts T a b l e 10Results of thin setion analysisSample grains size [mm℄number [0,01{0,1℄ [0,1{0,5℄ > 0,5type of lasti material1 Q Om Af Car Por Q Por3 Q Om Q Om Px Rf Por Q Por4 Q Om B Q Om PI B Ps Ps10 Q Om Af Mus Car Px Rf Q Om Af Mus Car Px Rf *13 Q Om Af PI Mus Q Om PI Car Rf Ps PsQ { quartz Mus { musovite Rf { rok fragmentsOm { opaque minerals B { biotite Por { pores after biolastsAf alkali feldspars Car { arbonates Ps { pseudomorph after biolastsPI { plagiolase Px { pyroxenes * { grains diameter up to 0,15 mm,only well rounded quartz up to 0,4 mm



226 3. CONCLUSIONS1. For all investigated samples the olour is due to unburned arbonized organisubstane and only to a less extend to Fe2+. Firing was done in a more or lessreduing atmosphere onneted with fumigation.There are two groups onneted with learly(!) another type of substane re-sponsible for fumigation. All samples of the emetery pottery group belong to theone group, to the seond one the rest of sample.2. In the ase of tehnologial parameters samples were deidedly divided intothree groups:{ sample No.4, the best parameters (lowest open porosity and water absorption){ all samples belonging to the emetery erami group (sample No.5, 6 and 7)and three samples belonging to the settlement erami group (sample No.1, 2and 3){ all samples belonging to the M¡twy erami group3. In the ase of original �ring temperature samples were divided into thefollowing groups:{ 600-700oC sample No.13 and 4{ 700-800oC sample No. 10, 12 and 1{ 800-900oC sample No.11, 2 and 3{ 900-950oC all samples of emetery erami group4. Pseudomorphs after biolasts only an be are observed in samples originally�red in lower temperature than the samples with pores after biolasts3.5. Clearly di�ers the formula of sample No.10. In the rest of samples, M¡twyand settlement group, admixtures of biolasts an be observed (emetery eramigroup ould not be studied). Samples M¡twy group are not of the same origin asthe rest.6. Samples were buried in other onditions, learly another:{ two samples of emetery erami group (sample No.1 and 3){ samples M¡twy group{ samples No.7 (emetery erami group) and 4 (settlement)7. In hemial analysis two samples from M¡twy are learly di�erent in om-position from all Ukrainian samples.8. It is very important to ontinue these analysis and to make all kind of analysisfor every type of erami group (and for more erami samples) to be sure that thedesribed above results are representing partiular groups.3 It is the typial behavior for biolasts during �ring [see Daszkiewiz, Raabe, Jelitto 1996℄.
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Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 3: 1995, 228-234PL ISSN 1231-0344Viktor I. Klohko, Aleksander Ko±koWEAPONS FROM SOFIEVKA TYPE CEMETERIESThere are three ategories of objets made of int, stone, horn, and opperthat an be unquestionably identi�ed as weaponry, or rather as weaponry andsigns of soial position (ÿinsignia"). These are: (a) small arrowheads (identi�edhere as a symptom of the bow-arrow, or possibly arrows-quiver set), (b) axes andhammers, and () knives and daggers. The present paper will deal with their typo-logial and geneti harateristis. It will also o�er a preliminary interpretation oftheir soio-organizational funtion [f. also geneti and raw material harateristisgiven in V.F. Petrougne, Petrographial. . . in this volume℄.1. TYPOLOGICAL AND GENETIC IDENTIFICATIONBow - arrowheads. Colletion of int arrowheads from the emeteries inludes 121examples (Krasny Khutor - 48, So�evka - 32, Chernin - 28, Zavalovka - 13). Mostof them are triangular in plan, with a straight onave base (types 22111-22112after Budziszewski) [f. Budziszewski, Flint. . . , in this volume℄. Another type hasequilaterial triangular form (types 22121-22122 after Budziszewski). The third type- with barbs, is new for the Tripolye ulture. Unique are the leaf-like arrowheadfrom Zavalovka and the leaf-like arrowhead with haft from So�evka.There are between 1 and 10 arrowheads in di�erent graves [aording to theinterpretation of graves by Y.Zakharuk and others - f. Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . ,in this volume℄. In one grave there are di�erent types of int arrowheads. Suh istypial for Yamnaya and early Cataomb ultures of the Early Bronze Age. Later inthe Cataomb and the Corded Ware ultures the number of arrowheads inreasedto 15-20 examples in one grave.At Krasny Khutor emetery, in grave 145 was reorded a hypothetial small op-per arrowhead [f. in this volume: Budziszewski, Flint. . .and Klohko, Copper. . . ℄,an inidental form diÆult to interpret genetially.



229Axes - hammers. Colletion of stone axes - hammers onsits of 29 di�erent exam-ples found in So�evka (15), Krasny Khutor (13) and Chernin (1) [f. Videiko,Arhaeologial. . . , in this volume℄. In this olletion, three types, markedly di�erentboth in terms of form and origins, an be distinguished (1-2 - axes, 3 - hammer),Fig.1.Type 1 - ÿSo�evka": with short proportions and separated blunt side (11 artefatsin So�evka - graves 8, 12, 34, 44, 64, 111, 114-115-116 and from surfae and 10 inKrasny Khutor - graves 12, 33, 84, 105, 118-119, 123, 127, 167 and from surfae).Most of them display an imitation of the asting seam (Fig.1:2,3). One axe, fromKrasny Khutor (grave 12), has a faeted body.Type 2 - ÿBalkan": boat-like axes (2 in So�evka, graves 19, 83 and 3 - in KrasnyKhutor, grave 120 and from surfae), Fig.1:4.Type 3: hammer bean-like in plan (2 in So�evka, grave 65 and 88), Fig.1:5.This list an be supplemented with a single horn axe reorded in grave 80 inChernin whose funtional identi�ation, however, is not lear.Axe-hammers most vividly display extratripolyan traditions of ÿSo�evka" we-aponry. This is espeially visible in types 1 and 3.Type 1. So�evka type axes are the only form of a battle axe within the Tripolyeulture that is absolutely peuliar to it. However, its range of ourrene is restri-ted to one regional group. Its typologial de�nition [f. preliminary formulation:Zakharuk 1952℄ needs speifying to guarantee a orret geneti analysis.Taking into aount the 13 best-preserved forms from among those reordedin ÿSo�evka" emeteries, the morphologial desription of the type an be presen-ted as follows: a pentagonal axe in horizontal projetion, with a short (L1:L3 =3.5 - 7.0, Fig.1:1) and wide (W1:W2 = 1.3 - 1.7) butt with a longitudinal ÿastingseam" along the bak (75%) in the form of a ridge or rarely a ÿstrip" (two ases);retangular or slightly trapezoidal (isoseles trapezoid) in side view, with someti-mes slightly marked asymmetry, a ÿdroop", at the utting edge (two ases) or thebutt-end (one ase). The main distinguishing feature of this type is undoubtedlythe horizontal projetion orrelated with the symmetry of the side view. These twoharateristis best set apart the forms in question from the rest of battle axes ofthe East European and Balkan-Central European provines. This applies both tothe proportions and to the presene of the ÿseam". These distinguishing harate-ristis are best visible in objets lassi�ed as subtype A. The others, lassi�ed assubtype B, show a greater suseptibility to extra-so�evkian analogies (desription ofthe di�erentiation Fig.1:1).There are two diretions of topogeneti identi�ation of type 1 ÿSo�evka": (a)a diret referene to metal Balkan prototypes, or (b) a tentative referene to theCentral European tradition of stone battle axes.a. It an be argued that axes of type 1 appear as imitations of the opper axes ofthe previous period. Axes of ÿSo�evka type" are similar to the opper axes - types
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F i g . 1. Review of stone axe-hammer types from So�evka type emeteries. 1 - Desription of metriidenti�ers of subtypes (A, B) of type 1 - ÿSo�evka" (a - forms with a ÿasting seam"; b - forms withouta ÿasting seam"); 2, 3 - Type 1 - ÿSo�evka"; 4 - Type 2 - ÿBalkan"; 5 - Type 3 - hammer.



231Szekely-Nadudvar, Handlova and Mezokerestes aording to M. Novotn�a [Novotn�a1970:23-24℄ of Bodrogkereszt�ur ulture. Axes from So�evka are nearer to opperprototypes than axes of the Funnel Beaker ulture [see types K-VII and K-VIIIafter M. Z�apotok�y, whih have a atter body: Z�apotok�y 1989℄. However, a weakaspet of the above identi�ation is a striking time and spae disrepany betweenÿprototypes" and ÿemulations" i.e., ÿSo�evka" forms. It also must be mentioned thatPolg�ar features identi�ed in ÿSo�evka" materials are related to groups laking anysubstantial tradition of using opper axes [f. Kadrow, Ko±ko, Videiko, Pottery. . . ,in this volume℄.The hypothesis under disussion o�ers no guidelines for the assessment of theformation hronology of the So�evka type.b. On the sale of the main yle of hanges of Central European battle axes, setby the lowland groups of the Funnel Beaker and Corded Ware ultures, ÿSo�evka"forms should be plaed at the point of ontat between type X [fol. Ja»d»ewski1936; f. Herfert 1962 - ÿdie ahen Knaufhammer�axte"℄ and Pan-European type A[fol. Glob - Struve; Struve 1955℄, Fig.2:1.2. An inlination towards the forms of theFunnel Beaker ulture is validated by the overall similarity of proportions of thehorizontal projetion and the symmetry of the side view (as a positively dominantfeature). It an be added that in type X of the Funnel Beaker ulture ÿastingseams" are oasionally reorded [f. Herfert 1962:1106 - ÿBrandenburgisher TypVariante mit Mittelrippe"℄. This, however, onerns areas very distant from the NorthPonti region, loated west of the Oder. The ÿseam" and rare ases of asymmetryin side view ould suggest onnetions with type A of the Corded Ware ulture.Looking at the So�evka type from the perspetive of the borderland of thesoutheastern group of the Funnel Beaker ulture and the southeastern borderlandof the CordedWare ulture, whih is also justi�ed by their assessment in terms of ori-gins and raw materials made by V.F. Petrougne [f. Petrougne, Petrographial. . . ℄,we notie ertain analogies to its subtype 1B distinguished earlier [e.g., Gajewski1953:161 - Stoki Las, grave V; Broniki 1991:340 - type III:14, 18℄. It also must benotied that un�nished axe of type 1 was found by N.M. Shmagliy in the Tripolyevillage of Troyanov (Volhynia region). There were also found lay models of suhaxes [Arkheologiya 1971:Fig.54℄. This type of axe may have been widespread in dif-ferent late Tripolye monuments - at �rst of the Troyanov and So�evka types. Theyalso often our in the southeastern group of the Funnel Beaker ulture [f. B¡bel1980:19-23; Gumi«ski 1989:109-113℄. It is hard to assess the geneti impliations ofthis observation; whether it is a symptom of:{ a state of transformation leading to the formation of a ÿparagon form" (subtype1A), or rather{ a state of disintegration of the said ÿform".The indiated diretion of searh for the origins has ertain hronologial on-sequenes. The time frame of the hypothetial ontat (state of transformation) oftype X of the Funnel Beaker ulture with type A of the Corded Ware ulture an beput at 3150 to 2900 BC at the earliest. However, a single analogy to the form ÿwith
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F i g . 2. Central European range of possible ÿprototypes" of stone axe-hammers from So�evka typeemeteries - types 1 and 3. a - eastern limit of ourrene of type X axes, fol. K. Ja»d»ewski (densehathing marks type X onentration zone); b - eastern limit of ourrene of type A and B-J axes, fol.K.H. Struve;  - So�evka type emeteries; d - examples of hammers of type 24.111, fol. A. Ko±ko, M.Zaorski. Following the above mentioned authors and J. Mahnik.annelure" from Krasny Khutor ould be taken as a valuable indiator of the upperwatershed of usage. The form was reorded in the layer of the Yamnaya ulture, inthe village of Mikhailovka whih is treated as parallel to Ezero IV, i.e., ira 2700BC [2180±100 onv BC, Shaposhnikova 1985:340,351℄. This is onsistent with a rela-tively late 14C date for the said ÿSo�evka" site [2190±110 onv BC, f. Kovalyukh,Videiko, Skripkin, Chronology, in this volume℄. One should not forget, however,about the omplex - ambiguous in ases of spei� observations - stratigraphy ofthe Mikhailovka site [Lagodovska, Shaposhnikova, Makarevih 1962℄.The above remarks do not exhaust the subjet of the topogenesis of the axeform under disussion. Future studies of the subjet ought to, in the �rst plae,ondut a full inventory and typologially identify stone materials from the north-western part of the Ponti Plateau. Suh an inventory or artogram should exludeÿpreforms" and give the atual range of the So�evka type.Type 2. The origin of type 2 is onneted with the Balkans. Suh axes appeared inthe period Tripolye A [Zbenovih 1975℄.Type 3. The origin of type 3 is not lear. Similar hammers were found in the Tripo-lye emetery of Vykhvatiny - grave 16(9/52), and in the mound - group ÿShakhta



233Pavlogradskaya", mound 1, grave 7; group 1 v. Sokolovo, mound 6, grave 7 [Derga-hev, Manzura 1991:230, Fig.9; Kovalova 1984:31, Fig.5℄. In the times of So�evkatype emeteries, hammers are not typial �nds for North Ponti ultural entres. Inontrast, a onsiderable onentration of these forms is found in the irle of Cen-tral European Corded Ware ultures or suessive ultures of the Danubian EarlyBronze Civilization. The hammer from So�evka �ts into the type desribed hereas ÿloaf-like hammers, with the opening plaed symmetrially and of a round-ovalross-setion" [Ko±ko 1979:38-39; Zaorski 1989 - type 24, 111℄. From the easternpart of the Balti Sea athment area (athment areas of the Oder and Vistula Ri-vers), four examples of the type in question are known, none of whih is preiselydated, however (Gozaªków Górny, prov. of Waªbrzyh, Zb¡szy«, prov. of ZielonaGóra, Skarbienie, prov. of Bydgoszz, Sarniak, prov. of Cheªm), Fig.2:3.It seems highly probable that the origins of the hammer ought to be plaed ina sphere spatially and ulturally oiniding with the hypotheti originating area oftype 1 ÿSo�evka" axes (Fig.2).Summing up, it an be suggested that Central European ultural entres madea substantial ontribution to the development of stone weaponry/insignia formsused in the Dnieper Tripolye ulture. This opinion is supported by onsiderableevidene of the analysis of design of ÿSo�evka" pottery [f. Kadrow, Ko±ko, Videiko,Pottery. . . ℄ and presene of amber beads in graves (Krasny Khutor - graves 8, 53,170 and Zavalovka - graves 1).Knives and daggers. Copper and int knives were found in So�evka and KrasnyKhutor, opper daggers in Krasny Khutor [see Klohko, Copper. . . , in this volume℄.One dagger from Krasny Khutor was in a skin sabbard with a whetstone. A similarwhetstone ame from the La�z�nany emetery [�Si�ska 1964℄ and Mayaky emetery[Patokova et al. 1989:62,Fig.23:7℄.Copper forms of knives/daggers appear in the Tripolye ulture (in So�evkaand Usatowo types) as ÿimports", or rather e�ets of external inspirations fromthe areas of the Carpathian Basin and Anatolia [f. Klohko, Copper. . . ℄. Whereasint forms an be taken as their loal substitutes, or ÿreplias" [f. Budziszewski,Flint. . . ℄. 2. THE ISSUE OF SOCIAL STRATIFICATIONWeaponry inludes a stone axe (ÿbattle axe") - hammer, a bow with arrowheads,and a dagger or a knife (opper or int). Copper daggers were rare and may havebeen used as partiular markers of a soial position.There are various types of weapons in the So�evka-type emeteries, onnetedwith various ultural traditions: Tripolye (triangular arrowheads), Carpathian (type



2342 of stone axes, arrowheads - equilaterial and with barbs, and leaf-like knives ),Central European (type 1 and 3 of stone axes - hammers), Mediterranean (op-per daggers). This reveals the wide ontats and ÿinternational" harater of theSo�evka population.The large number of weapons in the emeteries is unusual and may reet aontinual war related to the onquest of the left bank of the Dnieper by the Tripolyepopulations.These ÿpolitial relations" must have had soial onsequenes. At the delineof the Tripolye ulture, we �nd lear manifestations of soial strati�ation on themiddle Dnieper, namely the emergene of the stratum of hieftains. This is expresslyevidened by sepulhres that are partiularly abundant in weaponry/insignia. Theexamples are Krasny Khutor - grave 127 (adult man) and So�evka - grave 19 [f.Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . ℄. Having analyzed suh data in greater detail, an attemptwas made to distinguish in the ÿSo�evka ommunity" three inventory strata, or typesof sepulhres. Aording to this division 8.9% of graves would belong to tribal/lanÿtop brass" [Kolesnikov 1993℄.It is harateristi that the manifestations of strati�ation onern only thetwo emeteries named above (espeially Krasny Khutor) that are ommonly be-lieved to be older than others [f. in this volume: Kovalyukh, Videiko, Skripkin,Chronology. . . , Kadrow, Absolute. . . , Budziszewski, Flint. . . ℄. In Chernin, only sin-gle graves with ÿhieftain distintions" were reorded (graves 80, 90) and only witha stone and a horn axe. Zavalovka, in ontrast, is deprived of any signs of suhdistintions.Therefore, it is diÆult to assess to what extent ÿSo�evka" soio-organizationaltraditions were ontinued on the middle Dnieper after the demise of the Tri-polye ulture, for instane in the suessive Middle Dnieper ulture [Artemenko1967:125-127; Klohko 1994b:186-190℄.Translated by Inna Pidluska and Piotr T. �ebrowski



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 3: 1995, 235-242PL ISSN 1231-0344Viktor I. KlohkoCOPPER OBJECTS AND QUESTIONS OF ÿSOFIEVKAMETALLURGY"Copper �nds in emeteries are quite rare,whih is typial for the neolithiperiod. But at the same time the grave goods presented here represent the wide setof types known at this period in Europe [Klohko 1994a:149-154℄.Altogether, 202 opper artefats were found. Of this number 150 were foundin graves, i.e. in omplexes [f. Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , in this volume℄.In partiular sites the proportion of opper items in graves was as follows:Chernin - 8.51% (8 graves ontaining opper), Krasny Khutor - 22.94% (39 graves),So�evka - 9.59% (14 graves) and Zavalovka - 6.25% (1 grave).1. TYPOLOGICAL DIFFERENTIATIONTwo typologial groups may be distinguished in this olletion: I - tools/armsand II - ornaments. The share of artefats that were assigned to the above groups(inluding hypothetially to group II those objets that have been poorly preserved- a. 17 items) in spei� emeteries is given below:Chernin I - 0% II - 100% (19 artefats)Krasny Khutor I - 7.41% (6) II - 92.59% (81)So�evka I - 19.57% (18) II - 80.43% (748)Zavalovka I - 0% II - 100% (4)



236 1.1. TYPOLOGICAL GROUP IIn this group 9 units of lassi�ation may be distinguished: types and subtypes(Fig.1:1-9).Awls (type IAw). Eleven awls were found in So�evka (graves 14, 19, 71, 124and from surfae) and one in Krasny Khutor (grave 127). Their length ranges from2m to 7m. So�evka awls are tetrahedral in the ross-setion (IAw1). The awl fromKrasny Khutor is short and round in the ross-setion (IAw2). (Fig.1:1-2).Flat axes (type IAx). Two axes were found in So�evka (grave 19 and on thesurfae), one of them broken. Axes were produed in asting forms, and are broadand thin in the ross-setion (Fig.1:3).Chisel (type IC). One hisel ame from So�evka (grave 2/1947). It is short,with a riveted blunt side (Fig.1:4).Knives (type IK). Four knives were found in So�evka (grave 19 and on thesurfae) and one (?) in Krasny Khutor (grave 103). They have leaf-like blades witha delta-like haft - more (IK2) or less (IK1) notieable and are lentiular in thesetion (Fig.1:5-6)1.Daggers (type ID). Three daggers were found in Krasny Khutor (graves 127,134, 167). They have triangular blades, and are onneted with a haft by four (ID1)or two (ID2) rivets. One dagger had a bone rivet (Fig.1:7-8).Arrowhead (type 1Ar). One (?) leaf-like at arrowhead was found in KrasnyKhutor (grave 145) (Fig.1:9). 1.2. TYPOLOGICAL GROUP IIIn this group 7 units of lassi�ation may be distinguished: types and subtypes(Fig.1:10-17).Braelet (type IIBr). One braelet was found in Krasny Khutor (grave 50). Thebraelet had ontrated terminals and was produed from a opper strip (Fig.1:10).A seond braelet, about whih E.Chernykh has published [Chernykh 1966℄, is notonneted with the emeteries. It may be an aidental surfae �nd from an unk-nown plae.Cylindrial | spiral beads (type IIBe). They were found in all emeteries. Theywere produed from a broad rolled opper strip. There are two types of ylindrialbeads: short (to 1 m - IIBe1) and long (> 2 m - IIBe2). Spiral beads (IIBe3) were1 Compare the riterion of distinguishing knives on the basis of morphologial harateristis of the handlepart with another riterion, namely the ross-setion of the blade. The latter riterion was applied to the typologialassessment of int artefats [see Budziszewski, Flint. . . , in this volume℄. Aording to this riterion, the objets maybe inluded in the ÿdaggers" type (Editor's omment).
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F i g . 1. Types of opper artefats found in So�evka type burial grounds.



238found in So�evka, Krasny Khutor and some in Chernin. They were produed froma narrow rolled opper strip (Fig.1:11-13).Rings (type IIR). Eleven rings originated in So�evka (graves 4, 84, 123 and onthe surfae). They were produed from round opper wire or opper wire tetrahedralin the ross-setion(Fig.1:14).Nails (type IIN). Two deorative small nails (h=4m) were disovered in onegrave at So�evka (grave 8). They are tetrahedral in the ross-setion, with amorphiriveted nail-heads (Fig.1:15).Shakle-holders (type IISH). Two shakle-holders were found in So�evka (grave30 and on the surfae) and two in Chernin (grave 43). One holder from So�evkawas made from a wire tetrahedral in the ross-setion wire (Fig.1:16). It may be adeoration of a haft of an axe-hammer. Small shakles from Chernin may be usedfor deoration of a skin strip (Fig.1:17). 2. THE CULTURAL IDENTIFICATIONAwls. Suh types of awls (IAw1 - IAw2) were widely spread throughout theBalkan-Carpathian region in the Copper Age. A given kind of artefat is hardlyidenti�able from the ultural point of view. There is a great variety whih ombinea number of ultures and groups throughout the above-mentioned irle.Flat opper axes. Axes belong to the Altheim type, onneted with the Carpa-thian region (Altheim-Vu�edol-Mondzee-Kreis). Casting moulds for suh axes werefound in Vu�edol [Novotn�a 1970:18-19℄.Chisel. The form of the hisel is similar to hisels from Dabas (whih were on-neted by P. Patay with the Bodrogkereszt�ur ulture) and grave 1 of the Rashkoveemetery in Slovakia [Chernykh 1978:103-105℄.Knives. This is the oldest type of the opper knives in Europe whih have intprototypes. Similar knives (IK1) are known in emeteries of the Bodrogkereszt�urulture - Pushtaystvanhasa [M�uller-Karpe 1974:Taf.754℄ and the La�z�nany group -�Sebastovie and Bara [�Si�ska 1972:140-143, Abb.35,1,4℄. Aording to S. �Si�ska, suhknives are typial for Bodrogkereszt�ur ulture.Daggers. Ussually the opper daggers from Krasny Khutor are ompared withthe daggers from Usatovo mounds [Zbenovih 1966; 1975℄. The latter have Medi-terranean prototypes. Metallographi- and spetro-analyses of the ÿlarge" Usatovodaggers show that they are similar to daggers from the Anatolia, whih have beendated bak to the �rst part of the third millennium BC. Daggers from the Usatovomounds may have been imported from Anatolia [Ryndina, Konkova 1982℄. All otherdaggers - from Usatovo and Krasny Khutor - are of loal prodution, arried outaording to Mediterranean prototypes. In the third millennium BC those types of
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F i g . 2. Geneti bakground of So�evka opper metallurgy - spatial dimension of tehnologial inspi-rations. a - extent of ultures (B - Bodrogkereszt�ur, T - Tripolye); b - extent of groups (L - La�z�nany,U - Usatovo;  - La�z�nany; d - Usatovo; e - representative sites of the So�evka type; f - extent of theSo�evka type.



240daggers were spread throughout Europe instead of the haft types [Goldman 1981℄.Braelet. This is very similar to examples from the Sebastovie emetery ofthe La�z�nany group [�Si�ska 1972:140℄ and the Bran� emetery of the Ludanie group[Lihardus, Vladar 1964℄) in Slovakia.Beads. The ylindrial beads (IIBe1-2) are of the widely spread type of deora-tions in the Copper and Early Bronze Age in Europe [IIBe2 - see Ko±ko, Klohko1991:130-133℄. Spiral beads (IIBe3) are typial for the Balkans and the CarpathianBasin and unknown in the present Tripolye monuments.Rings. These were a widely spread type of opper deoration in the Copperand Bronze Age.Nails. Similar bronze nails are known from the mound graves of the EarlyBronze Age in Ukraine, where they were used for deoration of the hafts of stonebattle axes-hammers.Shakles-holders. Similar holders were found in the Tripolye emetery of Vy-khvatintsy, ontemporary with the So�evka type and the Early Bronze Age moundsin southern Ukraine.To sum up the presentation of ultural identi�ation, one should point to themain relations of the omplex of artefats studied with the stylisti traditions ofthe Balkan-Carpathian metallurgial entres, among them mainly of the Bodrogke-reszt�ur ulture (together with the La�z�nany group). Muh more modern is the shareof the indiret prototypes from the area of Anatolia (Fig.2). 3. TECHNOLOGYSpetroanalytial investigations of opper were arried out by E. Chernykh[Chernykh 1966℄. Results show us that most of the opper objets were produ-ed from pure opper, exept for one bead from Krasny Khutor, produed fromAs-bronze (Table 2). Whole group of metals is homogeneous, whih suggests that allobjets were produed in one enter, using opper from one deposit. Aording toE.Chernykh, it was a deposit from an ÿunidenti�ed region in the Balkan-Carpathianzone" [Chernykh 1970:26℄.Today suh an explanation is unsatisfatory. Balkan deposits have di�erentmiro-admixtures [Chernykh 1978℄. This is why the homogeneous opper from theSo�evka type emeteries annot be onneted with the Balkans. Among the ty-pes of opper objets there are di�erent examples, onneted with the Tripolye,Bodrogkereszt�ur, Mediterranean and other traditions, but they all were produedfrom the same opper. Aording to speialists, the purity of the So�evka opperan be explained by its origin from minerals, onneted with the oxidised top layersof deposit. Usually suh a situation represents the beginning of mining.



241T a b l e 1List of opper artefats from the So�evka emetery submitted to physio-hemial analyses of theomposition of raw material. Aording to E.N. Chernykhn. an. objet emetery grave year368 awl So�evka surfae369 hisel So�evka 2 1947370 at axe So�evka 19 1948371 at axe So�evka 3 1948374 knife So�evka surfae 1947376 knife Kr. Khutor377 bead Kr. Khutor378 awl So�evka 19 1948379 knife So�evka 1948381 bead So�evka surfae 1947382 bead Kr. Khutor383 bead Kr. Khutor384* braelet Kr. Khutor 50387 bead Kr. Khutor surfae ?394 knife So�evka ? 1948 ?* Analysis n. 385, 386 | from braelets, whih are not onneted with graves of Krasny Khutor.They are surfae �nds from unknown plae. T a b l e 2Spetroanalytial investigations of opper from So�evka and Krasny Khutor emeteries. After E.Chernykh 1966n.an. Cu Sn Pb Zn Bi Ag Sb As Fe Ni Co Mn Au P368 B { 0,001 { 0,001 0,08 { { tr { { { { {369 B { 0,001 { 0,001 0,04 { { 0,001 0,002 { { { {370 B { { { { 0,01 { { tr 0,0012 { { { {371 B <0,001 0,0016 { { 0,013 { { <0,001 { { tr { {374 B ? 0,001 { | 0,055 { { 0,001 { { 0,001 { {376 B { { { 0,001 0,027 { { tr { { { { {377 B { 0,003 { { 0,005 { { tr 0,0009 { { { 0,2378 B 0,001 0,0017 { { 0,015 { { tr { { { { {379 B { 0,001 { ? 0,02 { ? tr 0,001 { { { {381 B { 0,001 { ? 0,08 { { 0,001 { { tr { 0,3382 B { 0,001 { { 0,033 { { 0,003 0,001 { tr { >1383 B { 0,001 { { 0,016 { { tr { { { { {384 B 0,0003 0,0014 { ? 0,0063 { { 0,007 0,001 { tr { <0,1387 B { 0,001 { 0,001 0,008 { 1,50 <0,001 0,002 { { { 0,1394 B ? 0,003 { 0,003 0,01 0,01 1,90 0,0015 0,42 { { { ?



242 The soure of the So�evka opper an be loated among deposits of the oppersandstones in the Skvira metalbearing region of the Ukrainian Crystalline Shield,whih is not far from the emeteries of the So�evka type [Metallogenia 1974:488℄.Metallographi investigations of opper objets from So�evka and Krasny Khu-tor, arried out by N.Ryndina, show that all of the objets were produed usingdi�erent opper-smithing tehnologies. Semi-�nished at axes, knives and daggerswere produed in losed double-sided asting moulds [Ryndina 1971:138-139℄.It seems that So�evka shows us the produts of a loal enter of metallurgyand metalworking. This enter was onneted with loal deposits of opper (theSkvira region) and di�erent tehnologial traditions (loal - Tripolye; Carpathian -Bodrogkereszt�ur, La�z�nany; Mediterranean - Anatolia), Fig.2.Suh amalgamation may only be the result of immediate ontats between thearriers of those three tehnologial traditions [Klohko 1994a℄.Translated by Inna Pidluska and Andrzej Pietrzak



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 3: 1995, 243-146PL ISSN 1231-0344Viktor I. Klohko, Barbara StolpiakGLASS BEADS FROM SOFIEVKA CEMETERYThe history of glassmaking has been studied for many years and from severalangles. Tehnologial, typologial, geneti and theoreti studies have been made. Allof them, however, aimed at de�ning the plae that in the life of prehistori om-munities was oupied by glass. Sometimes, however, we do not have enough datato analyze soures in so many aspets. This is exatly what we have to deal with inthe ase of glass items from the emetery in So�evka. To arry out a formal analysiswe are left only with the number of glass items found and their general desriptionand loation. Namely, four olour beads were found, two of them in a grave andthe other two on the surfae. This data is insuÆient to ondut a full tehnologialanalysis, either. There is not enough data to determine the tehnique used to makethe beads. Despite so many gaps the beads deserve attention beause they havebeen subjeted to a hemial omposition analysis. Spetroanalytial investigationsarried out at the Arhaeologio-Tehnologial Laboratory of the Institute of theHistory of Material Culture in Petersburg have given the following results (Table 1).An attempt to omment on these results follows from their hronologial pla-ement, namely in �rst half of the 3rd millennium BC [f. Kadrow, Absolute. . . ,in this volume℄. The site's hronology resulting from radioarbon dating o�ers usinterpreting possibilities for disussion on the origins of glassmaking. In the future,we an expet to have more radioarbon datings of individual sites where glass ob-jets have been found. We an probably verify the hronology of spei� stages inthe development of glassmaking.The beginnings of glassmaking are plaed in the 5th/4th millennium onv BCpresumably in Mesopotamia. A disussion as to the origins of glassmaking, in whihEgypt ompetes with Mesopotamia as the radle of glassmaking, has been going onamong glass historians sine the beginning of this entury [a review of opinions onthe subjet and a desription of glassmaking entres in Mesopotamia an be foundin: Barag 1962:9-27; Moorey 1985℄. The �rst millennium in the history of glassma-king is believed to be the period of formation of the industry in onnetion withfaiene manufature. Faiene, variously haraterized by researhers, in its transi-tional phase leading to the development of glass is treated as a ategory of the same



244 T a b l e 1Resultes of spetroanalytial investigations of the glass beads from So�evka emeterygr. 123(125) gr. 123(125) surfae surfaeLab. No 287/26 287/27 319/40 ?olour light-green light-biruse wine-rose bright-brownSiO2 base base base baseNa2O 13,0 16,0 6,0 11,0K2O 6,0 9,0 6,0 6,0CaO 12,0 20,0 13,0 4,5MgO 0,28 0,1 0,35 0,1Al2O3 0,8 0,75 1,4 3,2Fe2O3 0,35 0,75 1,1 0,5MnO 0,04 0,06 6,0 0,016PbO 1,2 1,2 0,05 0,09CuO 0,9 0,75 0,035 0,006TiO2 0,012 0,07 0,02 0,01SnO2 0,005 { 0,01 {As 0,35 0,27 { {tehnologial proess. This makes it diÆult to separate entres manufaturing fa-iene from those produing glass. Working on this assumption N. Venlov�a liststogether probable European and non European workshops manufaturing faieneand glass in the Early Bronze Age [Venlov�a 1990:421℄. The leading entres areMesopotamia, Syria with Palestine, the Cauasus, Egypt and Crete. The 3rd and2nd millenniums BC witnessed also the formation of glassmaking entres on theCrimea, the northern oast of the Blak Sea and the Ukraine [Bezborodov, Zadne-provsky 1965:127- 142℄. In North Ponti tribes they began to appear at the turn ofthe 3rd millennium BC. Aording to A. Ostroverkhov, in the southern distrit ofKherson, in a kurgan of the late Yamnaya ulture, were found glass beads shapedas stars [Ostroverkhov 1981:224-225℄. It is in this ontext that the reording of fourglass beads at the emetery in So�evka, near Kiev, dated to the 3rd millenniumBC, should be analyzed. Spei�ally interesting in this ontext are the two beadsoming from grave 123(125), a homogenous feature. The other two also ome fromthe same emetery but it is diÆult to attribute them to spei� features. The be-ads were subjeted to a spetral analysis. The results thus reeived were mathedto interpretation methods developed by M.A. Bezborodov [1975℄, Y.L. Shhapova[1973, 1983℄, M. Dekówna [1982℄ and T. Stawiarska [1984, 1987℄. The major guide-line following from the works of these authors is to �nd out the formula aordingto whih the glass in question has been made and then the types of glass based onits ingredients. Among the ingredients are SiO2, Na2O, K2O, CaO, MgO, Al2O3. Inthe next stage a separate hemial type is separated into subtypes depending on theformula norm. The next stage of the analysis involves speial features of glass likeolouring, deolouring and fogging agents. The indies alulated below are helpfulin these investigations (Table 2).



245T a b l e 2Proportions and sums of glass ingredientsgr. 123(125) gr. 123(125) surfae surfaenN 287/26 287/27 319/40 ?
Na2O
K2O 2,16 1,77 1,0 1,83
Na2O +K2O 19,0 25,0 12,0 17,0
K2O

Na2O+K2O × 100% 31,57 36,0 50,0 35,29
CaO
MgO

42,85 200,0 37,14 45,0
MgO

CaO+MgO × 100% 2,28 0,49 2,62 2,17
FN = Na2O+K2O

CaO+MgO 1,54 1,24 0,89 5,15The examination of proportions and sums of major glass ingredients justi�esthe following onlusions.1. The formula, or a reipe for the kind and amount of basi raw materialsonsiously introdued to the glassmaking mix has been established. When deter-mining the ratio of alkali ingredients to alium-magnesium ones (Na2O+K2O:CaO+MgO) in �nished glass aording to Y.L. Shhapova's method, we have fo-und that in glass items no. 287/26, 287/27, 319/40 the ratio is lower than 3. Thismeans that the glass was made aording to the three-ingredient formula (sand +soda + limestone). For the unmarked bead found on the surfae formula norm =5.15, whih points to a two-ingredient formula (silio-alium sand+soda).Two- or three-ingredient formulas o-ourred in the period of their deve-lopment. We believe that the use of a partiular formula depended on the loalavailability of raw materials.2. The analysis of the alkali ingredients suggests that all the beads are madeof ash glass. In the glass under disussion it must be ash of ontinental plants(plant ash is a soure of sodium ompounds), whih is evidened by the ratio ofNa2O:K2O lower than 3:1. Beads no. 287/26, 287/27, 319/40 are of the sodium--potassium-alium-silion type (Na2O - K2O - CaO - SiO2) while the unmarkedbead is of the sodium-potassium-alium-aluminium-silion type (Na2O - K2O -CaO - Al2O3 - SiO2). Plant ash was used as an alkali ingredient in the MiddleEast, Mesopotamia and Central Asia [Shhapova 1983℄.



246 3. The proportion of alium to magnesium shows that the glass is almostmagnesium-free and that the alium omponent is very pure. The proportion ofCaO to MgO in the glass of bead no. 287/27 is 200:1. Suh a high proportion ofCaO to MgO is similar to that found in glass items from a settlement of the V�ete�rovulture in Bluin, in Moravia analyzed by J. Olzak. He found the ratio to be 120:1and 130:1 [Olzak 1993:279-291℄. It is highly probable that in Bluin the traes ofthe oldest glassmaking workshop in Central Europe were found. The proportion ofalium to magnesium may be a reli of a glassmaking tradition brought to Europefrom the East.4. The glass items from grave 123(125) owe their olouring to upri and leadoxides (CuO and PbO). Glass item no. 319/40, however, displays a higher ontent ofmanganese oxide (MnO), namely 6%. Depending on its onentration manganeseeither olours or disolours glass. Aording to M.A. Bezborodov [1956:82-83℄ man-ganese was a loal tehnologial harateristi of glassmaking in the North Pontiregion in the Middle Ages. It may have been a remote vestige of an earlier traditionwhose trae we found in the bead from So�evka. This is even more probable whenone thinks of rih deposits of manganese ore in the Cauasus.Also worth noting is the presene of few tenths of a perent of arsen (As) inthe two glass items from grave 123(125). It may be a proof of a ertain relationbetween opper- and glassmaking [Bouzek 1985; Klohko 1994:135-166℄.The above onlusions show that the four beads from the emetery at So�evka,dated at the beginning of the 3rd millennium BC, originate from two di�erentglassmaking traditions: a two- and a three-ingredient one. It is true that all ofthem were made with the use of plant ash (the soure of sodium), but in onease we have reorded exeptionally pure limestone raw material. Of interest isalso an inreased onentration of manganese. All these elements plae the glassitems under disussion in the Eastern tradition while suggesting that they may omefrom various entres, quite possibly from Anatolia as A.S. Ostroverkhov believes[Ostroverkhov 1985:179℄. Attention should also be given to the referene, throughthe CaO/MgO ratio, to the glass from the V�ete�rov ulture settlement in Bluin,whih may be evidene of the movement of glassmaking tradition from North Pontiareas to Central Europe. Translated by Piotr T. �ebrowski



Balti-Ponti Studiesvol. 3: 1995, 247-258PL ISSN 1231-0344Aleksander Ko±ko, Mihailo Y. VideikoORIGINS OF NEOLITHIC-ENEOLITHIC CREMATIONRITES IN EUROPE AND SOFIEVKA TYPE RITUALSCremation rites are not adequately identi�able from the point of view of arha-eology. In pratie we register their spei� states, plaes of burial stritly limited asfar as spae is onerned - in the form of pit graves and in inerary urn graves. Theawareness of this fat requires aution when we evaluate the European beginningsof the omplex of funerary rituals in whih we are interested.1. THE STATE OF SOURCE DOCUMENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF THEGENETIC INTERPRETATION OF EARLY FORMS OF DEVELOPMENT OFCREMATION RITESThe above remarks are partiularly justi�ed with referene to the epohs: Meso-lithi - Neolithi - Eneolithi within whih the beginnings of a given rite are observed[Cabalska 1964; 1967; Kaliz 1963:14-18; Voigt 1963; Ja»d»ewski 1981:147℄.In this initial stage two periods were distinguished [Cabalska 1967:41℄: I - ofinidental appliations of remation with respet to a narrow ategory of the dead(for example, in the form of ÿsize of punishment") and II - appliations in theharater of ÿa distint burial rite".PERIOD I - before a. 3600/3500 BC (2800/2700 onv BC). The oldest ma-nifestation of rites in whih we are interested is dated to the turn of the eighthmillennium BC and is onneted with a Mesolithi ommunity of the Maglemoseulture. The remated burial of the ÿlayer" type was found in the area of the Melstedsettlement on the island of Bornholm [Beker 1951:100, 171℄. Of similar haraterare observations about the barely later Mesolithi settlements of the Komorniaulture of Wieliszew in Mazovia [Wi�kowska 1975:418℄. The next disovery whihwas already onneted with an agrarian population is dated to the seond half ofthe sixth millennium BC. Burnt human bones were found in an anthropomorphivessel (the so-alled Venus of Gorzsa) of the K�or�os ulture, unovered on a siteloated near the onuene of the Tisza and Marusza rivers [Gazdapusztai 1957:12℄.



248A little bit more frequent, although many times more problemati, is the evideneof remation from the deline of the sixth millennium and from the �rst half of the�fth millennium BC onneted with the Vin�a ulture and the Linear Band Pot-tery ulture [Gara�sanin 1958:17; Kahlke 1954:90f; Venl 1961:114; Ho�mann 1973;Kaufmann 1976:70-73℄. An intensi�ation of soure evidene of given rites (mainlyin the form of inerary graves) is dated to the deline of the �rst half and the seondhalf of the �fth millennium BC. This onerns in partiular the Northern zone ofthe Balkan-Central European ultural provine, to be more exat, the areas ou-pied by the Stroke Ornamented ulture, and espeially the R�ossen ulture [Shranil1928:46; Kaufmann 1976:70-73; Wol� 1911; Stroh 1938:83-84℄. An important phe-nomenon of this period was the transmission of ÿthe agrarian version" of the ritualdisussed here beyond the areas of the loess uplands, among others, to the areaof the lowland [Kulzyka-Leiejewizowa 1979:161℄. This ÿversion" of remationseems to have been adapted at that time in the environment of o-reators of theÿMegalithi irle", the proof of whih might be, for example, the inerary grave ofthe Stroke Ornamented ulture from Kowal in Kuiavia that was plaed in a stonebox and is dated to the middle of the �fth millennium BC [Czerniak 1980:205℄. Itis possible that the phenomenon signalled here ativated a long-term proess ofdevelopment of ÿthe Northern model" of remation rites (whose determinant wo-uld be non-inerary burials - in great measure ÿlayer" ones) whih are doumentedby the more reent studies of its Lowland manifestations; espeially from the laterperiods [reently, Wierzbiki 1992:86-87℄. However, in our evaluation here we as-sume that the primeval pre-soures of the said ÿmodel" were surely inherent in theendogenous ritual traditions of the Lowland ommunities of the Mesolithi epoh(Fig.1:a).At the turn of the �fth and fourth millennia BC an important entre of thedevelopment of the remation rite was loated in the basin of the Upper Tisza,within the irle of the Polg�ar ulture [f. �Si�ska 1968℄. The share of remationgraves as well as inerary and pit ones is disernable here sine in the Polg�ar IIIphase (the Tiszapolg�ar ulture) [�Si�ska 1964:339-340℄ and the Polg�ar IV phase (theBodrogkereszt�ur ulture, La�z�nany group) it was intensi�ed [�Si�ska 1966:62; 1972;Neviz�ansky 1984:278-288℄.About 35% of the graves in the La�z�nany group (generally dated within theHunyadihalom-La�z�nany horizon to a. 3650-3500 BC) [Kazanowska 1980℄ onta-ined the remains of a remation [Neviz�ansky 1984:288℄. Both the pit and the inerarygraves, whih were dominant, ourred here. The equipment of these burials wasreated out of pottery (one to three vessels) and, in individual ases, int artefatsand amber fragments. Along with the inuenes of the Polg�ar entre, remationin�ltrates beyond the ar of the Carpathians, e.g. into the basin of the Upper Oder[Nowothing 1937℄. It seems that the phenomenon signalled here may be treated asa prologue to the proess representative of period II (Fig.1:b).PERIOD II - after a. 3600/3500 BC (2800/2700 onv BC). Aording to M.Cabalska, in the middle of the fourth millennium BC two ÿearly entres" of rystal-



249lisation of the ÿremation as a di�erent funeral rite" may be distinguished: thoseof the Baden and Middle Dnieper (whih are later named So�evka) [Cabalska1967:45℄. In her interpretation, manifestations of the growth of signi�ane notiedthere would onstitue ÿa logial and purposeful rowning of the ideologial-ritualattitude based on the spiritual onept of God the Creator and immortal soul".The proess would have external roots as a derivative of a new wave of inuenesfrom the Near East: ÿalong the same trade routes whih aused the disseminationof the knowledge about opper and bronze" [Cabalska 1967:43, 45℄. An importantrole in the onstrution of this hypothesis was played by the studies of N. Kaliz[1963℄, who interpreted the Baden ulture as the Northernmost group of the earlybronze ultural omplex, inluding Anatolia and the Balkans. This oneption wassupported by later studies by V. N�emejov�a-Pav�ukov�a [1981℄ onerning the inter-nal struture of the said ÿomplex" as well Z. Sohaki's [1991:14℄ studies on thespatially similar ÿzone of inuene". Aording to the latter author ÿthe origin ofthe funeral rites [in the Baden entre℄ whih appears ÿin waves" has not yet beenexplained, but the partiipation of South-Eastern impulses is most probable (. . . ),Anatolian inuenes enompassed (even though in varying degree) many �elds oflife of the Baden ulture population (. . . ), they made it the then main transmitter ofahievements and ustoms of the Near East within the Central European ultureswhih were developing more slowly" [Sohaki 1985:49℄. In the ase of remationrites a partiularly onvining identi�er of ÿthe Anatolian inuene" was onsideredto be a burial ground in the entre - and spei�ally the anthropomorphi ineraryurn from grave 3 - of the �Ozd group whih suggested the possibility of the ÿin�l-tration of a small group of Anatolian population on the Upper Tisza(?)" [Kaliz1963:7-14; Sohaki 1980:195; 1983:130; 1985:49℄.However, Anatolia as well as the Tigris-Euphrates basin do not provide mate-rial for observations of onvining manifestations of the adequately early remationrites whih might have diretly motivated the hypothesis quoted above [Ja»d»ewski1981:171℄. The oldest �ndings of this ritual are onneted in the Near East withthe site of the late Neolithi ulture Halaf Yarim Tepe II, dated to the early entu-ries of the sixth millennium BC (a bi-ritual burial ground with 5 remation gravesÿwhih were aompanied by remains of the intentionally broken vessels, amongthem anthropo- and zoomorphi vessels" [Bieli«ski 1985:234℄). However, in thenext millennia inhumation deisively prevailed in this region. A good illustration ofthis may be the burial rite of Mesopotamia of the early dynasty time (a. 2800-2340BC) where ÿinhumation was still the rule on all sites"; only sporadially was therefound ÿa partial remation" of the dead bodies [�aweka 1989:61-62℄. It is diÆultto say how muh this piture may be hanged as a result of further investigationson sites, for example in relatively poorly reognized Anatolia.At the same time one should note that the above observations may reate agood bakground for the revision of the hypothesis of the exlusively Anatolianroots of growing importane of remation in the middle of the fourth millenniumBC. Suh an attempt has reently been presented by L. Nikolova [Nikolova 1993℄.



250Aording to her, the genesis of the Baden entre should be looked for to thenorth, in the Central Danube zone where the oldest objets may be found thatare typial for it. She indiates the old remation traditions in Central Europe(f. earlier remarks onerning endogenous development of the ÿnorthern model"of remation), exposing as the oldest links of the Baden entre the settlementenvironments of the La�z�nany and Ohrozim groups. The remation rite was spreadfrom this area to the areas of the western part of the Lower Danube basin (theKostola and Cot�ofeni ultures) - Fig.1.2. THE BADEN CENTRE | THE DANUBE RITUAL MANIFESTATIONS OFTHE LATE ENEOLITHIC PHILOSOPHICAL AND RELIGIOUS TRANSFORMATIONThe range of the initial area of the entre may be identi�ed with the territoryof the Boler�az group (horizon) [N�emejov�a-Pav�ukov�a 1981; 1984; Sohaki 1980;1985℄ and the Funnel Beaker ulture groups whih developed similarly to an Ohro-zim type in Moravia [Medunov�a-Bene�sov�a 1967℄. Therefore, these would be theareas between the Danube and the Drava, river basins of the Wag, Morava andUpper Oder (Fig.1:b, ). Within the area oupied by the above-mentioned groupthe ÿremation funeral rite appeared suddenly"; in a not very lear geneti anddevelopmental dependene on ÿthe ontemporary or almost ontemporary" entreof development of the remation rite from the Upper Tisza whih is onnetedwith the La�z�nany group [N�emejov�a-Pav�ukov�a 1970; f. �Si�ska 1972 and the earlierremarks℄.The area in whih this phenomenon has been studied most thoroughly withinthe barrow burial grounds of the Ohrozim type (generally dated to a. 3650-3350BC) [Pleslov�a-�Stikov�a 1987:418℄ is Moravia. There, only remation graves of theinerary urn type were found. ÿBurnt bones, without ashes were deposed in potsand more seldom in bowls, beakers and in single ases into an amphora or a jug".ÿIn most ases the inerary urns were reversed whih plaed the burnt bones in theirupper part" (in four ases holes were found in the bottoms). Also, the vessels thataompanied them were turned down. Their number might have been as many assix (most often we an �nd two or three of them in the graves). In graves there werealso found, apart from pottery, stone axes as well as int tools and a fragment of ÿaspiral" and a fragment of opper wire. The whole of the burial pottery was very badlyburnt (ÿtehnologially di�erent"); hene, it was also suseptible to destrution.Cinerary urns were plaed either in shallow ÿpits" or on the earth surfae andmany of them were ÿseured" with stones whih either overed or surrounded theplae of the burial. Over a single grave or a luster of graves rather low (up to0.8m) oval earthen mounds were ereted whose dimensions in projetion were:from 4 to 21m x 2 to 9m [Medunov�a-Bene�sov�a 1967: 366-370℄. The Ohrozim model
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F i g . 1. Balkan-Central European ultural regions (areas) with partiipation of the remation rites inthe fourth-third millennia BC. Legend: a - southern boundary of "the Northern model of remationrites" (of Funnel Beaker ulture and the "forest"-East European subneolithi ultures); b - the oldestentres of "remation as a distint funeral rite" south of the ar of the Carpathians (L - La�z�nany group,O - Ohrozim group);  - entres of early Baden ulture; d - the So�evka entre; e - So�evka type sites;f - diretions of transmission of the remation rites in the Balkan zone aording to L. Nikolova [1993℄;g - diretions of transmission of the Balkan remation rites in Central Europe.of remation rites was also found north of the ar of the Carpathian Mountains,among the Funnel Beaker ulture on the Upper Oder [Bukowska-Gedigowa 1975℄.Within the ÿpure" objets of the Boler�az group the burial rites are not so wellreognized and it is diÆult to present a reliable assessment of the extent to whihremation was applied there [Neviz�ansky 1985:251, 257℄. Attempts at transferringobservations from Moravia to other territories [f. N�emejov�a-Pav�ukov�a 1970:185℄are premature [Sohaki 1980:195℄. Also due to these reasons the harateristisavailable onern a wider hronologial perspetive, namely the early (Boler�az)



252and lassial horizons of the Baden ulture (dated roughly to a. 3600-2800 BC[N�emejov�a-Pav�ukov�a 1981:286; Sohaki 1983:137℄). This attempt is also motivatedby the multi-phase development of large Baden burial grounds, also those whihonentrated exlusively on remation burials. An analysis, arried out in suh amanner, may lead one to onlude that ÿremation was seondary in the burialrites of the Baden ulture population" [Sohaki 1980:194-195℄ and this sounds toogeneral.Correted in suh a way, the Baden entre in its range would also inlude,apart from the territory mentioned earlier, the river basins of the Tisza and Up-per Elbe. These two areas demarate at the same time two potential diretions ofthe transmission of remation rites. Of the 725 graves of the Baden ulture listedby G. Neviz�ansky, 225 (i.e. a. 31%) were remated burials [Neviz�ansky 1985:258℄.They were found on 22 sites whih were onentrated in three areas: in the basinof the Upper Tisza, in the region of the bend of the Danube and between LakeBalaton and the Danube. The largest site in whih remations were found exlusi-vely was the burial ground in Pilismar�ot-Basahar, loated within the latter of theabove-mentioned ÿregions" and lassi�ed as Boler�az [Torma 1968, 1970, 1971, 1972;Neviz�ansky 1985; f. Sohaki 1980:194℄. Between the Danube and the Drava therewere also loated other large burial grounds whih either ontained only rema-tions (Fony�od) or the number of remations was signi�ant (Budakal�asz). Neitherthe sope of the publiations nor their form in some ases are satisfatory. Thisonerns in partiular the lak of publiations on the Pilismar�ot-Basahara burialground whih was most important for the evaluation of the Baden model of re-mation rites. It is generally known that in the Baden ulture both inerary urn andpit burials ourred, often utilising a stone over. Amphoras, pots and bowls weremainly used as urns, sporadially jugs were used and in one ase an anthropomor-phi vessel (Center - f. earlier remarks). In the graves there were also found someother vessels (one to three).Sine a. 3200/3100 BC the sope of the entre began extending towards thearea between the Sava and the Drina and inluded ultures whih were lose toBaden suh as Kostola and Cot�ofeni [Nikolova 1993 - also see more literaturethere℄, Fig.1:f.3. SOFIEVKA CENTRE | RITE MODEL, GENETIC INTERPRETATIONIn spite of the onsiderable interest that the disovery of So�evka type burialgrounds was aompanied by [f. Videiko, Cemeteries. . . , in this volume℄, thereexists no thorough analysis of the (a) morphologial strutural and (b) genetiaspets of the So�evka model of remation rites in the literature on the subjet.



253a. All the interpretations of the ÿSo�evka" rites o�ered so far were determinedon the basis of a lak of a omprehensive analysis of data olleted on site, i.e.a ritial analysis of norms of identi�ation applied during exavations of: (aa)objets (graves) and (ab) their shapes or harater of sequenes of ritual behaviouronsolidated in the �llings [f. Videiko, Cemeteries. . . , in this volume℄.aa. Starting with J. Zakharuk's exavations in 1948, every vessel �lled with bo-nes (ashes) was identi�ed as a grave as well as every luster of bones [Zakharuk1952; Danilenko, Makarevih 1956; Kanivets 1956, Kruts 1968℄. On this basis aÿlassial" image of the So�evka burial grounds was shaped and this image existsboth in the literature whih deals diretly with the Tripolye ulture and in moregeneral studies on demography and soial organization [e.g. Arkheologiya 1971;Kolesnikov 1993℄. However, attention should be paid to the fat that already at thatstage arhaeologists were aware of the possibility of other interpretations. We anite as an example here the appliation of more omplex multi-aspetual identi�a-tion norms by I. Samoylovski (during his studies of the So�evka emetery in 1947)[Samoylovski 1952:121-123℄. The present analysis of all the premises - reordingsin the diary, plans, photographs - reveals falsi�ations of the atual piture of theneropolis. As an illustration of this, we may use a shemati division - into sepa-rate graves - of groups of inerary urns whih were loated in a distane of 10-30m from one another. In many ases they were reorded against the bakgroundof ÿbone onentrations" or over suh ÿonentrations" whih was interpreted assymptoms of vertial stratigraphy. The above-mentioned groups of ÿgraves" wereidenti�ed as sites of multiple ÿfamily burials" whih, onsidering ÿthe sedimentationproperties" of the dune environment is diÆult to imagine in pratie.ab. In the ase of objets that were dug into the dune and badly damagedas a result of eoli proesses as well as later settlement proesses, there is anobvious diÆulty in establishing the ranges of the grave ÿpits". This also onernsthe above-mentioned type of burial grounds where their outlines have not beenestablished. For instane, it is not possible to onsider as suh the statements thatbones - ashes of ÿnon-urn" burials - were inserted in the round pits of small dimen-sions: 18-30m wide and not less than 40-60m deep (V. Kanivets's observations inthe Chernin burial ground). Formation of suh a pit on a dune foundation was sim-ply impossible. Due to these reasons, all the previous attempts at haraterizationof the So�evka remation rites require a re-analysis. As a point of referene suhreent (now holding) attempts as those by V. Kruts [Kruts 1977:120-121℄ should bementioned. Kruts revealed the following features:{ the presene of both inerary urn burials and pit ones (round pits);{ appliation of fabri ontainers in the ase of the latter;{ deposition of equipment both before and after remation of the body;{ loation of graves in groups whih may be interpreted in ategories of familyrelations.We think that apart from the possibilities of a re-analysis inherent in the do-umentation available from �eld investigations and the materials themselves (e.g.



254spae analysis of glued objets - artefats), it is worth paying attention to the infor-mation value of observations of remation burials of the Polg�ar ultural irle.Of speial importane here is the module of the biritual rites of the Tiszapolg�arburial ground in Tibava [�Si�ska 1964℄ whih was ontemporary of the BI/BII phasesof the Tripolye ulture. The Tibava burials were loated in retangular pits, from 70to 170m x 50 to 100m dimensions, East-West oriented. In the ase of remationburials, the bones were plaed in inerary urns or in ÿonentrations". Sometimesboth these forms o-our in graves. What is also worth noting is the preseneof ohre. Among the equipment, apart from pottery (between 2 and 37 vessels)there were also found int, stone, opper and gold artefats. The inventory wasloated by the dead person's head or legs; this priniple was also observed in aseof remation graves. The geneti relation of these burials with the rites of theLa�z�nany group, hronologially loser to the So�evka type emeteries, seems to beobvious. However, in this latter ase the quality of observations of the rite featuresis muh worse. These fats justify reahing for ÿthe Tibava module" whih seemsto be one that yields good ognitive results in spite of the possible methodologialdoubts.The above-outlined ÿmodule" of remation burials transferred to the So�evkatype burial grounds indues us to derease the number of graves: Krasny Khutor -before re-analysis 170 graves = a. 39 graves after re-analysis; So�evka - 147 = a.30; Chernin - 94 = a. 16; Zavalovka - 16 = a. 4 [f. Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . ,in this volume℄. In all, instead of 440 burials found in the literature, a. 89 burialsshould be suggested. The set of equipment hanges orrespondingly. An example ofthis type of orretion may be the reonstrution of one of the Chernin burials whihombined nine ÿgraves" (39, 40, 41, 45, 46, 47, 52, 62, 63) inluding four ineraryurn and �ve non-inerary urn ones. Its inventory onsists of four vessels whih wereused as inerary urns, 12 arrowheads and 20 other int artefats (fragments ofint artefats from ÿgraves" 62 and 63 are glued together!) and a fragment of aopper objet. In the ase of the above-mentioned ÿgraves" 62 and 63 the area plansituates them in stratigraphi relation: the inerary urn ÿgrave" (62) stands on thenon-inerary (urn) ÿgrave" (63). Also in a similar relation our ÿgraves" 45 and 46.This arrangement may be onsidered a model for the So�evka type burial grounds[f. Videiko, Arhaeologial. . . , in this volume℄.b. The geneti loation of the Tripolye ulture, its onnetion with the Balkan--Central European ultural provine as well as the general knowledge of geographyof ivilisational urrents in the middle of the fourthmillennium BC justify ombiningthe So�evka model of remation rites with the proesses of its development disus-sed above (Fig.1:d, e). Taking into onsideration the absolute hronology of the So-�evka emeteries [f. in this volume: Kovalyukh, Videiko, Skripkin, Chronology. . . ,Kadrow, Absolute. . . ℄, it means onentrating attention on three possible identi�-ations of the generator of the ÿentre": (ba) (the early Tripolye, middle Tripolyeor early-late Tripolye) loal roots, (bb) relations with the ÿNorthern model", or(b) indiret borrowings from the irle of the Carpathian Basin (reeption of the



255following models: ba - Baden or bb - Polg�ar). Evaluation of the reliability of thehypotheses that have been pointed out above should take into onsideration notonly the results of omparative analyses, but also typologial-geneti features ofgrave inventories.ba. In V. Kruts's work [1977℄, as well as in that done by his predeessors,the diret relations of the So�evka ÿtype of relis" with the older link of theDnieper Tripolye ulture Lukashi ÿtype" and to a smaller degree the VolhynianGorodsk-Troyanov ÿtype" have been well-doumented [f. Dergahev 1980:142 andVideiko, Cemeteries. . . , in this volume℄. This ontext of the ÿgeneti bakground"justi�es extension of the searh area of the potential endogenous inspirations of re-mation in the diretion of ÿthe Eastern Tripolye ulture" [Tsvek 1985℄, where theinitial zone for its Dnieper fation should be loated. In all the above-mentionedentres of the Tripolye ulture there are no manifestations indiating that a re-mation rite was used. On the other hand, it is worth mentioning that the set ofsepulhral observations that is spatially or hronologially most related to the So�e-vka onerning the Tripolye ulture from Chapayevka gives evidene of inhumation,to be more exat, of supine burials, laid on the bak and genetially identi�ed as anexpression of ontats with the Dnieper-Donetsk ulture or with the Funnel Beakerulture [Movsha 1985:26℄. Thus, we an state that the remation emeteries of theSo�evka type are the �rst objets of this kind within the Tripolye ulture. So theremation rites whih we study here may not have been derived from the loal,early- or middle-Neolithi traditions.bb. As far as a omparative analysis of the features of the ÿSo�evka" ri-tes with the Northern model is onerned, one's attention is drawn to its mostlyÿnon-inerary urn" harater. ÿThe Northern motive" is also emphasized by thedevelopmental position of the Tripolye ulture ommunities of the So�evka stage[Kruts 1977℄. This is a period of their extreme loseness with the ultural environ-ment of the forest zone, and at the same time, of the development of ties with theNeolithi peoples of the Central European Lowland [f. Dolukhanov, Tretyakov1979℄ where the ÿnon-inerary urn" remation rites are more and more often seen[Wierzbiki 1992:83�.℄. It should be remembered that the So�evka type emeterieswere registered in a landsape whih was very untypial for the Tripolye ulture- the dune areas of a vast valley, north of the forest-steppe (loess) boundary ofthe Upland; it was representative for the ÿforest ommunities". Also, in the graveinventories of the Neropolis people we are disussing here northern inuenesbeame distint in the following versions: forest-East European as well as CentralEuropean [f. in this volume: Kadrow, Ko±ko, Videiko, Pottery. . . , Klohko, Ko±ko,Weapons. . . ℄. Therefore, it annot be preluded that in the development of the ÿSo-�evka entre" some role might have been played by the impulses from the ulturalirle of a long-lasting tradition of remation (taken from the Mesolithi?) whosebest-known entres were found in the Central European Lowland.This interpretation is weakened, however, by the formal and quantitative shor-tage of adequate manifestations of remation from the spatially indiret areas (Vol-



256hynia, the Lublin Upland). On the other hand, it is possible to refer to observationsof sattered ases of the appliation of remation within the Volhynian group of theGlobular Amphora ulture [Sveshnikov 1983:12-13℄ of a similar, late hronologyafter ira 3150 BC [Szmyt 1996℄. Another indiret authentiation of the said on-eption may be found by drawing attention to the diret ontinuation of the So�evkaremation traditions in the spatially and hronologially suessive Middle Dnieperulture [Artemenko 1967:72-99℄ whose geneti relations with the irum-Balti irleare obvious [reently Ko±ko 1994a:156; as well as the most reent investigations byM. Kryvoltsevih - personal ommuniation℄. We should also remember that it wasjust at the beginning of the third millennium BC that in this irle grew the numberof soures proving the use of remation [f. Voigt 1963; Wierzbiki 1992:83�℄.b. The motivation for searhing for geneti referenes in the irle of theCarpathian Basin is provided by typologial-geneti analysis of grave inventories:int artefats, pottery, opper artefats and arms [f. in this volume: Budziszew-ski, Flint. . . , Kadrow, Ko±ko, Videiko, Pottery. . . , Klohko, Ko±ko, Weapons. . . ,Klohko, Copper. . . ℄, whih, among other things, reveals the heritage of the Polg�arirle. In the ase of a omparative analysis of the So�evka remation rites with si-milar rites in the area of the Carpathian Basin we an notie a general asynhronismof the similarities observed: ritual features and inventory features, i.e. typologialspei�ity of equipment in partiular graves.ba. If large, exlusively remation burial grounds are found in the Badenentre (the Ohrozim-Boler�az ÿhorizon"), then this similarity is not manifested inthe most numerous group of elements of grave equipment, namely in pottery. It isdiÆult to see the early Baden features among the vessels from the Dnieper burialgrounds as is the ase with late Tripolye features among the sepulhral pottery of theBaden irle. The only general plane of analogy is the dissimilarity (ÿpeuliarity")of the tehnology of manufature of this group of ritual objets; it is found bothamong the materials of the Ohrozim type as well as those of the So�evka type[Medunov�a-Bene�sov�a 1967:374; Bukowska-Gedigowa 1975:15-17; Kruts 1977:121℄.In a non-pottery group of grave inventories one's attention is drawn by the preseneof stone axes, although these forms are di�erent from the So�evka type.bb. However, while in the Polg�ar environment no large, exlusively remationburial grounds have been found (Tiszapolg�ar ulture, La�z�nany group), Polg�ar featu-res are still learly legible in the vessel stylistis from the So�evka emeteries [f.Kadrow, Ko±ko, Videiko, Pottery. . . ℄. The similarity also onerns the non-potteryinventories, and in partiular the presene in both ases of opper daggers [�Si�ska1972:140-143℄. Previously we also indiated the similarities in the sphere of funeraryritual (ÿTibava module").The Polg�ar inspirations in the development of the Tripolye ulture have beenobserved many times. In ase of materials of the Gorodsk-Troyanov or Brynzenyÿtype" the Tiszapolg�ar ÿimports" have been found (Brynzeny-Tsyganka, KosteshtyIV settlements) or stylisti borrowings (Troyanov et al.) [Titov, Markevih 1974℄.The Polg�ar ÿinuenes" were expliitly reognized in the region of the ÿEastern



257Tripolye ulture", simply asribing to them the funtion of one of the generatorsof this group [Tsvek 1985; 1989℄. This impulse would be legible here already atstage B of the Tripolye ulture (4200-4000 BC), beoming pronouned in numerousÿimports" and imitations of Tiszapolg�ar pottery.The above-mentioned groups of the Tripolye ulture, loated in the easternborder zone of the sope of its ommunities, should be onsidered to be an indiretsoure of transmission of the Polg�ar tradition into the region on the Dnieper. Thesetraditions might have also referred to the ideologial ritual models, inludingrema-tion rites. However, at least thus far, this has not been doumented by observationsof the funerary rites of the middle Tripolye and early-late Tripolye ommunitiesstages B/CI). * * *Our observations as outlined above justify our onlusion that the unequivo-al (diretly on�rmed by soures) identi�ation of the geneti bakground of theSo�evka remation entre is impossible at present. Within the Dnieper Tripolye ul-ture remation appears as an exogenous ritual that also ontinued to exist after theulture's disappearane. Neither is the soial-ideologial ontext of this adaptationknown. In the soial organization dimension a ertain indiation may be a simulta-neous appearane of the stone battle axes, reognized as a sign of the emergeneof a leader stratum (ÿinsignia").The main diÆulty in solving this puzzle lies in the state of reognition of thelosest ultural hinterland of the So�evka ÿagglomeration" as far as forms of fune-rary ritual are onerned (on the basis of more general experienes of a onsiderableredution of observations of remation in the pratie of area, arhaeologial pro-spetion may be assumed). In suh a situation of the two admissible oneptions ofthe genesis of the So�evka remation entre: ÿNorthern" (f. the ÿNorthern model"of remation) or the Polg�ar, the former seems to be better justi�ed on the groundsof general knowledge (Fig.1).This opinion has a wider foundation in the presently revised oneption of thediretions of adaptation of remation in Europe. When we rejet the monoentriinterpretation whih is ontraditory to the available soure doumentation andwhih indiates extra-European inspirations (Anatolia, the Near East), we onsiderjusti�ed paying more attention to the polyentri intra-European interpretation,ontained in the hypothesis of the ÿNorthern model", i.e. to the arheometri andmulti-aspetual analysis of all the manifestations of remation in the area of theCentral European Lowland and the western part of the forest zone of Eastern Eu-rope [f. on the question of relations between these areas: Ko±ko 1994b℄. Whenwe look at the problem from this perspetive, both Eneolithi remation entres- the Baden and the So�evka - should be interpreted as results of the reeptionof hronologially di�erent, and spread over large areas, inuenes of the North(Neolithi-subneolithi ultures) whih in given ases o�ered qualitatively new sta-tes of symboli ulture (Fig.1). It may be assumed that the main reason for thisphenomenon was the ideologial reinterpretation of remation in the irle of the



258Eneolithi ulture, asribing to it the ÿexternal" ideologial valorization whose ro-ots might have been in the irles of the Anatolian and Near Eastern ivilisation[f. in this volume: Klohko, Ko±ko, Weapons. . . - geneti identi�ation of daggers,Klohko, Stolpiak, Glass. . . ℄. Translated by Andrzej Pietrzak
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